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Inquiry into the 1-ws and nature of chemical 

change has had a long and varied history. The earli- 

est attempts, including the somewhat anchronous atomic 

theories of Lemocritus and Lucretius, belong to the 

Greek and Roman eras. Thereafter these philosophical 

speculations gave way to the met_rhisical explanations 

of the alchemists, to be followcd in turn by the scarce- 

ly less fanciful theories of the i-trochemists and 

phlogistonists. The formulation of the Jaltonian 

atomic theory may be said to have signallised the darn 

of the present r-tional era of Chemistry. Tht the 

overwhelming mass of descriptive chemistry which made 

its appearance during the succeeding century was accom- 

panied by a parallel growth in the theoretical explanation 

of these phenomena, demonstrated the essential truth of 

the theory. Nowadays with the very necess..ry subdiv- 

ision of this ever-expanding brunch of science the 

purely descriptive aspect of chemical change has been 

allotted to Organic and Inorranic Chemistry, while the 

perhaps most fundamental function of Physic,l Chemistry 

is the correlation of such change with ..4.-)roved theor- 

etical concepts. 
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:.lmout invariably, chemical reactions are more 

complicated than the normal chemical equations would: 

ind.ic te: usually they consiet of several concurrent 

or consecutive reactions, only the resultant ef ect of 

which is expreoseci by the equation. It is the first 

necessity in explaining chemical change to establish the 

identity and interconnection of these elementary 

reactions. Thus, the "reaction mechanism ̀' must first 

be elucidated; the tusk of finding some explanation 

of the occurrence and velocities off' tine elementary 

reactions retains. 

While reasonable euccees in the unravelling of the 

mechanisms of reactions, proceeding in solid ; liquid, 

or gas phases may be claimed, little has been done to- 

ward explaining the fundamental nature of reaction. 

any success in this direction, however, has been achiev- 

ed with gas-phase reactions. In this field, thanks to 

the kinetic theory, founded be. Glausius and Laxwell and 

su piemcntee more recently e the st..tistical and wave- 

mechanical methods, some inei eht into the mutual behav- 

iour of the ultimate reacting particles is available. 

By the introduction of the somewhat emeirical concepts 

of "activation energy" and "probability, or steric 

factors ", it is possible to correlate observed rates 

of reaction with the collision frequency of the reacting 

par ticles, predicted by the kinetic theory. The final 

step lies in predicting a priori the magnitude of these 

two factors, in terras of eore fundamental quantities, 
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such as molecular dimensions and forces; with the 

solution of that probleií_, it would seem that a final 

understanding of the age -old problem of the nature of 

chemical change would be attained. 

Today the theorists would seem to have started 

promisingly on this la u t lap, with the help of the 
i 

Heitlea- London method of approach. far, however , 

progress has 

nnatien as to 

and exchange 

been on . . semiempiri cal basis. 

the relative magnitude 

energy contents of the 

which can be obtaine°_ only from the 

Infor- 

of the .:oulo :.bic 

reacting system, 

experimentally de- 

termined activation energies, is necessary before any 

calculation of such . uantities may be attempted. :st 

present, then, the theorist has no Bowers of prediction; 

only ability to interpret experimental results. 

The nature of the re,_ cting ey: tem during the actual 

process of chemica_; change has been the su,c:ject of some 

speculation. The present view that an "activation 

complex` of finite life -time, possessing all the pro - 

perties of a stable molecule in all But one degree of 
2 

freedom, is formed has been developed by lyring, a 

method of aerroc,cii which would seem to have very definite 

potentialities. $uf, :icient evidence would seem to have 

4 .cumulated to indicate approximately the magnitude of 

:oulombic and exchange ener :iee, in reaction systems in- 

volving three atoms (refs. 3 -- 5 , and a.lso correction 

in ref. 13 (i).1.;4) which brings the e-rlier calculations 

on the activation energy of the dccom.position of HI 
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into line.) The semiempirical Eyring- eolanyi energy 

diagrams thus made available may be used to obtain the 

energy content of the activation complex. The veloc- 

ity of re.:. ctio. is thus simply defined as the concen- 

tration of the complex multiplied by its mean life -time; 

the concentration of the com,lex is calculated by ap_,ly- 

ing ordinary statistical mechenice to the e:uilibria 

involved. The life -time is inversely proeortionaI to 

the velocity with which the representative point in 

the Lyring- Folanyi diagram passes over the top of the 

potential b_rrier. This method has been applied with 

succese to interpret differencec in ratee of analogous 
6,13. 

reactions involving isotopes. 

The discovery of dcuteriue subse: uent inves- 
I 

tigation of its she is 1 properties have brought to 

light a series of reactions which would appear to be of 

such simple nature as to be particularl_, amenable to 

theoretical treatment. Under suitable conditions, it 

is found that in mixtures of deuteriu and cerL.in hy- 

drides isoto -ic int..rchange may take place by reactions 

of the type: 

D îa --, DX H. 

Obviously, then, the influence on activation energy of 

such parameters as are brought to light, either theor- 

etically or empirically, might well be tested from the 

experimentally -determined activation energies of a number 

Of such reacti:ns involving hydrides of elements, scat- 

tered over as wide a range of the periodic table as 
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possible. 

,here it is also possible to investigate the anal - 

ogous reactions between hydrogen and deuterides, e.g. 

H + DX + D, 

information of at least potenti-1 v,lue, ws to the 

energy content of the transition complexes is mace 

wv31 ble . 

Experimentally, there are three methods by which 

such exchange reactions may be investigated, each dif- 

fering in the method of producing the necessary deuter- 

ium atoms: by dis. ociation of deuteriur.t, either ther- 

mally, electrically in a. 'J,00d's discharge tube, or 

photochemically by means of excited mercury atoms. 

Each of these methods possesses certain advantages and 

certain defects: they must therefore be regarded as 

complementary. 

The first section of the present thesis deals with 

an investigation of the reactions 

D + .; ?.t 3 1112D -L H, 

and aá + PD3 t?1.LD 2 + D, 

using the mercury sensitisation techni;lue for the Pro- 

duction of D- atoms. The occurrence of these reactions 

is proved conclusively, and the respective activation 

energies are determined. From the theoretical point 

of view, this information must necessarily be of un 

anticipatory nature, since at present only triatomilic 

reaction systems may adequatel;y be de.,.lt with. 

The main point of the experiments on the corres- 



pon,t:.ina reaction, 

() + 

6. 

3 N.rï 21) -4- 

described in ection II, is to provid proof 

of the occurrence of this type of reáction. 

In Lection III, a second I.echanism for exchange 

between deuterium and phosphine is considered. It is 

hoped that this section will serve to provide, yet an- 

other example of the utility of deuterium in the eluc- 

idation and cor_obor tion of reaction mechanisms. 

A final section deals briefly with the theory and 

some ai plioations of a micro-method of gas analysis, 

developed during these investigations. 
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T I O N I 

Pre pu.ru.tion und ;'usi fie-wtion of G ses. 

'hoshine . 

Two samples of phosphine were used in the course 

of these experiments. 

The first tiws prep-red by dropping dilute potassium 

hydroxide olution on ,/hoäphoniwn iodide. The phos- 

phine after passes ;e over socie lii.e, calcium chloride, 

:and phosphorus pentoxide was collected in a liquid air 

trap and subjected to three fractional distillations, 

the first and last fractions being discarded in each 

cu se. 

The second samele wus prepu.red by drop_ing dis- 

tilled water onto powdered calcium phosphide. The 

phosphine thus formed was dried over calcium chloride 

and' p.i:osphorus pentoxide -nd finally fractionated to 

ensure separation from the liquid . driee ahiccz teas 

formed in quite considerable quantity. 

No difference in condenvibility in liquid air, or 

in exchange phenomena coula be detected bet,. _.en the two 

samples. 
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Tri174ute.ro t}ho tip?line . 

This was prepared by inter action of calcium phos- 

:hide and 8 (p deutcriul. oxide. D20 vapour was Distilled 

(in vacuo) betvieen two li. uid air traps, over pulver- 

ised calcium phosphide, the phosphine formed being also 

collected in the receiving liquid air trap. Care had 

to be teen to remove the 4uite appreciable amounts of 

light hydrogen present, presumably as adsorbed water 

or calcium, hydroxide, in the 'calcium phosphide'. 

Rapidly pulveriseu lump calcium phosl)hide was accord- 

ingly introduced into the apparatus and baked out in 

vacuo till evolution of gas ceased. Neglect of such 

precaution resulted in marked diminution of the deut- 

erium- content of the phosphine. 

The purity of the heavy phosphine used in these 

experiments was determined as 97 4. 0=5':» from vapour 

density measurements. 

N_yclroge:n . 

Cylinder hydrogen, from which traces of oxygen 

had been removed by passage over pallú.di sed asbestos at 

350 "C . , and then through a liquid air trap, was used. 

Deuterium. 

The most convenient method used, involved the 

decomposition of deuterium oxide (99.9 ) with distilled 
metallic sodium. 

For convenience i n calculation, any very slight 

contamination with h2 of the deuterium so obtained has 
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been neglected. 

_mmonia was used us obtained from W cylinder, 

..A' ter rigorous purificwtion by repeated f-r-ctional 

distillations from li_uiä air. 

iji tiogçn . 

The oxygen impurity in cylinder nitrogen was 

removed by passage over copper turnings at 350°C. 

_L 
-fm .rutus. 

The e sentia.l features of the apparatus employed 

are indicated in .rig. 1. The reaction vessel, R, 

a, fused silica. bulb of lltt c.c. capa.city YaJ att:.ched 

to the remainder of the apparatus - built entirely of 

soda glass - by iue .ns of a ground glass joint. This 

facilitated the necessary periodic cleaning operation, 

ü.nd also the I'emov:.l and setting up of the surrounding 

electrically -heated. furnace, F. The latter was silica+ 

cored and could be v,_intainea at temperatures up to 

700 °C without difiiculty. The furnace temperature, 

which was satisfactorily uniform along the length of the 

furnace, could be controlled manually to a constancy of 

not less than 1 -C. c,librated platinum- platinum- 

rhodivw thermocouple was used to measure the temperature. 

One end of the furnace was closed with a silica lens, 

, to allow for irradiation of the reaction bulb with 

ultraviolet light. 
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The reaction vessel was c:onnected to capillary 

7ercu r;; ;1,i1 )+ -nd oil (I2) manometers, a Pirani gauge 

G), -nd. w McLeod g auc;e.:Ipiezon oil "ß" k ;ìpecific grav- 

ity 0365i w.s founu entirely s--tief..etory for use in the 

,il m-nometer: hydrogen and phosAhine seemed ;:,uite in- 

ÿoluble ir it, while it has the negligib le vapour press- 
-7 

ure of 10 mm. fig. The eetiu:ated accurwcy of the 

E uge was 002 mm. Hg. 015 irun. diameter platinum 

wire was used in the i=ir<_vni gauge, which was operated 

by the Campbell r.:ethod cf measuring the a.pnlieU voltee, 

necessary to maintain the wire at a definite tett:i,erature 

about 30°C., in this case. It 3 found that the 

2 2 
line.iir relation between i,ressure ana V - Vo ¡where V, 

and V are the applied voltages required to maint-in the 

wire at the standard ter per ture ,ehen the preeeuee is 

-5 
the lowest attainable ¡10 mm. Hg) and that to be 

measured, reepec Lively) was rigidly obeyed, even with 

pressures r._uch in excess of .any normally measured in the 

course of these experiments t ca. 0 2 mm. Hg) . mince 

it was nece cary to use the gauge to determine pressures 

with the furnace at various tete era tures, borne correction 

for thermal effusion effects hay to be made. The gauge 

was -ccordingly recúlibrated whenever the furnace teu,per- 

ture was altered. This was most expeditiously carried 

out by admitting one pipetteful of hydrogen from the 

reservoir, hl , ,.nd determining the corresponding applied 

volt-go. Having determined on the oil gauge the press- 

ure obtained in the app.ratus due to this amount of 
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hydrogen at room temperature, the voltyieter reauings 

could rewd.i1 ,° be converted. to h d.roz en pressures at 

root.: temperature. The pressure measurements obtained 

at various furnace temperatures were thus quite com- 

parable. oince the hydrogen in Hl reserved for 

such calibration purposes the diminution in size of thei 

H2- pip;ette ul w -s ,juite inappreciable over long periods. 

The pumping system, c .p .ble of producing a v,.cvuiu 

-5 
of 10 scum. Hg in the reaction ve z.el, consisted of a 

three -stage mercury v.:.pour condensation pumj , backed 

by a liyvac oil pump, Living fore --pump v-cuuid of less 

than 0'05 mm. Hg. 

P.esErvoirs containing hydrogen, dcuteritut., phos- 

phine, trid.euterophosi , hine, a monia, ,nd nitrogen were 

sealed into the v:icuu:i line. Those cont.Aning 'non- 

condensable gases were provided with small c- ill-ry 

}ii.ette to facilitate calibration of the '.irani gauge 

and hydrogen an-Jyser. 

The tap- lubricant employed was rDiezon Grease, "L'. 

The mercury vapour lamp was of the vertic -.1 type 

having a tungsten anode and water- cooleu mercury cath- 

ode; it was provided with a chro:.lium- plated reflector. 

zinc spark, led by a 10,000 volt, 2 kilowatt 

transformer, was also available. Reasonable steadiness 

was obtained by placing a condenser in parallel, and 

cooling the electrode tips with a strong air blast. 
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n-.lsi_s of -ydro -r,,en-Deuteriu.r: :ixture v . 

It is essential for this type of investiG_tion to have 

<tv .ilable some accurate and expeditious method of analys- 

ing the hydrogen- deuteriule mixture<;, obtained in the 

course of the experiments. Of the methods of analysie 
`14 

available, the most convenient and economical was 

undoubtedly that based on thermal conductivity measure{ 

meets ut low pressures, an in the temperature range, 

where the difference in rotational specific het of the 
two isotopes is significant. Even this metho4 , however, 

13 
is subject to certain disadvantages : the removal of 

heat fro:', the hot wire is intimately dependent on the 

accomaodati or; coef_icient of the ge.s on the wire - a 

xuàntity which exhibits disturbing diurnal variations. 

In addition, during the adjustment in pressure which 

forms an essential part of the method, some isotopic 

fractionation roust occur. 

The method ìeta:aile below successfully obviates 

these disabilities. It is based o- conductiv- 

i' ity measurements .t high pressures (ca. 50 min.) and 

temperatures (20 -150 °0 .) . The use of hiL ;n pressures 

eliminates variations due to diurnal change, in accom- 

modation coefficients, while the tlrermost .tin arrange -, 

mento - u-sing water at 13='0., instead of liquid air - 

may bu controlled with greater exactitude. 

In osier to preeervo the advantage of the low 

pressure method, of requiring only :.:inute samples of 



d 
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Fig. 2. 

a 

Gon6truction of .;e11. 
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gas for an..lysi$, it wrye necese-ry to reduce the volume 

of the conductivity cell_ tc the slaa.11est practicable 

limit. This was achieved by mounting a 0.015 

platinum rire in u capillary tube 50 mm. long and 2 mnu 

in internal diameter. To ensure that the wire was 

central in the capillary tube, the 0.15 mm. wire was 

spot -- e1 ed to 0 3 me_. Jlatinum led s of the shape 

shown at a and b in fig. .:. This assembly wau tnen 

lowered into the capillary tube tend the seal made at c. 

Maintaining the tune i43 ct vertic -,i positior, the glEoss 

at d was sealed to b with a small -pointed flame. If 

necessary, the wire was tautened by softening the seal 

at d and pulling the wire, b, very gently downwards. 

To allow for the compression of the sample of g-s to 

be analysed, the cell waü sealed to the compression 

capillary of a McLeod gauge (cf. B, fig. 1). With 

such an arrangement, only 02 c.e. of gas at N.T.P. are 

required to fill the conductivity cell to a pressure of 

50 min. It 11,46 since been found possible ,cf. p.123) 

to reduce this volume below 01 c.c. at N.T.P. 

The cell was surrounded by a water jacket, 3', 

through which water at 13gú. was circulated. Tap water 

was used for this purpose: after pwssin` to a const-nt- 

levelling device, it flowed through a coil of electric - 

aally- heated metal piping, and then to the thermostat. 

By altering the head of water for coarse adjustment, 

land a rheostat in series with the heating furnace for 

fine adjustment, a constancy of temperature of * u-1 °C. 
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could rec. :' . 

i be obtained. 

,ince normally the voltage _,_cross the gauge 

about tort, it -.s necessary to point the exterr..w . leads, 

in ore ;er to prevent electrolysis occurring in the water- 

jacket. 

The detailed experiment_,1 procedure in making an 

analysis will best be followed by reference to fig. 1. 

¿:ìnles of g-:is, Generally wpproxim_ tely e ,i ii o].ccular 

mixtures of hydrogen .nd phospti ine, could be .vithdr .wn 

from the reaction ve _ 3e1 by means of the c .pillary 

lock, D, and freed fro phosphine by pass- e through the 

liquid rAr trar, L. In view of the subsequent thous - 

dnd -fold coir.pre . _;ion it WE_s necessary to reduce the re- 

maining pressure of _i:osphine below '007 ray.. Hg (the 

vapour pressure of solid pho:r,:hine at ©©qK.) . The 

space above the liquid oxygenfcontained in the surrounding 

flàs was accordingly pumped out by means of a ro tL4 tort' 

oil Dump to a pressure of about 10 iin.. The tempera- 

ture of tLe liquid oxygen was thus reduced to 60'K. and 

the vapour pressure of the i)hoe (hire in the trap to about 

10 mm. This was quite negligible in the succeeding 

operations . The hydrogen sample could then be pumped 

into the McLeol bulb, B, by means of the small- volume 

mercury vapour pump, P. The sample wa) then compressed 

into tlic conductivity cell. The conduction of heat from 

wires of the thi c ,tne s s used in the conductivity cell is 

not quite independent of pressure, even at 50 rrrii. Hg. 

Hence the justment and measurement of the pressure of 



Fig. 3. 

Analyser circuit. 
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the sa;m-)10 of gas c refine in the cell haï to be made 

accurately. It was found pu seible to us t the dif- 

ference in the mercury levels in the McLeod g_lage to 

50.0 0 - 2 mm. with the aid of a copier wire accurately 

50.0 ism. it length. The ex ct pressure in the cell was 

n:easured by means of ,a, vertical cathetometer, provided 

wit :: vernier reading to 0.1 izm. Jome difficulty was 

originally experienced, _tue to the tendency of the mer- 

?Airy to 'tail' on the capill r;, wa lle, but luaric-tion 

with a minute amount of :.pieeor: oil, "B ", selvcu. the 

problem satisf%.ctorily. . Following e.c.ju. tment ana: 

measurement of prew,_ure, the resistance of the cell -wire 

was measured by the ''iheatstone bridge arre.ngement 

detailed ir. fig. 3. ..z to diminishing :end re- j _toting 

the pressure, a duplicate resistance measurement was 

made. 

It was found necessary to apply small coriectia. s 

to this resistance value on account of variation of 

three factors; (a) , the: pres ure, 1);, the thermostat 

temperature, and (c), the bridge volt_ge . From cali 

bration experiments, it was ascertained that, within the 

pressure and temperature limits normally employed (50.0 

+ 0.5 m, and 13.0 ± 0.5 °C., respectively), the vari- 

ation of resistance value with pressure ank temperature 

was satisfactorily linear. The pressure cor: ec tion 

amounted to 0 :.0 ,red 0.08 ohms per mm. hg for H2 and D2, 

respectively, while the temperature correction (.10 ohms 

per degree) was the same for both gases. The difficulty 
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Calibration oration Curves for analysis of H2 -D2 mixtures 
and equilibrium Ha- ?îi) -Ds mixtures. 
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involved in the continuou2 diminution in bridge voltage 

as supplied by c battery of secondary cells was surmountei 

by making determin estions, frc:. uently as practicwb1e, 

of the resistance v-lues of samples of goure H2, as 

supplied by the large H2 reservoir, R2, provided with 

'tap- doser" of re.;uisite volume. 

: -after such correction, the duelicate r c eietance 

values almost invariably agreed to 01 ores. eince the 

ressure coula only be iree,sured to ; ..... .1 mm., this was 

the maximum concordance to be expected. 

The gauge we- hydrogen-deuterium 

mixture :, of :morn con "o sitioï _i. T' tii c,leo Aith similar 

mixtures in which the eeuilibriu:, HHa + D2 21) 

had been established either piotochemicwl1y with excited 

mercury -toms or on a hot nicel wire. Concordent 

results were obtained uúinE these two methods on account 

of the small temperature coef :_icient of the equilibrium 

constant. 
14' 1 5 

Typical calibration curves are shown 

in fig. 4. AR refers to the deviation of the resist- 

ance of the gauge wire from the standard value, taken 

.::gis that obtained with. pure H2 in the cell with the 

same voltage applied acre s,:: it. 

Under these conditions, the resistance values of 

pure Aie and D2 differed by about 2.8 ohms. assuming 

the reasonable accuracy of 01 ohm in the determination 

of AR, the deuteriue, content of e,iuilibriuza H2-HD-D2 

:mixtures may be estimated to 0-2'A G 71,,, respectively, 

agcoràing as the mixture is rich in deuterium or hydrogen, 
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while the accuracy 3r the ca.e of H--D2 Ti.xturPs should 

,be 0-4(;, over the whole conocitior. 

The theory and áCne a7' licatiol'.° of these gawÿes 

are treated briefly in Jection IST. 

E'[ Cht:.Tl r..e Run r;? ce'.u?.'e . 

some account of the experimental procedure -aopteu. 

in series of experiments, designed to study mercury 

photooensitised exchange between 172 and i i at temper - 

atures in the range 400-600'0., may be given at this 

point. 

Measurement of the rate at which the mercury vap- 

our lump was supplying the reaction bulb with resonance 

quanta was an essential preliminary to each exo tinge run: 

since the starting of the lamp involved removal from 

the supporting clamp, there was necessarily some slight 

variation in location of the lamp from run to run. thé 

mercury sensitised photodecomposi tion of piosphine was 

chosen ao convenient secondary standard for this 

purpose. The procedure was siaple : short illuminations 

(30 secs.) of the reaction bulb, containing phosphine at 

sufficiently high pressure (usually 25 mui.) to ensure 

that all mercury atoms excited were deactivated by phos- 

phine molecules (and so, that the intensity of illunin- 
ation and rate of decomposition were linearly related, , 

followed by measurement on the Pirani gauge of the 

pressure of 42 so formed, gave the necessary comparative 
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data. The ;u :.;.ntux ink }ut could then be ev.luated absol- 

utely, from the c_u-.ntur., yir.la of .r 
: ioto .ecoopoeition 

..t 25 mm., the úetei'riination of 1:ßhi.cL ie ci o; 1.ibe d on 

e .1n --23 . 

To carry out the run proper, 2Lo spl?inc onú deuter- 

ium were in turn introduced into the reaction vessel to 

the desired pres-;uz e , a e measured on the mer ,ury iï nometer, 

the :rho uphirc being of course frozer: out by r_ e. i of 

liquid oxygen apelied to -,:a t:..bl. , ei d e -tue '.0 c_ng 

the introduction of the deuterium. . On re,roving the 

liquid air and allowing time for mixing, lllurinati.on 

was core need. After each suitably -timed period of 

illumination, followed by an intery .l of two cr three 

minute-3 to allow for e ualisetion of compo ei t ion through- 

out the dead space IT diffusion, a oe.mple of the reaction 

ei -ture was withdrawn and the resistance value of the 

'hydrogen' component determined -gis detailed on pp.13- 

8. In this way the change in deuterium- content of 

the hydrogen during the course of the run could be 

followed. Illumination wee in g;neral continued till 

the D- content of the hydrogen had diminished by 4O- 50'jß. 

During each illumination period, the increase in total 

pressure (due to piiotodeconr osition of Prs w: 7 r..e.: 

In the absence of any convenient and generally adopt- 
ed method of nomenclature, the following convention 
will be adopted here: 'hydrogen' will be used to denote 
mixtures of the two leotoeic forms; the term, hydrogen, 
will indicate the isotope of unit mass, in its 'normal' 
state of separation from deuterium. 
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tired by means of the oil manometer, used differenti 11yt. 

Readings were taken at regular 30 or 60 second intervals. 

The periods of illumination were adjusted so that 

the difference in the resistance values of successive 
about 

hydrogen samples was 015 ohms. This necessitated 

somewhat short periods of illumination at the higher 

temperatures employed, and since in such cases, where 

the thermal decomposition of phosphine was appreciable, 

it was inadvisable to allow more than the standard 2 or 

3 minutes between illumin.Ä.tions, the time required for 

L. resistance value measurement had to be reduced to a 

minimum. It was found possible to carry out the sev- 

eral operations involved - in as ition to the r ul:.4r 

oil manometer readings - in five or six minutes. This 

was sufficiently expeditious at the highest furnace 

temperature employed. 

The run w -s completed with a redetermination of 

the relative quantum input. 

Fig. 5 illustrates the general nature of the dat_. 

Obtained in this way. 

Í 

The -u.ntum. Yield of the Mercur sensitised Phot 

decomposition of Phosohine. 

For this purpose, the uranyl oxalate actinometer 

was utilised. The actinometric li:uid. employed was 

005 if. and 0025 M. with respect to uranyl oxalate and 

oxalic acid, respectively - as recommended by Forbes 

18.18 
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and heidt . 

The furnace w, ,,s removed and the axis of the 

reaction bulb altered to a vertical position. ,e dia- 

phragm, with a circular aperture about 1.5 ce. in dia- 

meter, carrying a 5 : silica filter -cell, 17_.6 inter- 

posed between 1:emp e.nd bulb. :.ith the filter -cell 

filled with 50'¡c acetic acid - to remove radiation cap - 

.ebie of producing direct decomposition of PHs (X< 227.* 

- the rate of mercury seneitised Photodecomposition of 

25 mm.. phosehine was determined from a series of c.Ö sec. 

exposures, using the Pirani gauge to measure the hydrogen 

formed. A fresh protion of the bulb wee exposed for 

each ìllur:iin-ation,b r rotation of the bulb fror. the 

ground giase joint. The bulb was then detached, 

cleaned with bromine water, wa hea with distilled ;Fester, 

filled with actinometric solution to a graduation mark 

on the neck of the bulb ( cor-reeponriing to a determined 

volume) and restored to its original position behind 

the diaphragm, where it was shielded from sunlight. 

In order to avoid a change in concentr.tion,des- 

cribed by i +orbee and Heist ae undeeirable,the period of 

illumination that followed w .s limited to give not more 

than a 10'r, decomposition of the oxalic acid. The amouit 
1 

of decomposition was estimated volumetrically with 100 

potaeeiun p: rmunganate. since ur:.Vnyl- sensitised decom- 

position of oxalic acid is produced by all radiation of 

wave length les_ than 450 it was necessary to correct 

the rate of deeomeosition so obtained for the contrib- 



ution, attribut -ble to the quite considerable propor- 

tion of radiation from the mercury vapour lamp of wave- 

length c 45O, > 25.3-71,.. The rate of decomposition 

of oxalic acid was accordingly redetermined, after sub - 

stituting carbon tetrachloride for acetic acid in the 

filter cell: carbon tetrachloride absorbs 99.91,-, of 

the mercury resonance radiation but the extinction 

coefficient decreases sufficiently quickly with in- 

cre,asin ; wavelength as to leave the strong lines of 
20 

longer wavelength (e.g. 30ùO y unaffected. 

The fraction (FRJ of incident light suffering 

reflection at the air- silica interface may be estim ted 

from 

F n - 1 
R r n + 2 ' 

(1) 

where n represents the index of refracti =)n of the sec- 

ond medium relative to that of the first, for the rad- 

iation under consideration (the relation holds rigidly 

only if the light is incident in a direction norm-1 to 

the interface). Taking n for silica with respect to 

air as 1.46 (International Critical Tables) the fraction 

of light so reflected amounts to only 1. 6'<<. No allow- 

ance was accordingly made for this in the calculations 

below. 

Assuming that the difference in the observed rates 

lof decomposition of oxalic acid was attributable to 

19 
esonance radiation and making use of Forbes and heist's 

Value for the decomposition quantum yield at this wave- 
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length - viz. U-65 - the required quantum yield could 

readily be calculated. 

The following refers to such a determination, 

typical of the four carriez.: out. 

Normality of actinometric solution before il.um- 

in >tion, 01322 2T . 

( ,eetic acid filter. 

Volume of a.ctirtometric solution = 1120 c.c. 

Time of Illumination = 13 mins. 

Normality of -ct. soln. after illimintion =011961 H. 

:.Norm Le:ficierc,y eaer ._.in. = 9,69 x 10 
5 

i. 

(b), Curbon tetr.chiloride filter. 

Volume of act. soin. = 112.0 c.o. 

Time of illuination = 23 mins. 

Normality of act. soin, after illumination = 01203 N. 
-5 

Noz°rnwlity afficiency per min. = 425 x 10 Y. 

.'. Normality deficiency per min. due to 2537 line 

-5 
= 5'44 x 10 N. 

No. of 2537 .iva nta enterinE:; bulb per see. 

544 x lOg 112 1 23 

= 6 x 6° 06 x 10 x 
U x lUOU x 2 65 

16 
= 4.50 x 10 L,uan ta/ sec. 

Rate of formation of hydrogen by decomposition 

of PHs = .161 mm. Hg/kin. 

Rute of decomp. of phosphine = 107 mm. Pfi; /min. 

Volume of apparatus = 198 c.c. 

Temperature = 20 °C. 
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No. of Plis molecules decomposed 'ler ,EC. 

.107x 193 x M X 6s06 x 10 
43X 1 

`l60 22400 293 60 

16 
= 1.17 x 10 rnolecules/sec. 

;0.1anturn Yield = 1.17 x 10 

4.50 x 10 

16 

16 0.26- 

The remaining three trust worthy determinations 

yielded the concordant values of 0.23, 0.26, and 0 29. 

The çuantum yield for the mercury sensitised yhoto- 

ceco.ç- position of phosi -:ine Out 25 mm.) was .ccoraingly 

taken as 0.27. 

Th ,t the juantur.i yield possessed the advantage of 

being independent of temperature was shown by the decom- 

p)sition runs oifferent temperatures, detailed in 

Tables. .tt temperatures where the thermal decompos- 

ition a oprciable, bl-nk =xperinents were carried 

out. 

Table 1. 

s?re s,aure of phosphine = 25 mm. 

Rate of photo- + 

thermal decomp. 
(in m.r.1. H., /zri n . , 

at 20°C.7 

Rate of ther;i?a1 

decomposition 
RP 

hoto 
T 

( 

°l;.) 

070 - 070 17 
076 - 076 309 
071 003 068 472 
065 001 065 400 
074 - 074 319 

It was not considered necessary to continue to 

higher temperatures - when thermal decomposition rapidly 
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increases - since for exchange runs at these tempera- 

tures the preliminary phosphine- c.ecomposition runs used 

to give the relative input data, were carried out after 

lowering the furn::tce temperature to 400-450°C, 

To anticipate, the mean number of 2537- Quanta 

entering the bulb during exchange runs was of the order 
16 

of 3 x 10 quanta/sec . 

General Nature of .Cïesults. 

When a mixture of Px3 and .D2, saturated with mer- 

cury vapour, is irradiated with mercury resonance rad - 

iation, the deuterium-content of the `hyarogen' may be 

reduced by Low contributory f actors: 

thermal decomposition of PHs , 

mercury sensitised photoaecomposition of PHs, 

giving in either case red phosphorus and R2; 

exchange processes between D2 and Pis, induced 

(c) thermally, or, 

(d) pho to chemi cally . 

21,22 
Previous investigations have shown that the 

thermal decomposition of p hosphine proceeds in pseudo - 

unimolecular fashion on silica surfaces. .:gis indicated 

by Hinshelwood und Topley the condition of the surface 

plays an imsortant rôle in determining the aboolute rate 

of reaction. This was borne out in the present experi- 

ments when it was found that cleaning the reaction bulb 
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with bromine inste.<.c_ of bromine yr,<.ter (followed by 

baking-out iv vacuo at 600 °C . ) reduced the rate of 

;thermal decomposition very con.siúer-.bly. 

In the range inve atigtc:d (400-600°C.) the therrral 

decomposition li;ws never comparable with the p:hotodecom- 

position, except, perhaps, at the highest temperature 

employed. It was,however, not necessary to difi'erent iate 

between the two types of decomposition: the combined 

effect was allowed for from the pressure readings during 

illumination, though where necessary allowance was made 

for the continuance of the thermal effect during the 

intervals between illumination periods. 
as 

It has been conclusively shown tho.t the mechanism 

of the mercury sensitised photodecomTsosition of sohouphine 

is represented by, 

pus + 1Ig ( k', ) ' P112 + + ,sig (160 ) 

as Drimary reaction, follo wed by the :secondary dark 

reactions, 

'PH2 + 2E2 P2 + 

PH2 + H PH 8 , 

and H + H 

which probably take place on the balls of the reaction 

vessel. Hydrogen is a marked inhibitor of the decom- 

position. This may be attributed to tv:u distinct 

effects: competitive quenching of the 
3P 

/ mercury atoms 

by molecular hydrogen, according to: 

Hí2 + Hg(3P1) H + H + Hg(1 ̂ '0 ) 

while the increase in hydrogen atom concentration so 
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rro,`aced :r 3u1t, in an incre;..sed- rate of re;corbination 

of the products of the prim :,.r,y reaction. The coi %bines 

effect of these two factors is such that the adaition of 

an ectu.imoiecule -r eu antity of hydrogen - or deuterium - 

shou' ?_ reta;'d. the decoys 
. 
osz.ti.on of pho;Tehine by é, factor 

of ;.bout three. e. third f:Jctor which is oper3.tive in 

the corresponding case of ammonia, .nui accounts for 
24 

much enhanced inhibitory effect of hydrogen is absent 

here: the cuenching of 3P1 mercury toms by ehosphine 

to the metastable 3P0 state äoes not ú.ppe:).r to tale pli; ce; 

(see D. 86) . 

1iccordingly, even in the eeuinielecular deuterium - 

)hos :hinc mixtures e . loye. in these ex- Deri1Lents the 

photochemical decomposition of phosphine was in eed 

appreciable. 

_mot temperatures up to 6O 0°C., no thermally initiated 

exchange was observed. This i shown by the 

recorded in T,ble 2. They represent the eourse of . 

"dark" run using 25 mrtl. i) and 25 mu. Pia at a furnace 

temperature of 600°C. Fro_ oil iu;.nometer readings 

taken during the course of the experiment, the dimin- 

ution in deuteriu_ content attributable to decomposition 

alone, was calculated (Col. 4) . L1 pH refers to the 
s 

measured increase in Ihydrogen' pressure. The agree- 

ment between the data in the second and fourth columns 

indicates the absence of thermal exchange efiects at this 

temperature - _ana therefore in the temperature r ..nge, 

in which the photochemical exchange was studied. 
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Table J 

Time inN.; 
f-cort. of 
'hycroger' 
(observed) 

4H 
r2:m. ) 

D-cont. of 
` hydrogen' 
(calculated) 

17 94.0 1.48 94-4 
30 90-2 2 e 2e54 908 
45 873 3.62 87.4 
CO 3E1°9 4'55 84'5 

It 7-.S found that the combined effect of the above 

three factors was insufficient 'icierit to account for the dimin- 

ution in D- content of the ' hydrogen', observed during 

illumination periods at temperatures between 400 and 

(500 For example, Table 3 refers to a run at 560°C. 

i th 50 MM. D2 and 50 _ l:. PH s . 

Table 3 

Time of Ilium. )- content 
(observed) 

p ", 
(mm.) 

D- content 
(decomp.) 

0 0.001 - (10o) 
4 94.6 92 98 -1 

11 88-2 2-44 95.4 
18 83.8 3.66 93-2 
23 79 3 5 22 90.5 
40 75.5 6.81 88-0 

The third column rives the observed increase in 

.;y.Lrogen pressure (equal to three times the increase 

in total pressure actually observed) while the fourth 

dyed the values of B- content of the 'hydrogen' to be 

cx elected on this account alone. The discrepancy be- 

tween the so- calculated and observed J- contents must 

necessarily be attributed to exchange processes induced 

Arlo to chemi c l ly . 
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It would seem permissible to assign only: three 

possible mechanisms to exchange +henomena the occurr- 

ence of which i$ dependent on the presence of excited 

mercury atoms. 

(a). The first ( the "atonic exchange' mechanism) 

involves an uct of exchange bet-.-een - oi osphine mole- 

cule and a deuterium atom, and may be formulated thus: - 

D, + Iïg(321) D + D + Hg(1 p) 

D + Ras iH2J) + H 

ts a deuterium atom may be regenerated by the reaction 
H + + D, 

the mechanism is of the chain type, the chains being 

terminated by the reactions 

B (H) + ) (H) --> D2 (U2), 

or, D (H) + PH2 ìd21 ¡! 3) . 

(b). The second ( "recombination" or "back reaction ") 

mechanism is intimately coricurned with the secondary ,pro- 

cesses involved in the mercury sensitise:. ,ohotodecomp- 

osition of phosphine. Thus the primary reactions are 

D2 + Hg(8P1) -- i) + D + Hg(1ì0) , 

and PH2 + Hg( P1) -a 2H2 + H + Hg(1S0) . 

Deuterium may be introducea into the phosphine by the 

recombination, 

Psi 2 + i) --4 Pii2D , 

while an e,iuivalent number of H atoms find their way 

into the 'hydrogen' by 

H + D2 HD + D. 

tic third pos;Jibility may be mentioned: deuterium 
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atoms Light well bombard the w lle on v.hieh ohs mole- 

cules were adsorbed to give exchange by a mech4.niem of 

the first type. This may however be safely rejected 

(,3 the predominant mechanisms from calculations of the 

absolute rate of exchange ¡see po.54 -6l. ). In what 

follow.; then, this alternative will be neglected. 

It is possible to analyse the total mercury sen- 

eitiseFa exchange into that due to either of the remain- 

ing two mechanisms in virtue of a uistinguiehing feature: 

n the analogy of the reactions, 

H + P -tit - 0-11,) + H, 

and J + ;JD + H, 

which have been shown to require an energy of activation 
25,28,27 

of about 7 4g.-cals. , it is to be expected that 

a reaction of the type 

+ PHs PHaD + H 

will have a very definite temperature coefficient, while 

since the quantum yield of the mercury sensitised decom- 

position of phosphine has zero tem_erature coefficient, 

the amount of exchange produced by the recofebination 

mechanism will be independent of temperature. will 

be seen later, the energy of activation actually in- 

volved in the true exchange reaction is such that it 

can proceed only to negligible extent at room temp- 

eratures. The rate of exchange attributable to the 

recombination mechanism - over the whole temperature 

!,range - is accordingly given by the total mercury sen- 
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$itised exchange observed at room temperatures. 

e, second distinctive :ure of the t.:o mechanism 

leads to the possibility of demonstratin_; une:;uivocwbly 

the oÏ,eration of the atomic exchange mechanism. In 

vies;, of the chain í^...f1 % +ructer of the latter, each D atom 

procRuee1 may, if the collision ef iciency of the 

.2 .action D + ,H8 P H2D + H is sufficiently high, 

result in the introduction of more than one deuterium 

_tom into the phosphine . On the other hand, even if all 

sue excited mercury atoms were quenched by pizos- rthine 

.:alecuies, and if all the phosphine Loleeules so dissoc- 

i.:.tcct recombined (1-H., + :D PH2.D) the recombination 

mechanism could give rise to .. L u -.ntwa yield of only 

unity. .lctually, as will be shown later ¡p. 8á' owing 

to the fact that only about one half of the excited mer4- 

oury -toms are ..uenchecì by phosphine atoms, and only 3041. 

of the PHH2 radicala undergo recombination the maximum 

possible quantum yislc_ is about 40. Hence if the 

quantum yield of exchange (i.e. the no. of D- atoms intro- 

duced into the phosphine for every quantum entering the 

system) io in excess of unity at any temperature, this 

must be taken as indicating quite unambiguously that the 

atomic exchange mechanism is in opei tion 

±.a .::iit Lion of `ernperature i; nge . 

The tewerature range over which the mercury sen- 

sitised exchange reaction could be conveniently studied 

was unfortunately somewhat severely restricted. ,xt 
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furnace temperatures much in exceso of 6°0' 0. the c ri- 

trihution of term-11 decor o itics^ of the phosphine - 

and nrob.bï. of therm-1 exche.nge; , in ::.ddition - to the 

appar rit rate of exchange was sufficient to inas > that 

attribut_ible tú the mercury sensitised exchange iro- 

ce ,ses. .L lower limit to the tempar-&ture range was 

inrposecì by the formation,on the surface of the rewctioni 

bulb,of a film of red whosphorus (one of the products of 

photodecomposition of c)hosnhine , very opaque to 2537 j. 

radiation. The presence or absence of such a. filrí: could 

readily be detected by measuring the pressure of hydrogen 

formed by short exposures of Rhos pine at w definite 

pressure, before and -fter simil .r, relat- 

ively long, exposures. It was fount that up to furnace 

temperatures of 450C. MIAs were :.ctuwlly deposited: 

above this temperature, the rate of evaporation of red 

phosphorus was evidently sufficient to maintain the 

bulb transparent. 

The formation of these films at such high tempera- 

tures provides confirmatory evidence for conclusions 

-rrived at in to previous invcsti`ations. It has been 
28 

found in experiments on the 'clean-up' of phosphorus 

vapour in presence of hot tungsten filaments, that no 

red phosphorus may be formed on surfaces at temperatures 

in excess of 200 °C. It must accordingly be inferred 

thc.t in this case the red phosphorus is formed in situ 

on the walls, an- so that the secondary reaction, 

Piiz + !ái2 - PN + all g, 
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concerned in the photodecomeosition of phosphine does 
29 

..ctu .11y take place on the walls, ae suggested. 

The formation of the red phosphorus film at 450°C. 

supports the validity of the vapour pressure determin- 

30 
:étions of Melville and Cray , based on evaporation 

measurements.- The vapour pressures so obtained (e.g 

-5 7 
2.5 x 10 mm. at 450°C.) were about 10 times lower than 

those indicated by the normal static method. 

Tr. ea ttsent of Experimental Data. 

It w -s found that the progress of an exchange run 

(for a D2 -P1-í3 mixture) could be satisfactorily expressed 

by the following sire_Nle empirical equation 

log D141 = log D.1),. - k. CspNY (2) 

where D and DµY represent the aeuterium- contents of 

the 'hydrogen' at the beginning of the run and after the 

pressure, MpHY, of hydrogen had been formed by decompos- 

ition of phosphine. k is a constant dependent on tem- 

perature. This equation seemed equally applicable whethDr 

slow film formation or slight thermal decomposition of 

2H3 were taking place. In the latter case, of course, 

allowance had to be made for the continuance of the 

thermal decomposition effect during the periods allowed 

for attainment of uniformity of corsi.,osition after each 

illumination of the reaction mixture. The existence 

f such an empirical equation was indeed fortunate as 

t eliminated the use of what had proved to be trouble - 

one corrections for these two coiepiications. rig. 6 
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serves to show the validity of the euation. 

The initial rate of apparent exchange R1) was 

accurately d e t e rmi nabl e from 

R = 
d 11 

ai) I K.a . /to (3) 

do obtained by differentiation of (2), where ( -t) is the 

initial rate at which hydrogen is formed by iecom os- 

ition of phosphine. 

Evaluating k from (2), gives 

: 3 log 4jä d \ 
R1 ."zt I , (4, 

( tSN1)75 

where ( LIDwi,75 is the value o3 ,14)7, when D = 755x, 

s determineu. from the log 
Y LV) plot. 

The contribution of the decomposition of phosphine 

to the initial apparent rate of exchange so aetermined 

is re4ciily given by 

Rp _ ldp/dt>o 
p-3) 

where p is the pres:,ure of u.euteriLad originally intro- 
4 

d;_uced into the reaction vessel. 

R1 - R1, then, gives the initial rate of mercury 

sensitised exchange. 

The contribution of the recombination exchange 

rJechani am mentioned above to the tot. al rate of mercury 

7,hotosensitiacd is more fully dealt with on p x.88 -94. 

By extrapolation of the data in Table 23, the v:.lua 

of the ratio of apparent exchange due to decomposition 
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and recombination effects in 1 :1 mixtures wt 

100 mm. total pressure (Rrx) is 5.9. This may be more 

convenientl expressed for the present purpose in the 

form that the contribution to the initial rate of ex- 

change, attributable to the recombination exchange 

mechanism, is 0 of that attributable to photociecompos- 

ition of phosphine. Hence, assuming that the _uüntum 

yield of the photodecomposition of phosphine is independ- 

ent of temperature, the initia rate (R) of atomic ex- 

change - at any temperature - is ,iven by 

R = R1 - 0.17 R3, (6 

Variability of untu In?ut. 
There is yet ..pother factor to be considered. On 

account of un-voidable diurnal radiations in output, and, 

more especially, the uncertainty with which the mercury 

va_3our lamp could be positioned, in front of the reaction 

bulb, the number of quanta. entering the latter per sec - 

ond i . e , the quantum input) varied somewhat from run 

to run. In order to apply u suitable correction factor 

on this account, it was necessary to have sonic knowledgle 

of the interdependence of the rate of exchange and the 

intensity of 2537 iì radiation producing it. This relation 

was also of importance in determining the fraction of 

hydrogen or deuterium atoms combining in the gas phase. 

To obtain an experimental derivation of the required 

law, exchange runs were cari :ied out, in whicl, the only 

parameter varied was the intensity of mercury resonance 

radiation entering the bulb. This was achieved satis- 



factorily in practice by making use of the carbon tet_. 

chloride- cyclohexane intensity filter, described by 
20 

Melville and `walls. :L 5 m.L . rectangular silica cell, 

in which the appropriate filter solution could be placed 

was interposed between lamp and furnace. .ome evapor- 

ation from the cell inevitably too.4 place in view of the 

proximity of the lamp and furnace, but on account of the 

very similar boiling points of cyclohexane (80'C.) and 

carbon tetrachloride 07'C.; this difficulty seemed 

surmountable by continuous addition of frc s_ filter sol- 

ution, and freuent complete renewals. 

The results of three such experiments are indicated 

in Table 4. In each of the three runs the temperature 

was 510°C. - and the reaction mixture PHs and D2 in 

equal proportions, to a total pressure of 100 mm. 

Table 4. 

Expt. Filter 6ol.ution =d:la.tive 

Intensity 
Relative Rate 
of Exchange 

x 
c.c. CeIIl 2 c.c. CC14 

75 
100 
90 

25 
- 

30 
1.00 
52 

47 
1.00 

If an exponential intensity -rate law is assumed, 

of the form R = coast. I ", the exponent may be deter- 

mined from rates and intensities of Expts. and C 

relative to those of Expt. B since, for example 

log 
.t 

I a x . log 
I 

The required relation was therefore taken as 

(7) 
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OFi4- 
R = const. x I (8) 

This ecjuati )n is, of course only v.lid over a relative- 

ly small range of I. 

The cor_-ection for devi-tion of the intensities 

(I; used in the various runs from .n ,2.bitr-rily chosen 

st ,ndard intensity, Io, was i?_troL,ueelj by means of the 

e.uation 

Ro R x 

(T 
c64 

ß) l9) 

where Ro is the corrected value of the initial rate of 

atomic exchange, obtained as above. 

It w-s found convenient in these particulwr experi -- 

ments to t Io as the intensity corresponding to a 

nre:? imin ry output mewsurer.ment t see D. 7) of .100 mm. 

1£2 per minute. 

The detailed ap lication of the above treatment of 

the oböerveù- c>::.t . to the c.e of one typical run follows:- 

vonoiitions of . periment ;- 

Exchange ixture.- 50 nu:_. r'h5 1 50 mm. 1)2 

Temperature:- 

Input before run:- .130 mm. ii2 /min. 

Input ,,fter run:- 134 mm. H2 /min. 



T ble 5 

Time of Tllu:t.. 

t i n ti.; 
',: .,, 

(j 
1 og o "., L pH 

( mm . lig) 

2 - 1og? o D" 
a pH,. 

0 100 2000 - _ 
4 95=3 1! 79 109 0.192 

11 90-8 1958 271 0155 
20 35.4 1.931 4.55 0.152 
28 31.7 1.912 618 0-134 
37 75.0 1375 788 0.159 
47 700 1845 958 0162 
59 652 1.314 11.48 01G2 

ä is indicted by the const.á.ncy of the figures i9 

column 5 the log D Hx - pw .riot is satisfactorily linear. 

2rem the graph, when D = `75 Lip = 7.85 mia. From 

plot of 
d AV 

" a n t, P 

270 mm. 112/min. 

, , from equation 

dp 

dt Ú 

was determined J.$ 

Initial Rate of .,ppwrent Exchange = 102 ; D per min. 

From (5; and ( 6) , Initial -zpparent Exchange due to 

Decomposition and Recombination Ex change Me ch ni sm 

= 117 x 
0 

x 100 

= 0.63 D per min. 

Initial Rate of :.tomic Exchange - 1.02 - 0.63 

0.39 D /min. 

.Applying the correction -D'or cìevi.-.tior of in -out from 

standard, 

- 39 x 
(.100V64 
\-130/ 

= 0.32 °% D per min. 

Table 6 gives the relevant á,.t for six of the 

most satisf ctory runs, carried out at various tempera- 
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tures. In each case the reaction mixture was an equi- 

rrolc:cul r mixture of 2I33 and D2, at w total pressure of 

100 mm. 

Table 6,. 

Temp. 
r Gr1 

t "' 

Input 
before run 
tri_. i/m.in.1 

(6,N)75 
Hg. g 

zi1 

`¡0 í12/rs in . 

si R z 1E. 

420 156 901 -52 32 17 13 35 
422 147 10.86 .70 52 15 11 -31 
470 121 725 81 36 38 34 85 
490 130 7.35 1.03 55 39 33 82 
560 102 520 133 .43 -79 78 198 
620 104 6-48 2-47 1.00 130 1.25 3.15 

s before, R1 is the total initial r .te of apparent 

exchange, R , the contributizin attri gut: ble to decom- 

position effects, R the initi..1 r-te c =ue to atomic ex- 

change alone, and Ro the last _yuantity corrected for 

n r deviation of quantum input frotta the standard value. 

Fig. 7 represents the log Ro - 1/T graph constructed 

from these figures. It is satisl.ctorily linear, and 

has a sloe indicating -n energy of activation of 14.3 

k3.- cals.Niole, for the reaction concerned. cince the 

various rates of exchange refer to initial conditions 

when the exchange reactions, 

J) + PH 2D - PD 2H + H, 

.nc1. i) +z isDs + H, 

could be neglected, thus energy of activ.tion rliay safel 

be identified with the single reaction, 

t) + `57.3 ---r i H 2D + h. N 
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lvan-l =:icl E-: uilib:.iu;n Distribution of Deuterium. 

One final correction must be applied to this figure, 

on ,:account of nor- classical distribution of hydrogen and 

deuterium .mong the ' hydrogen' and phosphine at the equi- 

librium ;pint attained finally, in a PH3 -D2 mixture, for 

example, by means of reaction.: of the type, 

PH 3 + PH2D + H 

(in the absence of decom )o,ition of hosa,hine . 

3u1 ,ose the distribution is such that the e,iui- 

libriu D- content of the 'hydrogen' starting from an 

equimolecular 2HaD2 mixture is D ; . In the exchange 

mixtures used above, then, in the theoretic_..) case when) 

no pibotolccomposition of phosphine occurs, the rate of 

the atomic exchange reaction will be proportional to the 

excess in i- content of the ato_tìic 'iwyá.rogen' over the 

equilibrium. value - which will also be Dei, 

C'c .t) " - .3 
c 

i.e. - "J 
dt 

= k (D - "ÿ ) (10) 

= ;b when D 

Rn = k (1)._514 - D 

= ì' a3z 

It may be mentioned that in the an4.logoua NH3-.D2 system, 

where however the photodecolfi,osition of the hydride is 

negligible, the course of the mercury sensitised exchange 

sl reaction follows an equation of the same form as (10) . 

(see also Pig. 8, below) . 

In the cLza sisal ease, the c:áuilibriui:: J- contento 

of hydrogen and phosphine are equal, and independent of 
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temperature. In _.ctual system, oing to the existence 

of zero point energy and the manner in ,which the inter- 

nal energy is distributed among the possible c,uenti red 

energy levels, the equilibrium distribution is no longer 

equal or independent of temperature. 

If (D 
Hq 

) and (D Hy } . -re the equilibrium D- 

contents of the 'hydrogen' wnd (R0,1", -nd (Ro) _z the 

observed values of initial rate of atomic exchange at 

temperatures T1 and T2 and (R0)11 and (I;- are the 

comparable Ro v lue e, then from (11), 

i.0 

- T.4 

or, log (to - log ¡1;-j- = log (rTto - log i;_ 
( (1ogB (v i - logCll, - ( ÿ j (1) 

Hence, if 6', á, and 6 -re: the slopes of the (linear, 

log RQ - 1/1', log Ro - 1/T and. log (D - D H - 1/T 

graphs respectively, 

rJ = ? - . 

.' then gives the true activation energy. 

In order to preserve continuity as far as possible, 

consideration of the equilibrium distribution is deferred 

to the Appendix on pp. 62 -6n. Table 7, however, gives 

the values of D ;, -..s obtained there, for equimole- 

culai mixtures of 2 ,113 and, D3, at various temperatures, 

from which the slope of the log10 (DDg - :J H7 ) - 1/111 

curves may be shown to correspond to - 0.2 kg.- cals. /mole. 
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Table 7 

Temperature ( "': . ) 4Ji_ vJ} 600 

D (xi-L 
Y 

s 40-5 41° 3 42 0 

_i.pplyirlg this small correction to the figure ob- 

tained on p. 38, the activation enirv° of the reaction 

3) + PH -'i .irh2D # a3 is 145 

;aïculatiori of hua.nta-L Yield. of 2ichnae . 

The quantum yield of atomic exchange ( vEx;, as in- 
:.;erted in Table 6,w .s calculated as follows. 

t the commencement of the run, the number of aot 

of exchange of the type D + k i 2D + H, each of 

which introduces one H atom into the .Jeuterium,is given 

by 

Ro 273 1r 
1á = 2 x a` _ r_.,._._ R# 2 x 6-06 x 10 

2 9 
( per min.) X x 

100 760 22400 T 273 

where Ro is the rate of atomic exchange (when input 

corresponds to 100 rm.:1dmin.) expres.;c:ci in ... J per 

minute. V is the volume of the reaction bulb (wt 

temper ture T) -nd VD the volume of dead spwce (at 

2931(. }. p,p; is the pressure of ll4 originally intro- 

duced into the bulb. 

The number of ,,;uwntw enterinL; the reaction bulb per 

minute is given by 

R V R tD .:7 3 
3 

= `' ' . x 606 x 10 X 1/v 
760 2-400 

where RPva iä the rwtE: of decomposition (in P1m.H2/min. 
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measured ut 20'C.) of 25 Yïarl. phosphine under the con- 

ditions of illumination, under which the rate of ex- 

change, Ro, ix-13 observed, (i.e. 100 m .Ha /min .) and 

\b,,, is the quantum yield of the mercury sensitised 

photoaccomposition of phosphine at a pressure of 25 mm., 

ws determined on irk .10 -23. 

Whence, 

U R0 93 VR TVA H 
100 

h X 1 Mr + YD 2 ^1 ,A3 

Here, 1r, _.nd '.D "re 11g and 37 c.c., respectively. 

The fact tLatt y undoubtedly exceeds unity at the 
0 Ex 

higher tempers tuxes at which it was me..,sured t cf. Table 

E6 Provides conclusive evidence that the exchange m.ech- 

-nism actu -lly involved is )ostul.ated. .since 

even L.ore convincing proof of the operation of this 

mechanism in the analogous exchange reaction involving 

ammonia is obtained below (p. 30), very satisfactory 

corroborative evidence is provided. 

The .L,xCh-ng:i '_tci.tion, PJ3 

short series of mercury photosensitised exchange 

experiments was carried out using e.luimolecular Pi)9 -Ha 

mixtures, mainly with a view to comparing the activation 

energies of the reactions, 

PH s + ,) PHß D + H, 

and Pl) 3 + H --'s PD2H + D. 

The experimental procedure wná method of evA.uating the 
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initial rate of exchange attributable to the desired 

mechanism was as outlined above. cince the analysis 

of 'hydrogen' sample, rich in hydrogen is not b0 accur- 

ate as that of deuterium -rich samples (cf. calibration 

curve on p. 16) the experimental error in the etermin- 

ation of ho is probably somewhat larger than that in- 

volved in the PH3 -»2 runs. The relevant d.::.ta derived 

from three such runs, in which mixtures of 50 mm. 2D s 

and 50 MM. Ii2 were used, are collected in Table 3. 

Table 3 

Temp. 
°C) 

Input 
before run 
m;. E2/Min. 

( 4..3)7 p 
(mm. ligi 

RI. I ii-D R Re 
yy 

, :i3 e minute) ,L 2 1. i 

490 .170 .,40 94 -44 42 30 78 

560 -115 4-16 1.21 .36 82 .74 1.90 

620 .104 4-50 1-91 .00 121 1-17 2.85 

It will be noted that here also the quantum yield 

of atomic e :change exceeds unity at the highest tempera- 

ture ex-cloyed. 

The slope of the log Ro - 1/T curve constructed 

from the data in Table 8 gives an activation energy 

value which is sensibly the same as that obtained for 

PI13 + D PH2D + H in a similar way (the three 

points obtained from the above experiments are included 

in fig. ',` ) . bince however the experimental error 

involved in this method of obtaining activation energie, 

is probably not less than + 0.5 kg. -cals. per mole, 
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this method is not äuf'i'iciently sen:ritive to reveal 61Ti11 

differences in activation energy. :.Aince, however the 

xel-tive rates of the two reli.ctions under the same temp- 

erature conditions muy be determined with an accuracy 

of a few per cent,it is to be expected that the follow- 

ing r.tethod of comparison will ive a trustworthy figure 

for the difference in energy of activation. The veloc- 

ity of reactions in general may be expressed in the 

fo rm . - 

Rate = P.z.e (14) 

where z is the number of collisions in unit time between 

the reactants, at temperature T, E is the activation 

energy characteristic of the reaction and PW numerical 

factor, the so- called "steric factor ", which giver the 

fraction of collisions,in which the necessary activ- 

ation energy i e available ,hi ch are actually fruitful. 

This factor hue been accounted for ae indicating the 

necessity for a definite mutual orientation of the re..ct- 

ing bodies. The correct exelan.tion probably lies in 

the necessity of a certain distribution of the requisite 

activation among the L..egrees of freedom of the molecules. 

If it is assumed, then, and fro, the similar molecular 

structure of the two sets of reactants it seems u reas- 

onable 'assumption, that the steric factors for the 

re..aotiens 

.il + Pis PHN:) + kI, 

,end fI + S. D3 PD 2H + 

are equal, and that H-vN a.nd R N-r are the reepect,- 
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ive rates of e_cha:nge :_.t temperature, T, then 

z-y e R T 
L Ep., -Era; Ml 

! 
Mpw, 

ti 

V2. 

DE 

.e 115i 
Ma 

m, M 

here M refers to the molecular or atonic masses, and 

LE to the required difference in activation energies. 

From Ü comparison of the values of R0 for the two reac- 

tions at the three corresponding temperatures, as given 

in Tables 6 and 8, it will be seen that the observed 

rates of the reaction D + 1 ï3 -, z1-12D + 11 are only 

very slightly more rapid than those of reaction 

PD2H + J. Before applying equation (15) 

however it is necessary to take into account tao íaetors 

which render these observed rater not directly cord-par- 

able. 

The initial rwtes of the reactions D + ï'HJ + h 

and H + PDs - PD2H + D are given oy the e uations 

d (DH) = k ,- C -DL - i 
d 

and 
dt " = 

k 
- [(D °) - Nx 

a y vn, Ht 

In view of non classical distribution of the deuterium 

between the 'hydrogen' and phosphine at equilibrium 

and. (D ) . , 
--DH, will not be 

equal. Table g gives the actual value s - ws obtained 
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in :1p1_,endix,p.69 - of these quantities at the reuisite 

temperatures, and also the correction factor to te ap- 

plied to the observed reaction rate ratios on this 

account. 

Table 9 

Temperature ( c`n . ) A90 560 ,C:' 

YN,_,z 41.2 ::.-1. 7 z.2.,,,, 

( DN7),,'N2 61' !: 61.7 G2, 

(D). - (Dx )H - i 3 i_ r:, a JU t. 
. - 
x)Ls' J 57.3 

L { Dy /vo,- - D.,. ] 6i2 61,7 62.2 

Correction factor 1Ci41 1.055 1077 

The difference in rates of recombination of hydrogen 
SZ 

nc? deuterium atoms by the terna. y collision mechanism 

is reflected in differences i e the st...tionwr concent- 

rations of deuterium and hydrogen atoms in the 2r-3 -.J4 

end P103 -H2 systems respectively. This point is more 

fully dealt with on fß.5` where it is shown that under 

comparable conditions the aaaeuteriun -atom concentration 

in the latter case is 1.19 times the hydrogen atom 

concentration in the former. In order to correct the 

collision numbers for this factor, the observed rates 

of exchange must be divided by 1.19. 

The correction of the observed rate ratio in the 

above ways is indicated in Table 10. Equation 015; is 

then applied to estimate the additional activation 

energy. 
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Table 10 

Temperature °liC. 763 833 893 

Observed ratio 107 105 107 

do. corrected for 
non-classical 
distribution 

1,12 1.12 1-15 

do. corrected for 
stationary atom 
concentration 

094 0,94 0.96 

Difference in Energy 
of Activation 

from ecin . ( 16) 
463 506 559 

With reasonable certainty- then, the energy of activ- 

ation necessary for the reaction H + Eva 2D211. + .O 

exceeds that for reaction wig RiaD + H by an 

j amount not far removed from 50í1 e 1s./mole. 

Differences in the rates of corresponding reaction 

involving molecules containing hydrogen in one case ,nd 

deuterium iri the other may in general be attributed to 

four possible causes. 

Of these, the first two refer to differences in 

collision frequency of the reactions due to differences 

in (a) mass and (b} 

sion frequency kz; 

'L = Nlìda 

molecular dimensions. 

is given by 
r 

(5-12 L8 Ti Rit 

The colli- 

where N and M represent the molecular concentrations and 

molecular weights of the reactant molecules and 6-1a 

the sum of the molecular radii. These effects may thin 



readily be allowed for, if the necessary data is avail- 

able; while there is no such difficulty in the case of 

the mass effect, the existing data on the relative mole- 

cular radii of hydrides and deuterides is indeed scanty;; 

but on the analogy of the equality of the molecular radii 
103 

of 112 and. D2, similar assumptions as to hydrides and 

deuterides seem reasonable. 

. third possible factor is the so- called 'tunnel- 

ing effect'. 4uantum theory in contra -distinction to 

classical theory allows for the possibility of reaction 

occurring even if the available energy is less than the 

requisite activation energy. The probability of such 

tunnelling of the activation enerQ barrier is very sen- 

sitive to the mass of the particle involves , being pro- 
33 

portional to e . Reaction of this type would accord- 

ingly be much more rapid for molecules containing the 

heavier hydrogen isotope. .s yet no evidence in sup- 

port of the operation of this effect is forthcoming; an 
34 

investigation: by Cremer and 2olanyi, specifically de- 

signed to do so, gave negative results. 

The fourth anti most important factor is that of the 

existence of zero point energy. The zero point energy 

of a hydride may exceed that of the corresponding deut- 

eride by a factor the maximum value of which is 4. The 

very appreciable magnitude of the difference in the en- 

ergy contents of corresponding molecules from this source 

1s indicated below. 
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Molecule 2.i.=. 
(Cals./mole.; 

Molecule G.p.e. 
1CLL1S.%ïIIo1e.¡ 

L.p.e. 
Difference 
lcals./Itlole.¡ 

Z.p.e. 
Ratio 

;í2 6184 1)2 4395 1789 141 

HC1 4214 DC1 3030 1184 1.39 

HI 3246 DI 2310 936 1.40 
35 

i20 13097 B20 9527 3570 1-37 
36,66 $8,60 

H211 20572 D2 15243 5328 1.35 

87 -89 
It was early shown that differences in rates 

of analogous reactions involving the hydrogen isotopes 

could be roughly accounted for by this factor, but as 

such data accumulated and zza .ä found in every case to 

indicate that the Pero point energy difference in the 

initial state was more than $ufiicient to explain the 

observed differences in activation energy, the concept 
-13 

that the complex formed momentarily for about 10 sec.; 

in the course of the reaction possesses definitely cuan- 

tised vibr. tion..1 energy, .nc: so also zero point energy, 

arose. This is in harmony with the conception of the 

'a.ctivLtion complex' as a nor]. _1 molecule, in which one 

degree of freedom - that along which re: ctio» occurs - 

is missing. 

The following simple potential energy diagram gives 

some representation of the situation. 

-T- c-- 
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A and B represent the energy content .levels of the 

corresponding 'deuterium' and 'hydrogen ' reaction sys- 

tems in the ini ti-1 states - clifferirg in level by to 

amount, A Ec , the difference erence in zero point energy of the 

two systems. C ana D represent the energy levels of 

the corresponding activation complexes, caffering by an. 

amount A1110.1 in general never more than [%E0) which re- 

presents the c ifference between the zero point energy 

contents of the con lexes. EH and E represent the 

corre5ponc_ing (observed) ,activation energies. 

Then, DEo = EH - ED pEo 
The values of these eu antities for a number of 

90 
pairs of reactions has been collected by Lel -cille ¡ 

some of his data are quoted in Table 10A. 

In the case of the two reactions , 

iTr.I s Pli + rI , 

and II PDs AID 2 J, 

the zero point energy contents in the initial states are 

14570 and 10400 c. 1s . /mole , respectively (p. 67) giving 

DEo = 4170 cals./mole. The difference in the zero point 

energy contents of the activation complexes, (H D) and 
(PD3H) must ;accordingly be 4170 - 500 = 3670 cals. /Mole. 

,;1 priori, this zero point energy difference might 

have been estimated at tvTo-thirds that between the init- 

ial states: the composition of the activation complexes 

differ at first sight in respect of a PH2 and Plia rad- 

ical. Evidently, then, the fundamental vibrations of 
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the complexes be .r but little relation to those of the 

molecules from which they were formed. 

Tb1e 

Reaction Ref. Em - EH LE, LEa 

Cl. + 

D2 Cl + ' v : , 

Br + H2 
Rr+D2 

H + H2 
H + Dq 

:J + N."ri 2 

H +NDs 

Na + HC1 
Na + i.1 C 1 

HT + HI 
DI+DI 

`2 

37 

89 

91 

75 

92 

93 

94 

1.40 

1q4 

105 

1-23 

0.30 

U-58 

1 49 

1.73 

173 

178 

5-33 

12 

1 90 

1.78 

Q:r3 

C 34 

U°Tl,:. 

.= 1.0 

0 9 

1-32 

029 
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0.102olu áe ates of Re ction. 

It was noted earlier (p.28 ) that a plausible mech- 

.ni sri for the mercury photosensitised exchange, observed 

under the above conditions,wa.s one involving the bom- 

I 

b..rdrent of hydride molecules, ad -orbed on the re.actior! 

vessel ;Palls, by hydrogen or deuterium atoms produced 

photochefr:iek.liÿ in the ga s phase. This possibility 

may safely be discounted if the observed rtes of ex- 
-ed 

change may be :_nantita.tively -,ccount for in terms of the 

number of bimolecular collisions between hydride and 

hydrogen atoms, calculated frog, kinetic theory consider - 

ations as occurring in the gas phase. 

Calculation of _tationar -to. is Concentration of 

Deuterium. 

primary essential for such a calculation is a 

knowledge of the stationary concentration of atomic 

deuterium. (The articular system treated for the prese 

will be an e.luiolecul«r Fie -D2 mixture.) . This pre - 

supk.oses a knowledge of the rates of production and re- 

moval of deuterium atom:, urea the experimental con- 

ditions. 

The atoms are produced as a result of the :iuench- 

ing of excited mercury atoms to the ;.;round state by Dw 

-nd PH3 according to: 
1 

D? + Ig ( 3Pi) + D + Hg( Jo), 

and PH3 + Hg(3P1) ì/12 + H + Hg( 
läo 

, 

followed by ií + D2 -} HD + D. 

nt 
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The relative rL,picLit of the 1._À.t reaction ensures that 

- under initial coniftitinJ, :.4t any r.A;e - every act of 

uenching by a 1E5 Isolecule gives rise to onc deuteriva 

atom. The rte of production of D-.Aoms, in a 11 

;113-D2 mixture 1., sufficient totul pressure to ensure 

thkvt euch m!rulny atotl excited is -,luenched, is ...'.ccor,..UnL- 

ly given by 
2. - a -1/4 

2 C17,1 1)% 

J. J, 1.6, Vz. 

2* 

Cr 14% Nka 1.)-1413 

where a- j.. r.-for to the -;uenching radii and reauceul 

restivtAy, -mt I is the nor of z357 
luant-z. enterinc the bulb in unit tine, CrHy-Plt, U 

-16 4 so 
deternine below p. 85; ,;13 26 x am. while .1,van's 

-16 2 
vlue for (3.41 x lO cm.) has been tuxen. Jufl'en- 

40 
dklok -nd Owens h-ve fount- the 4uenching rzdius of 

hydroven 2.0 be inaenenaent of temierature. A.ta this 

justification, ,111,1 in the -bsence of further L,ta tue 

lilue of (16) h.i.s also been taen ,, independent of 

temper-ture 

c..uterium atoras so produced n-y be mmoved in three 

ways: co: bin-tion with -nether D-atoL cither, 

homogenecuay by the tri-ae meehi.nisn, or, 

(b), heteroveneously, following diffusion to the walls, 

Ltrui, ;c;, co: Idn-tion with a 2Ha radic11, to give Pila.J. 

The e,iuution civing the stAion-ry atomic cone.ntration 

i therefor 
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;; 

- lj] - .__ 
tl - o. ( 

2K1 is obtained from (16. The remaining term repre-1 

sent the rates of removal a ) , (b) and (0), above. Ili 

is convenient to write ki for the more complicated ex- 

pressi(in 
. ,, k. rDz + b r, OQ where k W and k wxe thel 

termolecula.r constants for the reactions 

D + D + 132 .D2 + D2r 

and .D + s) + RH2 + D2 + P,R2. 

.strictly, k3 should be expanded in similar fashion 

Gas- phase Removal of r,--toms. 

The relative efficiencies of the two gu.s phase 

me:ch,.nismc 

, , 

i c % - will 

enti ng the 

sensitised 

for thf. :CCruova.l of :)-.:: toms - i.e. ( a) and 

now be estimated. The e:iva.tions repres- 

sta.tiona.ry st.te for the homogeneous mercury 

pYiotodecom.nosition of phosphine in an ecyui- 

molecular PI13 -.D2 i.i:c.Lure, assuming, as before, that 

D- ato:.no only art_ pre,ent, to the exclusion of li-atoms, 

:',ri.1 I - ìi 3 l3] [i l ] - . , li)-) 2 co Q , (18) 

I - k21.D.1 'Ilz - úk2 V:131 1-31 " = 0. (19) 

k2, ks _and k.& are the velocity coefficients of the sec- 

ondary rections 

17) 
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2H2 + PE2 ¡+ k; 1 P2 + a{& (4 14), 

iTtiH D + k -'i Pap i- k, 

-.nd îi + D + IL L2 + 

L,nd Ka the fraction of excit+ed mercury de,;.ctivjyted 

by PH3 molecules. 

In view of the r:or:e4aaiity of the coefficients of 

ir. ( 18) (19), it is necessary to nave recourse to 

xr -. _yroximatícrt method of the following na.ture in evaly 

u.ati ng 43 LH31D1 - 

Let f denote the fraction of i-atoms removed by 

reco Loir,ation with 2i2 ra.aic:.3.s. Then fror. 0.8¡ 

C 

I4(1'=.1 

substitutir.42 th v lue in ti19¡, and golvinE for 3E.2 
, 

4.71. 1.31 

whence 

l 

iEZ = 
4 X 2 L4 

It mi4y readily be 3h,olm tht t"de :mizsztuss yield 

of 
. 

o. the mercury sensitised ::.:oto:.eco.m 2oSitian of 2a2, 

(in abeencp of deuterium; i,i given 

2 F2s 
2 f 1 

or kip 

r.p. 
Y tr_Q rF i,a ti. o rz 

¡see, for ex,uti.e reference r.4, mh:.tc t:.e &Asa re:.atLsrn 
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is derived for the analogous direct photodecomposition¡ 

where k7 and ks refer to t!. ; v Locity coefficients of 

the reactions 

F + as Px? 3 

Ii + H H2 . 

1 ::aki7;g the reasonable assumption tht theoe differ 

from k k4 respectively by w frequency 

factor only, (T% and D atoms exhibit no zero ':,oint 

energy differences.) 

k7 4-"Z kg and ka = kg 

whence, 

k3(- ) = ;4ksii 

From (20), (21) and (23) the relation 

k3tD]t 
11127 

1 1 y { 
2 KZKs 

u 2 - syj 

m-y be obtained. 

>s ,:, first approximation, f is net lected, i.e., 

K3 = K1 . Then from 24 j , taking KI = 0-73, ri.-s = 0.54 
29 

and y = 0.5 

ks[D] [s'.rI;) = tiSç2 I. 

ì. more correct value of i>3 bu o btG iilE.... Áÿ iil:ìa1'tiJIl 

of this value of k{in.P.1is\ in (18), and solving for 

Thi..; gives 

J2 I 
k4 

ic 
Taking this v4.lue of K3 a the second approximation, the 

above process may be repeated to give a third, -nd more 

correct value of repetitions, in each 

4.t" j 
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.case using the value of K3, obtA ed in the previous 

operation, soon give a st tionary value of K3. 

In tr_is e,Lse, the fin,..z value of Ka was 0.545, 

giving f = 253. :ccc}rdingly, , 

k$ EDI {PH3] _ :5 3 _ 
7 

(k4[D]2) 

= 34 ( 2k4 [D1 
a 

; . k25 , 

The relative effieiencies of the homogeneous and hetero- 

geneous mechanisms of the recombination of D- toms may 

be estimated froi:, the relation between rate of exchange 

(R) and intensity of illumination of the form 

R = const. x Ix 

obtained earlier. 

The sto. tionary state 

i1.3-D2 exchange mixture 

(26 

equation for D -atoms in the 

, (17), r4uy be put ir, the 

d tD] 
- 2.'68 k4 N 2 k6 [D] o 

fore 

( 

pince the rate of atomic exchange iktj is propor- 

tional to [p] it follows from (26) and (27;, that 

1 

X 

d log I 
rá log[D] = 

1 + 
2. 68k4[D] 

d 1+' c (28) 
268k4 [D] N + kce[D 

where G is the fraction of D -atoms 

gas phaee mechanism. 

iccordingly G 

recombining by the 

In there experiments then, from the value of x 

determined below 63) ,this fraction is -57, th at is, 

k6 [D] = . 75(2.68k4 [Di 3) 
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Hence, coOli::#.ng ( 27) ani 

r 

('e), 

2K11 -- 4-69 k4 l'' = Q 

or C D7 
IK1I 
:; 35k 

K, I 
, 

, 
35 k ( C7 + w 3 j 

( 30) 

where k and a x k,. -.!e the velocity coefficients for 

the recombination of two )- atome, with hydrogen and 

pho:sphine as the st,bilising ,molecule, respectively. 

The ternary recombination coefficient for two 

hydrogen -toes, with an H2 molecule acting as 'third 

41 46 
body', has been evaluated by several investigators, 

without exact agreement being obtained. In each of tke 

investigations quoted in Table 11, the H- atoms were 

proluced electrically with the result that the experi- 

mental conditions were somewhat different from those 

employed here: of tae total g,s preesure of only a few 

mm. the ?partial pres.ure of atomic hydrogen might be 

as much as 4. It is to be expected of course that this 

would no Z effect the v .l.idity of the termol eculer coef- 

ficients obta.ined, though the presence of the complic- 

ation the t ternary collisions between three H -atoms 

must, under these conditions, be .11owed for, may well 

be u source of inaccuracy. 
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Table ll 

.e(14.: e rí r H2) 

(r,m6-seil-mo1e2) x 1015 

e cì ue e e 

4 e:na ll wo o d41 

9.2 .>teiner and Wicke 
-1Z 

42 
8,5 rKur and :0i netn 

44 
13-0 eteiner 

5 
17 0 ma1.lwo oct 

. 

46 
feather determination by Farkas und :ia.chsc+e is 

not inciuc'ieel in Table 11. The method here adopted was 

to mceeure the atc,n,.ie by .rog n eoncentr .tioe (by means 

of the p -o conger ;ion, pro uced on illumin -fion of 

mereury- suturäted para -hydrogen with a known absolute 

intensity of resonance radiation. since the experi- 

mental error i5 necesoariiy large, in view sf some un- 

certainty in the absolute values of EH3 found in tipie 

way, the value for the velocity coefficient obtained 

¡ 
15 f -1 -2, 

34 X 10 cam. -sec - o1e ; he.s not been Considered 

though the conditions approximated closely to the pres- 

ent onee. 
16 

The value adopted for the present purpose wac 10 

6 -1 -2 
cm -sec -role. he allowance for variation with tem- 

perature wws made on the strength of Eyring's potential 

energy diagràm.47 small temperature coefficient ha.8 

4e 
eetuca.11y been observed by Robinson und rundur, but 

. . t r i ttu t f' . to i:.: .. e 1 1 L+ l: ts. 

undurs has Chown that the recombination reaction 
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1) + 1) + D 2 i D2 + 

proceed more slowly than 

ji + ri + ji2 H2 + 

by a factor of 1 + 06. hence the value of k is 
15 6 -1 -2 

taken as 7 x 10 cm -sec -mole. 

The efficiencies of other molecules in stabilising 

such atomic recom.bin:tion has not been investigated. 

The value of a in (30) was accordingly taken as unity, 

though from general considerations of the variation of 

stabilising efficiency -,;ith mass of the 3tabilioini; mole- 

cule in the case of the recombinwtiJn of bromine and 
49 

iodine wtoL,s, w more correct value would seem to be 

:about four. 

ItJuot therefore be emphasised that in vies, of the 

ap roximations introuuced at this point in particular, 

the absolute values of reaction rates, calculated below, 

may be somewhat considerably in error. 

Calculation of Collision Efficient'. 

The number of unimolecular collisions (N; involv- 

ing a D -tom ,nd 7.H3 molecule occurring in one c.c. 

in one second may be estimated from the e:;uation, 

N _ .Ë 3 n RT ( l + (31) ( 

) D p 
where N, and 11TM refer to the number of atoms an:i mole- 

cules respcctivel;r her c.c., er to the sum of the mole- 

cular ana :. tonic radii, -.nd 1,1 to the molecular 

The diameter of hydrogen :.toms has been .letermined 
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50 -8, 
by iarteck from viscosity measurements as 2.49 x 10 Vim. 

This v -glue has been adopted for the atomic diameter of 
51 

deuteriu: ,, on the evidence of -lndur that the two dia- 

54 
meters are equal. Rankine and amith have determined 

-a 
the molecular diameter of phosphine as 3.4,0 x 10 cm. 

The value of a- at 0 °C. is thus 2.95 x 10 cm. The var- 

iation of c with temperature may be allowed for by 

means of the 3utherland53 formula; = 0-ó ti + 

where c: and aT -wc the values of Q` at temperatures, 0 ̀ °, 

and T'K.; ,a .4n :,'v -re the individual ,,utherland con - 

52 
stants. . dur J.e:_uces the value of 60-6 for the 

vutherland constant for atomic deuterium, while that 

for phosphine is 271, using the empirical equation, 

C = 1.47 . TD, ,here TB is the boiling point in ®K. 

The calculation of the absolute rate of reaction 

in the case of one particular experiment follows: 

Data:- Com)osition of Exchan e kixtuie: 50 min. D2 + 

50 mm. ibis. 

Temperature: 560°0. 

The uantum Input was such as to produce 102 mm. 

H2 per minute from .5 mir.. PHs . 
ince from P.-32' 1û1' 

16 

121121.H2 /ñlin. corresponds to an input of 4.5 x 10 quanta 

per sec., .nui taking the volume of the reaction vessel 

to be 11; c.c., 
16 

I T 10ti 4-5 x 10 
161 5.06 x 10" 

-10 
= 4.3 x 10 einsteins/sec./c.c. 



hence from (30; 

60. 

= 100 mm. Hg 
--6 

= 1.92 x 10 moles./c.c. 

-10 73x4.3x10 
2.35 x 7 x 1015 1.92 x lOo 

l 

o = 093 x 10 gr.atoms/c.c,. 

13 
Td, = 6-24 x 10 atoms/ c. c. 

17 
Ieps = 582 x 10 molecules/c.c. 

-a 
tit 560(-J., cr = 2. 72 x 10 cm. 

18 
Hence from (31), N = 3.57 x 10 collisions/Sec./C.c. 

The efficiency of the D -rH3 collisions may now be 

estimated from the observed initial rate of exchange; 

0.79. D2 per minute, in this case. 

Initial rate at which D- -toms exchanged 

2 79 50 273 1 aa 
_ 

60 x 100 x 760 x 833 x 22400 x 6.06 x 10 

14 
- 1.53 x 10 D-atoms exchanged/c.c./sec. 

5 

The collision efficiency is accL;:._ingly 4.28 x 10 . 

The 2teric Factor lf the Re.ction. 

If the reaction D H were of a 

simple bimolecular character hiving a ateric factor of 

unity, the co.L'.ision of iciency at 833°..E. corresponding 

to an :activation energy of 145 per mole. 

would be 1.74 x 104. The r..tio of the collision effic- 

iency c-iculated above to this value gives the actual 
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steric factor for the reviction - viz. 04. The re. .-:- 

onableness of this factor is 6upported by the fact that 

the rate -determining step in the hoi:.ogeneous ortho -p ra- 

hydrogen conversion, :which is of the same type as the 

above re- ction, 

li + 2 0-.1i;2 i- H, 

27 
has a steric factor of the same or,era 0.06 . It is 

accordingly to be concluded that the observed atoriaie 

exchange cr.Ln be ex_ )1. pined ,,de_ uately by the homogeneous 

mechanism proposed. 

It may be ;.pointed out that the discrepancy between 

the observed and calculated collision efficiencies may 

be af_'ected by assuming more, than two 4 s4uare terms" 

rea are concerned in the .ctiv.tiora process. The greater 

the number of s.ivare terms involved the greater the 

rate of activation tiv. tion and hence the smaller the steric factor 

necessary to account for the observed reaction r°wte . 

It is not yet possible to separate the square terms and 

:Aerie factors, but _u,,litativeid it L:_.ÿß be forecast that 

the number of square terms concerned in the ±Ió3_ 
-:) act - 

ivation process will exceed that concerned in the 

H -p112 process, thus giving rise to a analler apparent 

steric factor - L .s observed. In view of the errors 

necessarily involved in the calculation of the collision 

ef_ iciency and the experimental error in determination 

the c ctivvtion energy, which appears as vin expon- 

ential term, such speculation is perhaps, however, not 

Justified. 
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Isotonic E:0uìlibriuv_. in Exchange Mixtures. 

Owing to the excessive disturbing effect of the 

unavoidable accoillpanying photo .c composition, it was not 

possible to determine experimentally the point of equi- 

librium, which would theoretically be attained if only 

the two opposing sets of reactions 

H + DX -4 HX + D, 

and )? + HX DX + h, 

(where X may represent the radicals PH2i CHID, or 012) 

were in operation. 

statistical methods, however, in conjunction with 

the necessary spectroscopic data make it possible to 

calculate this ideal equilibrium point. 

54 
It may. be shown that the distribution of deuter- 

ium bet':reen the phosphine and hydrogen under such equi- 

librium conditions is given by 

(HIS /(H /m) = 
K, (32) 

where (1/4 ),., and (H/) ), represent the hydrogen deut- 

erium ratio in the hydrogen and phosphine respectively 

and K is the equilibriuid constant of the rection, 

P1 3 + HD Pli 2iß + H2 

1.1a 7.Cli2] 

['Hs] . [MA 

Calculation of L. 

In general, the e.,uilibrium constant of a reaction 

involving the e ne number of reactant and resultant 



molecules (e.g. c, + B 

the relation, 

X 
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C D j may be expressed by 

e 
M, ,. DEo 

-RT 
1YiA 

(33) 

where ;,;_ refers to the molecular mass, t ho to the heat 

content cha.nge at absolute zero (e ,ual to the algebraic 

sum of the zero-point energies of the individual mole- 

cules) and ..4 to the `'p rtition function". 

The evaluation of .4 for poly _.torui: f,elecules like 

PH2 and 2112D by the exact summation method 3J is indeed 
56 

laborious if not irdpossi r:;le . :ipS roximution methods, 

which combine reasonable accuracy with ready a,pplica.b- 

ility, are however available. The farther simplific- 

ation that in the temperature region concerneu, no vib- 

ration states other than the lowest one used be consider 

is also permissible. In this way, for diatomic mole- 

cules like HD smd h2, 

s 1 

s .34 

a signifying the e_. >presion h' 

8-r2I k T 
where I is 

ed, 

the (ones moment of inertia of the molecule, k and h 

the Boltzmann :-grid _ 1-nc constants and e the so-called 

"symmetry number - which is normally calculable as the 

umber of equivalent orientations in space which the 

olecule is able to occupy as a result of simple rotation 

(see also Wirtz, ref. 57). 

is similar expression for molecules of 
the pyramidal 

type, like PHs and .Fi2.D, is obte.inable: 



C)4. 

1/2 Ì 
s(c o-)Z 

A ' íi ' C 

where the term 0 is define; ws 
ú TzI Ia' Ia, 

and I are the moments of inertia. of the molecule 

L:. bou t the axis of syr;metry wnd two axes norm-1 to it, 

respectively. í:ombinirig ( 33), and 635), j, ihnci 

apulyinr, to the present case, 

inii = 
8 J ` "` VH:n ..i: I 1. 

- ln 
..r 

- ln 
RT ''' . 

y .I iïx PH :. 
H '+D 

i is used to indicate 
fTq.I.TC 

Evaluation of 4 

J 
9,1.,_D ln-------- , ~H 

,0 
TN, 

The zero point energy of the iniivi .ual re :ct,.tnts 

is given accurately by 

Eo = 21 )Pd..h.c , (37) 

where represents a funth n entwi _yods of ti ibr_tion of 

the molecule and x the :-nh rmonicity const .nt of the 

vibration. 2. signifies sumation over all such vib- 

rations, the number of which for -n molecule 

is 3n-6. 

The available experimental determinations of these 

fundamental vibrations of PH3, from infrw -red and Raman 

spectre,, would seem sufficient to c:_.lcuiate -4 only if 

anharmonicity of vibration i:3 neglected. 

In accordance with the general rule, the phosphines 

should hLLvc six fundamental fre.luencies of vibration; 

f these, four croduce change in the electrical dipole 
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of the molecule in w direction normal to the a,xie of 

symmetry :._nc3 two in a ' irection paraliel to it. On 

account of the e :xivelence oi the three hydro ;en atoms 

in the V=3 molecule the "perpendicular" vibrations have 

only two disc rete 're_.uency velues, each of which corres- 

ponde to two iso- periodic vibrations (i.e. they are 

": doubly ciegenera.te "¡ . r considerations apply to 

the P`3 molecule, but the :.symmetry introduced in the 

mixed phosphines, PH2D vn.:. PH02, resulte in the re oi- 

ution of the doubly c1egener_ate fundalaentals. 

Of the four ¿:anticipated frequencies only three 

have been unequivoc4.b1 - identified from the infra-red 

Spectra of PHs and the analogous molecule, NH3. It 

seems gener...11y recognised that the fourth represents 

a uforbilden'' fre,.uency so f:.:.e ae the infra -red regi, n i 
58 

concerned, though Ligeotte an . Barker report the 

identification of thi., ire ,uency in the case of tri - 

deuteroasnmonia. 

ÿortunately it is posible by means of the so- called 

v lence- force -field method, to calculate the missing 

fre{uency with reason -ble certainty, if une may judge 

from the succeee of the h.ethod in accounting quantitat- 

5e 
ively for the fund:.:mcntal vibrations of water methane, 

58 

-.rid finally the above -mentioned ND3 1're. uency. 

The infra -red spectrum of PHs has been examined 

61 62 
by Robertson and Fox, .QTY l-ter by Fung was Barrer. 

From these two investigations three fundu.ment.-ls were 

determined with certainty. They are quoted in Table 12, 

60 
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63 
,,he; r ; the Dennison .<a tc:.ti n is used. 

Table 12 

V, ( II 

era 
Va 111 

cm 
v, l II 1 

cm3. 

.ource 

än{; 

979 

1,1 ,)7 

._ _ 

001' 

,' 

:3::-., 

,,327 

62 
Infra-rod 

i,ns 
65 

Raman 

The more recent values obtained by Yost and 
64 65 

:ncic: son, snù. also Delfoese from Raman spectra are 

.1so given. The agreement is indeed satisfactory. 
66 

Howard gives the frequency of the fourth funda- 

mental (denoted -14j, calculated by the vwlence-force 

methoj. , as 2350 

nJ data _., to the vi brtion frc..>> encies of 

PH2D are as yet available ..n estimate of the zero point 

energy of this molecule, sufficiently accurate for the 

pre._.ent purpose:, may be obt-ined from those of Ri9 and 

.PDa 
67 88 

juth.erla.nd and Conn, and de Ilemutinne and Delfosse 

have investig ted the infra -red and Raman spectra of 

PDs respectively. The values of the three fundamental 

frequencies obtained by these two methods show excellent 

agreement. 
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ïte ble 13 

ozrce Infra-rt:G.69 iiamct.rlfi8 

IA `") 730 cnl 740 GM 

.14 (1) 790 807 

v (u) 1670 1664 

-utherland and úonn compute vt to be 1690 cml 

a1owing for the double degeneraoy of the perpen- 

dicular vibrations, -v1 ...na vy ,the zero point energies 

of PHs and Ts amount to 5130 and 3630 cml , correspond- 

ing to a zero point energy difference of 4170 cals. eer 

mole . Tne difference in the eero point energies of 

PH3 and PH2D has been taken as one third el this value, 

1390 c-le./mole. _.greement with this was 

obtained using the somewhat 1-wborioue method of com- 

puting the PHaD fre.;uencics fron those of PHs given by 

Rosenthal. 

The zero point energies of UZ2 and Hi) have been 

74 71-73 
determined from emission spectral data s 
6133.5 wand 5366-4 cals. per mole. reepeetively. 

Hence, 

A Eo r 1/41i.3 T 

- 57'7 cals. 

Ce.].cul:-.tion of Loments of Inertia. 

In order to calculate the moments of inertia of 

PHs end PHp, the molecular dimensions sug, estes by 

Howard for PU3 were adopted - namely, the 
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distances betweer, two hydrogen >Y.toms and aohosuhorus 
-$ 

_:nd a hydrogen atom are 1.9 and 1,5 x 10 cm . , res- 

pectively. It was assumed tY41t replacement of a 

hydrogen atom by a deuterium atom had no effect on 

were /es4wlc:f'dimertsioris. 

Tti, t'r.i: manner the f'o1.oir-.; v-lues 

Spii V L/b:Ji ned . 

Table 14 

1:;o'1yyU..L: 
^ i' 

._ , 

' 

. 

;;, 10 

-1- 

1Ç 4iÑ . 10 ) ;x 10 

' 

i+.$ 

aa. 2 -' 

' 

ry J ' 

3-8C 

( 

y 
` 5 

10-36 

........- 

.Ci 5! .r . Ciiî 

27.0 r . cn 

: 
.c: 

The moments of inertia of ::; -nd 1-.) -re -467 -nd .6.r1 

-40 2 74 
X 10 Gr.cm rc:_l,cctively . 

The ._.-a rare try i;unbers of V,x ,'"tl2D , H2 and are 

accordinE t; finition, three, one, two and one, res- 

peûtivcly. 

. uboti toting the appropriate numeri c< ,1 values in 

(36) the relation, 

logro K = 47 027, 
J- 

is obtained. 

=ÿ few values 11-, so obtained, are given in Table 

15 along .iith the corresponding value, of the deuterium- 

content of the hydrogen component of PH2 -.J2 mixtures on 

att...irin jnt of equilibrium conditions, obtainei from sol- 

ution of the equations 
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e , e 
-- ti/ t 1-.i.rH ;. 

Y 

2 K, 
C cf. t 32] 

TL.ble 15 

T (`'3 .) 200 400 500 600 800 

K 1.74 145 1a 37 1- 31 118 
?3:,ÿ 37 7 40 5 41.3 420 434 
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Summary of Section I. 

The mercury photosensitised exchange reactions 

of deuterium with phosphine, and hydrogen with trideut- 

erophosphine have been investigated. 

It has been found possible to show (at tempera- 

tures above 400 °C.) that exchange may proceed by the 

mechanism: 

e.g., D2 + Hg' D + D + Hg, 

D + PH3 a PH2D + H, 

H + D2 -' HD + D, 

and so on. 

Calculations of the absolute rates of reaction 

showed that these reactions proceeded in the gas phase. 

The activation energies necessary for the reactions, 

D + PH3 -* PH2D + H 

H + PD3 PHD2 + D, 

were determined as 14.5 and 15.0 kg. -cals. per mole., 

respectively. The steric factors were of the order 

0.2. 

A satisfactory method analysis of hydrogen- deuterium 

mixtures based on high- pressure thermal conductivity 

measurements, but requiring only *01 c.c. of gas at 

N.T.P., is described (see also Section IV). 
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The Exchange à.-ie- .; tion, h. 

The mercury photo -- . en:::i ti sed exchange reaction 

between ammonia and deuterium; has been adequately stud - 
75 

red by Melville and Farkas. It is convincingly demon- 

strated th:.t the exchange mechanism is analogous to 

that deduced above for the corresponding phosphene 

reaction. 

It seemed of interest to oozlduct a short repetition: 

of these experiments, using the somewhat different ex- 

perimental method employed above. In the ammonia ex- 

change reaction several of the disturbing features of 

the corresponding phosphine reaction are absent: the 

inhibition of the mercury sensitise :. puotodecomposition 

of ammonia by an equimoiecular amount of deuteriu:À is 

!sufficiently great, owing to (a) the small quenching 

radius of ammonia ,;.rid, more especially, (b) the quenching 

of (3P1) mercury atoms by ammonia being to the metst: ble 
4 

3po state, that the contribution of ; ..otodecomposition 

of NH3 to the a.pp rent exchange, as measured '.}, the 
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the decrease in D- content of the 'hydrogen , may be 

neglected. Further, even the :hotodecotL»ositior, act- 

ually occurring does not lead to the deposition of an 

opaque fil_! on the re-ction bulb surface. Finally, no 

thermal decoL oosition ef. ect s _rise: in addition to 

the fact that ammonia is much more stable than phosphine, 

the activ4.tion energy of moni .- LeuteriuE exchange run 

i3 smaller and so the temperature range, in which the 

rate of exchange i.- conveniently me.vsurewble, is some- 

what lower. 

Exchange experiments with equimoleculwr NHs -D2 

mixtures were carried out in a runner exactly similar to 

that em- :Jloyed above, except that pressure measurements 

during the course of the runs ere nu longer necessary. 

Tn this case, the observed exchange coula be wttri uuted 

wholly to the atomic mechanism. Fig. 8 illustrates 

such runs done at temperatures of 420, 490 and 560 . 

The initi:.:1 rates of exchange calculated from these 

linear log (D - 40) - t curves and the corresponding 

quantum inputs, . nä juantu yields of exchange are pre- 

sented in Table 16. The variation in I from run to run 

was a110 ei for by the came e_iu4tion before: (9) 

Table 16. 

Tem I 
E 

..tio 

( °C . ? :D2/min. { Tam. H3/mis, . . 

; 
i.:, Á ' . 

420 2-30 -112 ; 5-9 1-22 

490 6-1 150 _,.;:. = 9-8 1-67 

560 103 102 170 168 



1.8 

1.6 

72a. 

Log (D -40) 

2 6 Time (mina . j 

Fig. í3 . 

The progress of mercury sensitised exchange in 
equimolecular NH3-J2 mixtures (tots.). pressure, 

100 Iìlcïi . ; 
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The activation energy c-lculated fro:. the slone of 

the line.;,r log ao - 1/T curve wao 10-7 .4g.-cals./nole. 

This is in excellent agreement with Lelville and Farkas' 

figure of 10 kg.-el. oer mole. Mor:Iover, the absol- 

ute rates of re-ction _..re in satiefaetory -greement. 

The fifth column in Table 16 gives the values of 

obtained by extre4:Jolation of kelville and Faricasi data 

(ref. 75, Table VII) . These figures re.iuired some 

_tmendment, so that the quantu_ inout measurements in- 

volved were referee:Li to uranyl oxalate actinometric 

measurements as standard (ref. 75, n. 63Z,. Ance the 

,ivantum input is somewhat different for the two cases - 
15 

1 x 10 quanta/c.c./sec. in the leiville -ni Farkas 
14 

experiments und 3 x 10 ittunta/C.c./sec. here - the 

_illantum yields are not directly comparable: the ,uantum 

yield of _Aomic exchange is given by 

k [B] [Hydride] 
YE* = 

I 

,iince, as apoeared e-rlier, D o 41 
, 

must be nro- ye 

portional to . .mccordingly front the relative 

intensities used, the exchange quantum yield oet-ined 

should exceed those of helville and Farkas by a factor 

of 1.8. The deviation., frail this ratio are satisfact- 

orily small (cf. col. 6, Table 16). 

The relative rates of atonic exchange in ND2 
and Ph3-D2 iixtures were obtained -t three different 

temperatures from pairs of corroponding experiments. 

The relevant data are liven in Table 17. 



Table 1`. 

T VC 
. , 

'1'Nant ` ;PH3v .:st1.0 ..t.t(..iti.onl 

nergy of 
_ctivatiüzi 

16 T12 per min. 

420 
490 
560 

2<3 
6.1 

10' aJ 

013 
¡¡0-34 Cy {y 
L (V 

17'7 
18-0 
-0-,.) . 

4.0 
4 1 
4 3 

Ho refers to the initial rate of atomic exchange 

under standard conditions of illumination intensity. 

The differences in activation energiez of the reactions 

Sir, 14 121) 2D + H, 

and D + PHs PHa 7 + H, 

were calculated from the ratios of the rates of exchange 

by means of an equation analogous to (15) , assuming the 

steric factors involved equal. The mean figure so oj- 

t4ined was 4l kg. -cals. per mole., compared with 3.6, 

calculated directly from the separ-te activation ener- 

gies. If anything, then, the steric factor for the 

phosphine reaction would appear to be sm-lî er th .:+.n for 

the .7,?onia reaction. This is borne out by a calcul- 
-I ecte Ox 

ation of the :.absolute rate of the ) -ii s,- in a manner 

analogous to that employed above. The fraction of 

dcutsriula atoms removed by gas -phase mechanisms is 

assumed to be the same as before. The fraction recom- 

bining with NH2 radicals was in this case negligible. 

The stationary deuterium atom concentration was accord- 

ingly given by 

[D] 
j3.5 Itfi (D2] + [NH a] 

2.K4x 
(38) 
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where rio represents the fraction of excited mercury atoms 

deactivated by D2 molecules (c- lculyted from the .uenÓh- 
39 

ing r-dii d-t... to be 0.855) . erocee .i ng .s before, 

the collision efficiency at 5 (o0' -C. e_lcula.ted from the 

observed r-te of exchange and number of D -PH collisions 

to be expected from zinetic theory, (t... sing the iriolecu- 

76 -78 
ld.r diameter and ,,utherla.nd const4.nt of ammonia 

-8 -Fr 
2.86 x 10 cm. and 353 respectively) was 5.8 x 10 , com- 

pared with the v -lue of 1.61 x 10 based on the assump- 

tion that the rea.ctior: has activation energy 10 7 kg.- 

culs. /rzole . and a steric factor of unity. The steric 

factor for the reaction, 

D + Ads rE2D + H, 

must accordingly be 0.36. 

It is to be expected frog. the eir,.il= :.rit, of the 

molecular structure of the reactants that the reactions 

D + PFI3 Viol) + H, 

and D + 11H3 -* IUI2D + H, 

should have similar steric factors. The fact that this 

is actually observed is satisfactory evidence ws to val- 

idity of the value of the stationary concentration of 

D -atoms oalculated for the 2:í3 -D2 exchange run. The 

removal of deuterium atonie from the corresponding methane - 

deuteriu..: n i >tures by conio, LIS yet unelucidated, mechanism 

in :.-ddition to those of the type postulated on p. a8, 

alas been demonstrated. 

reported 

tures, 79 

75 
eimila.r phenomenon has been 

in ammonia- hydrogen mixtures, at room tempera- 

but at higher temperatures, as employed above, 



 . 

the audition of arnmoniü has no rarced effect on the 

hydro :en- .tom concentration, as measured. by rate of 
75 

ortho -parr conversion., Th , above:cntioned observed 

similarity of steric factors s:ust accordingly imply, 

that in this case also, no abnormal method of removal 

of leuteriur. atoms occurs in the PH8 -02 exch.:.nge mix- 

tures. 

The 2Arect FhatochcLic 1 D -NiIg exchange ction. 

The atomic mechanisms adopted for the mercury 

photosensitised PH3 -D2 and NH3-D2 exchange reactions 

involved the interaction of J.-atoms ana phosphine or 

am oni,:. molecules. The main source of these atoms ,aa.s 

deactivation of excited mercury atoms by aeuteriui'a ,,_ 1e- 

cules. If µ source of ultra violet licht of äufi. ._;iy_tlj- 

short wavelength to produce direct photo-dissociation al 

the hydride WerL. substitutes for the mercury lamp, deut- 

erium atoms would be provirie,L 4 the two consecutive 
reactions: 

e.g. NH3 + k NH2 + H, 

H + D 2 -i HD + D . 

If, then, the :3uantum yields of the direct photochemical 

exchange reactions in the first place exceed unity, and, 

if possible, may be correlated quantitatively with those 

observed for the corresponding photo sensitised reactions, 

excellent corroboration of the atm.ic mechanisms deduced 

above, would be forthcoming. In vier$, of the lsrger 
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yu ntum yields to be expected from the ammonia exchange 

reaction, it was investigated in preference to the corres- 

ponding phosphine reaction. 

Exchange runs, using the zinc spark as source of 

illumination, were carried out with mixtures of 50 mm. 

NH3 and 50 min. D2, at the three temperatures used. for 

the mercury photo sensitised experiments. The qu .ntum 

input Wks measured by the rate of decomposition of 50 mm. 

13113 under the same geometrical conditions, using a Pirani 

gauge calibrated with a 1:3 nitrogen -hydrogen mixture 

to measure the pressure of 'non -condensible' gas formed. 

The quantum yield for the direct photodecomposition of 

xa1n:onia. V taken as 0.37. From calibration of the 

hydrogen analyser with N2-B2 mixtures it was found that 

for small nitro,. en contents the increase in resistance 

value caused by the presence of nitrogen in deuterinm 

was almost exactly three times the decrease expected from 

addition of a corresponding amount of R2, followed by 

attainment of the H2-HD-D2 equilibrium. photo - 

decomposition of S?H3 could therefore be neglected so far 

as the determination of the initial rate of exchange was 

concerned. Owing to departures from this simplification 

at higher nitrogen- contents, the log 
DHl 

- t curves ob- 

tained were non -linear. The initial quantum yields of 

exchange were accordingly deduced from the value of 

Ap when D 
NJ 

was reduced to 95 . 

calculated from the preliminary input mea. urements and 

the total time of illumination, assuming that molecular 
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The progress of direct photochemical exchange 
and decomposition in equirsolecular NH3 -.02 mixtures 
(total pressure, 100 mm.;. 

, 420°C.; + , 490°C.; e , 560°C. 
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hydrogen has no inhibiting effect on the direct Thcto- 

:iecor,_;)o6ition of ammonia. At any given time, 

of cquan ;a whieh had entered the bulb 
No. í3? molecules gd + ' formed YJ r'áecI: . Y 

ú 130 , no. of a to exchanged =:: X 
lOv 

- 
i) 

-Y 
100 

D2 molecules present origin,11y. 

Hence, uu.,ntum Yield of Exchange 

x no. of 

i 

_ 
= 4 x 10ü 

- 
NY X -._._=...._._. Ex 

X MN t69 j 
100 p J 

Hf N, 

The chosen point of time is when 
D"I 

= 95<<.. Fig. 9 

serves to illustrate the three runs chile Table 18 gives 

the iuu ntum inputs, D p M. , when D = 95,'; and the 

:untum yields of exchange. 

Table 18. 

Temperature ( UV . j 420 z-90 560 

i,uäntuL? Input 
: ` ( ri^- n ) %n . j 

-105 0 3 42 

LAP ti-A.] cis ,a 
_ 

(1,11 

2 
, . 

;: i `L 

E 
6 

x 35 ;;3':Ì 1,.:0 

These values of being obviously in excess of 

unity substantiates conclusive l, the atomic mechanism. 

The sorrel tion of the )uäntul yields of the direct 

and mercury photo- sensitised experiments is also satis- 

factory. 
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The t,u:antum yield, of e,;cienge Liven by 

[I:1l 
r W' 

i40à 

,here k the velocity coefiicient of the re.ction 
ivh2.i7 + H. 

The deuterium atom collcentrc.titSn iri the direct reaction 
- [D]2, - muy be ev-aluated from the stationary stÜ.tt: 

c,.tu;.tions 8 - 

c: [ = 
cit 

I - k6 [°U-12) l - k 5 [D1 `'; = o ! .1 f 

d [zäl1.7] -------- = kg t - [iil] 2 = O , 42 j 
. dt 

where k5, ke and k7 arc the velocity coefficients of 

the secondary reactions, 
D á) 4 J2, 

NH3 ` ks h j 7 

and Efi2 + Mi 2 

and I is the mean nu-.:ber of ;uanta, capable of diowoc- 

i:ating an Nh3 r=.rolr:cule, enterirg unit volume in unit 

time, as 

CD-1 Itt 

I 
5 at kg '-í5/.`°7 

43) 

It r:iwy redil' be shown that 

j kq 

1"% 
s 

k + ,11-..61k7 

, 

where NH i;., the quantum yield of direct thotodecompos- 

ition of NH3 and k's and. k6 are the velocity cocfïicients 
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of the reactions ú + H y Alb, 

NH2 + 

Taking = O.25 k6 = 34k6 k7. 

:Lssuning only mass factor differences between the cor- 

responding reactions involving H- and -atoms, 

k6 = 2.52,12-6 

whence, substituting in (43) 

ele=00.10 
3 

[D-1 
13 52k6 (44) 

The evaluation of [D] in the corresponding photo - 

sensitised reaction is muez simpler: here it may be 

assumed that the number of ararf.onia r:olecules dissocì ted 

is negligible: [D]s is accordingly o ,taie -. ;le from 

d [D] 

dt - 
S1w i . 

- 6 y 0 

where K4 is the fraction of 1ig(sP1; atoms , e.;ctivated 

by deuterium molecules. Taking or - and QÑa_rH 

-lei -16 2 S9 
8i41 x 10 and. 4.O4 x 10 cm , respectively, Kz 

has the value 855. 

Mence, [D] 
S 

= 
`r "' I 

Nir 
6 

(45) 

It will be noted that the simplification of assum- 

ing that the fraction of D- atoms recombining in gas 

phase is the same in both oases, is made. 

Denoting the exchange quantum yields for the dir- 

ect photochemical and mercury photo sensitised exchange 

reactions as 
OD 

and respectively, nand the quantum 

inputs by ID .vnd IS from (40) , (44) , and (45) , 
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(46) 

The If.quisite d.ita for the three pair.J of comp-r- 

ale direct jAlotochemic-1 -na mercury ,..oto-sens.itisea 

exchange runs ,..z.re incluaed in T..kble 19. 

Table 19. 

Temp. I 5_16 I -16 ILI Is 
kblii x 10 ) )1:' )1: 10 ; 

II, 

420 7-2 2.80 3.3 2-40 2-32 
490 16.4 3.98 6.0 4,48 2,58 
560 28.6 2.70 12.0 5.18 330 

Is and Imare expressed in ,uanta per sec. 

The similarity of the r-tios in column 6 to the 

..45 value, shows tht even the more searching test 

for the occurrence of atomic exchange is satisfied. 
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-ummwry of )ection II. 

The mercury :sensitised . -nd direct photochemical 

exchange reactions of deuterium with ammonia have been 

investigate, un er coll. ;-.rwble conditions. 

The exchange mechanism; 

+ Z3iis ? IvH2D Y il (a) 

H + - i' + .) 

_vnd 30 on, is shown unambiguously to be in operation 

in either case. 

The activation energy for reaction (a) was deter - 

mined ,s 10.7 kg.- cals. per mole. 

The rates of reaction lai obtained in the mercury 

sensítisec.i -nu direct rhotochenic__1 exchange reactions 

in which the primary reactions producing á.J- atoll :s re 

aifferent; have been correlateca s. .tisfactorily. This 

is regarded as fin_ l proof of the above mechanism. gym. 
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Aprwratuo for comparative measurement:; of 
quenching radii. 
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',a t i 0 f T 
i. 

Tà2c Ar;easureL.ent oî the ;uenc-iin 'i -ctii of iia und i173.4 

It vas found necessary in calculating the absolute 

rate of the exchange reaction _.113 )2h21) ti h on 

51 to employ the quenching radius of phosphine, for 

which no experimental value was available. 

..somewhat exacting experimental techni.;ue is re- 

uirc:J for the absolute üetcrmis:ation of the .quenching 

,21BO, 81 
radius of ::.ny gas; phosphine presents the additional 

complication of being decomposed, as a result of the 

quenching process, to deposit on the quenching cell a 

film, opa. :1tAe to mercury resonance r .cliation . It was 

accordingly fount: convenient to use a compara':ive method 

whic-i, in wd..ition to being very simple to operate, was 

not influenced by the above complication. 

The apparatus required, was simple, consisting 

essentially of a quartz good's . iuenehing cell, 2, jig. 

10) a Hilger E 41 spectrograph, and a mercury vapour 

lamp, L. The outer surface of the quenching cell w..,. 

blackened, apart from two small rectangular vertical 
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:slits, dispoaea at right angles to each other. The 

collimating slit of the spectrograph yaws placed as near 

to one as possible, while the 2357 radiation from the 

lamp wa.; focussed on the other by means of a quartz lens. 

Ea other menochromating rile eurca were necessary for the 

ouccese of the method. The cell was connected by means 

of a groufli glass joint to the min vacuum line of the 

Lapparatus, and to an oil manometer which served to meas- 

ure pressures of gaz admitted. 

With the lamp running at cop. ;tint intensity, a 

series of exposures (20 secs.) was made, wite verica'z 

pressures of hydrogen in the cell, followed by a single 

exposure with ¿. measured pressure of phosphine admitted 

to ?7', the amount of re:r diated resonance radiation being 

regarded in :.oh case on the spectrograph plate. The 

d; nsitiee of the 2537 -lines so obtained were measured 

by means of e Hilger photoelectric photometer, and a 

plot made of density against hydrogen pressure. Care 

was taken that the densities measured lay on the straight 

portion of the characteristic density- exposure curve of 

the e oto6r chic plate. By inspection, the pressure 

of hydrogen giving the some density as that obtained 

with phosphine in the cell could be found. ::t these 

correepondiug pressures, then ¡ spay, 
'", 

and p*, ¡ the 

fractions of excited lnercur;, atoms de .titivated by col- 

Lision with foreign gas molecules, kund so also the 

fractions of atoms excited which reradiate) are equal. 
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This is expressed by the e .uation 
Y2. 

z 
12 

P.,0;:,,,, Mh 
+ rl - pPhN_Ph 

L-;k M 
+ I ¡47) 

, 9 M,.= 

where Q' and L refer to 4uenching radii and molecular 

masses. 

-16 
Taking the absolute value of Or as 6.01 x 10 cm. 

71 
after :exl,.nsky ,may be readily obtained. 

The following results show the accuracy obtainable. 

Table 20 

RPN1 

(ism.) ` (mad.) 
Ratio p40a 

(LT_. ) 

pM, 

(voll.) 

1.. LZo 

0352 0.454 116 0356 0.454 1.28 
0.205 0.232 115 0°3..Z 0405 1 tiG 

0368 0.422 1,15 0.356 u 450 127 
0360 043,_ 1.13 0345 0435 1.26 

Mean 1-16 Mean 1-27 

-16 2 
giving, from (47g, 0- 

2. 

= 26.2 X 10 am., 

-16 2 

and 6 -9 = 29.5 h 10 cm. 

It will be noted that the above :_:ethod. of matching 

densities obviates any difficulties due to broad excit- 

ing lines anu imprisonment of resonance radiation. 

since only one exposure with phosphine in the cell is 

necess ry for a quenching radius value, the method is suit - 

ed for gases readily decomposed by excited mer(:ury atoms. 

Two types of mechanism in the .;uenching of mercury 

atoms excited to the 3P1 state are generally recognised. 

The excited mercury atom may be brought to the ground 

(18o) state. or alternatively, to the nieto,stable 3P0 

state. The energy changes involved are 4.68 and 0.218 
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electron -volts respectively. .l method of indicating 

which process occurs in a particular case is given by 

Zemansky, who has shown that parallelism between _,uench- 

ing r...dii and the proximity of ,a vibration state of the 

::.uenching molecule to 0.218 electron- volts, exists in 

the case of certain molecules, which _..,:e known to ;wench 

spi ..toms to the metastable st-te. Thus, the ÿuench- 

ing radius of NH3 is no less than three times greater 

than that of ND in virtue of the energy discrepancy from 

0.218 e -volts of the nearest vibrational state of the 

molecule being in the former case -0.0160 e- volts - 

somewhat smaller than that of 1áß3 - 0.072 e- volts. The 

energy discrepancies for PD3 and PHs are approximately 

of the sk.n;.e relative magnitude - 0119 and 069 e -volts 

respectively - and hence it would be wnticiatLd that 

PD2 would quench much more efficiently ,e., . by a factor 

of three; than PH8; whereas, in fact, the efïiciencies 

are almost identical. This insensitivity to energy dis- 

crepancy at onct. -points to the quenching process involved 

being that to the ground state. 
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One of the most fruitful u es to which deuterium 

has been put, ie unú_oubtcdly that of the re- examination 

of reaction mechanisms, involving hydrogen or hydrides, 

which had already been eeeuced without its wig.. Deut- 

erium may generally be substituted for one or more of 

the hydrogen atoms concerned in such reactions ò in view 

of the .heroical identity of the isotopes, the course of 

the reaction is unchanged, but now the progress of the 

atoms labelled in this way may generally be folioed in 

view of :differences in physical properties. References 

82 -85 give some such examples, including a qualitative 

confirmation of the generally recognised mechanism for 

the direct photochemical decomposition of ammonia given 
82 

by Taylor and Jungers,, .rho, by shoring that on illum- 

ination of :ammonia- deuteriere mixtures, deuterium found 

its way into the ammonia, demonstrated the occurrence of 

the recombination of the primary photo dissociation pro- 
86 

ducts of (NII2 and H), 4].ready postulated to 

account for the fr_.ctional ;uantum yields of decompos- 

ition, and inhibiting effects of hydrogen. It will be 

shown below, in the course of a more extended consider- 

ation of exchange reactions occurring in iris -D;; mixtures 

at room temperatures, that not only may similar ualit- 

ative confirmation of the recognieecì mechanism for the 

analogous )hotodecomposition of phosphine be obtained, 

but also that quantitative correlation of rates of ex- 

change with directly observed euE, ritum yields of decom- 
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,position is obtainable. 

..t 15-0., the :atomic exchange mechwniam Shown 

above to occur in the temperature re_nge 400-600('C., 

-7 
proceed at a rate about 10 of that to be expected unwer 

similar conditions at 40U`.. :>s this corresponds to 
-7 

a quantum yield of exchange of less than 10 the occur- 

rence of this reaction ,ech-nism at room temperature 

may safely be neglected. 

It is however to be anticipateu that, in carrying 

out experiments with ÿrh3 -D2 mixtures of the same type 

as at the higher tempL ratures, using either the mercury 

vapour lamp or zinc spark as source of ili.uin.ination, the 

observed diiuinution in deuterium--content of the 'hydrogen' 

will be in excess of that to be expected from photo - 

decomnosition of phosphine in virtue of the back reaction 

effect formulated below 

TIff s h PH2 + H, (a) 

Ii + D2 > ID:) + D, (b) 

D + PH2 2H2D, le) 

+ 0 a 1)2, ld) 

end PH2 + PH2 - P2 + 2112. (e) 

wy 

Equation (a) represents the primary photochemical 

rection; the H atom so formed may find its way into 

the deuterium by reaction (b, while D -atoms in a ual 

numbers enter the phosphine component by (c) . eince 

however reaction (e) also destroys Ph2 radicals the 
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quantum yield of exchange may never exceed unity in the 

direct photochemical reaction, or 0.54 in the mercury 

sensitised reaction (0.54 being the fraction of 
3p; 

mercury atoms deactivated by Pki2 molecules in equimole- 

cula.r PT13 -D2 Mixtures). 

i-_o.teover the deviation from these maximum values 

of the observed quantum yields will depend on the relat- 

ive efficiency of re_.ctins of the type 

2fi2 + D 

and ß.'H2 + .t H2 -+ P2 + 2E12 

e it is this factor which olso governs the qua nti 

yields of photodecomposition of Ras, it might be anti- 

cipated that some correlation of the rate of "recombin- 

a.tionu exchange and the :_uantu.. yield of photodecoufpos- 

ition of phosphine in absence of hydrogen might be ob- 

tainable. The following analysis of the mercury sen- 

sitised reaction beers this out. 
29,.:;9 

The simple mechanism adopted, after ÿelvilie, 

to account for decomposition and exchange in . S s-D3 mix - 

tures is represented by the equations (4) to (e) with 

the ;.econu primary reaction, 

D2 + Hg(31)1, i) + D + 
1 

(1 :ßp) (ÿ ; 

in adLition. 
It is to be noted that these equations represent 

only the initial conditions when there is nu molecular 

H2 or present and the D-content of the atomic hydrogen, 

which is regulated by the relatively much more rapid 

reaction (b) , is 1OOLp. The stationary state equations 
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involved c.re , 

Q _ 2K1I - k5 [PH2ID] dt ti - 2I[6 1_1")_i = o , 143; 

dt = K2I - ic5 [ai2][ D] - 2k2 [iji21 2 = o (49 

K] is defined by equation (16) , and £2 iá the fraction 
of excited. mercury atoms deactiv ted by phosphine 

cules. The velocity coefficients are sumed to contain 

the concentration of stabilising` molecules, where 

necessary. 

The rate of decomposition of arts is given by 

d [Yiï31 
K2I - k5 [P4121 [Di , (50) 

cat 

while the rate of 'recombination' extiange in terms of 

atoms of hydrogen appearing in the hydrogen is given 

by '_ßt5 [PH2-1 [v] . The r Ltio (RER ) of the' contributions 

of photodeeoxnoosition of PH5 and "recombination' ex- 

change respectively to the observed diminution in .D- 

content of the hydrogen is accordingly given by 

5(íí2I - >5 ?ii 2] [.] ) 
RE. = (51) 

5 Lí.'11 C 

Here also it is necessary to employ the approxi- 

mation method detailed on pp. 53-55 to evaluate k6[Prì1[D1 

Proceedin before k5 (Pii [j] , _nd hence Rt. , has been 

computed for a few selectee, values of V the iuwntum 

yield of photodecomposition of phosphine, in absence of 

tydrogen ) . Table 2,1 indicates the corresponding 
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3. ` le _ . -. u i 

6:,*+ 3 
66 60 v - 40 1 ..;;) 

r, 83 Ü .._. 2.10 O 73 

v_.lue s of rt Ex .uni PN ;;O obtained. From the resulting 

R En - 
v" 

3 

Flot, experimentally obtained valuee of R, 
coul, be used to estim,te the value of at the parti- 

cular fressure of ehostihin; ogee. 

The ex_:erimental determination of Re. requires but 

little description; the apparatus used wae identical to 

th<:et described earlier, with the exception that the axis 

of the reaction bulb was moved to a vertical position :nd 

they furnace re :laced by u then most-t, through which 

-:: _.ter , _.t coast -,nt temperature of 15 + 0.1'C., was 

circulated. L }imult-neou e me- uremente of total prees- 

ure increase and D- content of 'hydrogen' were made at 

intervals. At the higher Ares sures, the r1re : ure in- 

creases were meaeured by means of the oil- ewnometer; 

at low pressures, the preseure of deuterium originally 

present and the total 'hydrogen' ?jreseur e after single 

illuminations, could be mea ured by means of the :r'irwni 

gauge, due allowance for the change in composition being 

made. 

The diminution in D- content of the 'hydrogen' due 

to decomposition effects wao given with sufficient accur- 

c_acy, by the sic._le relation 

( 1) cele. 100. 1 
\'.1e»- t"y 



here p is the original deuterium pressure and pH 

the pressure of :hyarogen produced by decomposition. 

It was necessary to correct the remainder of the dirin- 

ut? 3r of D N - due to ''3. 'ecombination' exchange - for 

the :evi-.tion in D- c.,ntcnt of the atomic hydrogen from 

its origin -1 value of 1007,:; since the r;_ te ijetermin- 

ing step in the "recombination' exchange mechwniem is 

a.2 -a PH .D 

the rate of such exchange will be proportion,l to the 

D- content of the atomic 'hydrogen'. Assuming that the 

D- content, of molecular and atomic 'hydrogen' are main - 

twined the sa. me by the rapid 

H + D2 - :ill + ,) 

reaction, the rate of 'back reaction' exchange, if 

initial conditions were maintAnvd, would be that .ct- 

u..11; observed x 
100 100 + 

In Table 22 data derived from a run at 15L0. using 

,_Lixture of 25 rn:.. of Prié and D2 respectively, are 

presented. .pince at this temperature deposition of 

the red pho,-_,horus film was very rapid, the discontin- 

u.nce of the run was enforced somewhat prematurely by 

the Diminution in quantum input. 



Table 22. 

Observed D Nr 948 898 861 33.5 

Observed 8,11 (ri:;L. ) 

:l.lc. DNx due to 
decomposition 95.6 916 380 85a6 

100 - D due to 
exchange correcttrj. 

0-8 1 ° c,; 2.1 4 3 

RE. 5-5 e4,11 5-7 64 
/ 
OVH3 59 °55 bv 63 

The velues of 1 given, were derived from the 
3 

RE. - t 
3 
graph, obtained on p. 91. 

It will be seen, then, that this affords an accur- 

ate means of measuring the c,u .ntum yields of photo - 

decomposition of hydrides (the primary dissociation 

products of which may recombined which is not dependent 

upon ¿.ctinometric measurement , the absolute value of 

which must necessarily be subject to some inaccuracy. 

Farther, it may be pointed out th-t at LLyrriae prey 

urea owing to reradiation and ire _ }risor n ent efïects act- 

inometry is no longer of value in estimating the numbers 

l of prim::ry dis,00iations of the hydride molecules by ex- 

cited mercury atoms, while the values of 
a 
obtain. d by 

the present method, even at low pressures do actu-11y 

'rt:fei to the fraction of primarily dissociated moleculee, 

which are actually d e comI3o sed . 

Une disadvantage may however be mcntloned: at total 

pressures much in excess of 50 mm. the length of illum- 
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ination periods reeuired to produce wccur4tely measur- 

,ble diminutions in uY become excessively gxe,,t. 

Employing the above exchange method, the po.-Abil- 

ity of ti,riwtian of the ,juwntuu, yield of the Hg-sensit- 

ised photodecornyosition of ais with pressure was invest- 

igated. The mean values of Re obtained at v::.rio.Ä;: 

pressures, with the corresponding values of XPM c.i'G t.; b-- 
V n 

ulatecï below. 

Table 23. 

N,3 tm2ti. ; 254 140 75 315 1.4'5 56 

s 
x E r ° - 4'G 36 27 .L 5- 

4` 3 
- -: ' S0 35 ee 

It may therefore be concluded that the efficiencies 

of the secondary re:...etio s v'-.ry with decreasing ore esure 
in such a ;ifrG.y as to reduce the quantuix: yield of deco. _.os- 

ition. 

It hac been found possible to explain a certain dis- 

crepancy in the 4uantit -tine underet- nc?ing of the mercury 

sensitised decomposition of ihosphine with the help of 

this observation. 

The Mercury .>ensitised Photodecomeosition of 211 

:.Sàuming the simple mechanism for the decomposition 

of phosphine previously suggested, namely, 

Plis ;;g i i'2: - PiTc + H+ Hgl loJ , kl 

7112 + 1E2 7 + al w e 

.C.Il 2 + H .-A s ) 



it i ti% .L lr - V. i 1 i J . ¡_ tL W t - 
1 

R F: m k1 C4-131 
( 52) 

where R and k --re the ru,tes of decomposition wt press- 

ure, VIA, , -.,.nc. infinite pressure, respectively (for 

const.i.nt illur__ination intensity). It is necessary also 

to mAke the assumption that the efficiency of the secon- 

dary reactions is independent of pressure. 
29 

Earlier mew:surements deuonstr : ,ted that the ratio 

.k341 (obtained from the slo_ee of the linear 1/r - 1/p,4 

plots) depended markedly on the diameter of the re..ctior 

24 
vessel employed. This was accounted for later in 

terms of the so- cµlied iL,risonment effect: at low 

phosphine pressures only a fraction of the mercury toms 

excited suffer deactivating collisions; the remainder 

ireradiate resonance quanta, which may in turn be reab- 

sorbed and reradiated several times before finding 

their way out of the reaction vessel. The effective 

result of this is that one quantum of light -b..orbed 

'rill give rise to a 3r1 mercury atom of .Jbnorm..11y long 

life. kc (the reci;.rocal of the mean life of a single 

excited atom,1 ; and so also k3 /k1 will thus tend to 

ncreàse, the more favourable to the occurrence of the 

r.prisonrnent ef.ï.ect the conditions _ire. Re absorption 

Of rer- diateu resonance radiation will. naturally be 

avoured by higher mercury pressures or larger reaction 

1 
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ve6Jels. 

The mew jurement:, have been repo .tea by Jr. . L . L. 

Roxburgh unir such experiiental conditions (low mer- 

cury pressures 0002mm.) and narrow (2 trim.) reaction 

tubes; to effectively eliz:.in:,te this of .'ect . The 

result, for 1113 _.nd also for .FD ,,re Liven in the first 

two columns of Table 24. From the vvelues of the re- 

sulting slopes end intercepts on the 1/R axis kl /k3 was 
-1 

calculated ;-ts 0.280 and 0.4;5 mm . for M3 b.nd ils res- 

oective.ly. The .lueY;ching r -aii, c..1culted from kin- 

etic theory Cofí5i .er tions, carre` on'aing to these Va.l- _. 

ues, are G'H = 5° 6 x 10 cm. and GÑ = 8.. 3 x 10 cm. 

The discrepancies from the directly observed values 
-16 2 

of 26.2 and 29.5 x 10 cm. are marked. They may hor- 

ever be almost entirely accounted for by the decrease in 

the secondary reaction efficiency with decreasing press- 

ure revealed by the exchange techniue above. Taking 

this into account equation (52) may be written as 

(j,: = 
l° + - k 

-..__-" (5o) 
íR,, kl. {_PH 3-1 

where Y,,, and Y repre,ent the fraction of Priz molecules 

dissociates, which .;.ctuJ.1y- decompose at infinite ;press- 

ure and pressure [k'Hg] respectively. k3/k1 is now given 

lay the r: -,do of the slope and intercept of the ó/r, - 14)p3 

lots, obtained froì: the dwt in Table 24. 
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Table 24. 

(mm. 

R 
fl-Im./bin., 

PHs 5.1 
11.0 -095 -5,, 5.6 .090 
3-86 -072 6-4 .259 
2.50 052 -. 

r 8-3 -400 
1-63 -037 -::, 10-5 .613 
1.26 -034 -.,,' 10,9 .793 
1-17 -030 -:.:-.: 12-0 .855 
0-82 -024 ::: 13-3 1-22 

Y.Ds 6-1 
11.17 .083 -53 6-4 .083 
1.24 033 -37 11.2 .807 
1.24 -034 37 10-9 -807 
0.74 -024 -31 12-9 1.35 

The values of y were obt-ined from Table 23 -nu were, 

t ny given phosphine pressure, assumed the sa.mc for 

both 23i0 and RDs. ki/ks then becomes ,72 and 1.09 mm. 

for ?Hs and ZDs corresponding to .uenching radii of 
-16 2 

163 and 22-6 x 10 cm. respectively. 

It 12 ,ccordingly unnecessary to postul-te the 

possible _11ternative explanation of the discrepancy 

between the directly measured cluenching raodi -nu those 

calculated from v-riation of rate of decomposition with 

phosphine pressure, namely, that the primary processes 

involving excited merury atoms -re not of the simle 

na.ture suggestEd. Evidence th-t the primary reaction 

between excited mercury atoms and phosphine molecules 

results in the dissociation to a PR2 radical and H -tom 

is thus provided. 

Farther confirmation is available from determin- 

ations of the quenching radius of phosphine from a study 



of the inhibitory effect of hydrogen on the photodecom- 

position of phosphine. If it is .: eeured that the sim- 

ple decompositio_ mechani le suggested aboie is in oper- 

ation, -nd farther, that the only role of the hydrogen 

present is to reduce the rate of decomposition by deact- 

ivwting 3pz mercury atoms in competition 1th the phos- 
29 

phine, the following rel ation may rewcily be obtained, 

1 
¡ ' / I14 [1iJ 

, , 

( 54 R _z [ri-i 3I 

where k2 represents the velocity coefficient of the 

quenching of excited mercur;, atoms by hydrogen. If 

[U21 represents the pressure of hydrogen neccs. ry to 
yz 

reduce R to half- value, (54) gives the relation: 

k2[112,1 
i1 ki t- r 3] } h.3. 

may then be ceiculated from the known absolute volues 

of k3 ànd L 3. 

Previous measurements of the quenching radius of ß'h3 

made in this way must be regarded as invalid since the 

experimental conditions took no account of the imprison- 

ment effect. In the experiments tabulated below, the 

pressures were chosen such that nearly all the mercury 

atoms excited were quenched. This involved serious ex- 

perimental difficulty i measuring accurately the hydro- 

gen formed by eecoim osition in presence of the somewhat 

high pressures of hydrogen, necessary t_ produce apprec- 

iable inhibition. Farther, the formation of the film of 

red phosphorus resit it necessary to limit the extent of 
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decomposition ws much as possible. No gre t accuracy 

can accordingly be claimed for the v,lue of the . 4uenching 

-16 2 radius derived from these results, namely 16.3 x 10 cm. 

This is neeessaril minimum value since the inhibition 

by competitive quenching is supplemented by that due to 

increased bac : reaction effect. (H PH2 > Rh3) 

Table 25- 

Pressure of phosphine: 10 :a... 

...,__ 

Temp.: 18°0. 

{- ks 

added 
(Ym. ) 

P, 
after 
exposure 

Length of 
Exposure 
(minn., 

Lean 
1H 

` 

Je comp . 

hate 
(R: 

) 

Uninhibited 
Rate 
, 

\ / 

á 

: 

-- 0.155 1.0 078 0155 0155 
0632, 775 1-0 ,70 0°143 0.154 1.08 
0309 451 1-0 38 0 142 0153 108 
0.662 -862 1-5 -76 0132 0.151 1-14 
1020 1272 20 1 15 0126 0-149 1,18 
- 148 10 Ofi-.: 0.148 0.148 

[IQ 
yz 

= 5.4 mm. (extrapolated; 

The agreement with the directly observed value of 
-lC 2 

26.2 x 10 cm is however sufficiently good to substan- 

tiate the su,-) osition that phosphine :quenches excited 

mercury atoris to the grouse, state: in the case of ammon- 

ia where excited mercury atoms are quenched to the mets.- 

stable 

meta- 

se 
state the discrepancy between the directly ob- 

served value of the quenching radius -nd that calculated 

from the inhibitory effect of hydrogen amounts to a factor 

2& 
of seven. since this discrepancy is attri bu,t.ble to the 

large quenching efficiency of hydrogen for met - stable atoms, 

a similar discrepancy l:ould be expected in this case also 
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if .,hos bine quenched 321 mercury atoms to the meta- 

,1 state. rit-iñl e l4ty . 

Direct -2hotocher:iic.l Exchn<re between Phosphine ,Ind 

Deuterium -t Roo_ Terirl;erú tur. e. 

The cyuaritum yield of the dá.rect photodecollposition 

of ps;osptiine; w s e.3tiiïated by measure ..er_t of exchange 

produced in eouimolecul,r Fas-D2 mixtures at 15°C., on 

i17.urr.in-tion 1,;itL the zinc spark. 

The theoretic-1 correlation between `x and 

in this cüso, much simpler: using the same notation for 

the velocity coef.ficit;r_ts of the secoi.cl_°y reactions as 

on p. 88 the stationary state equatioYs are 
.c- 

I - k5[I1'z] [D] - 2k8[D]` = o (55) 

d LPH21 I - k 5 [Piis] D - 2k2 [Plig7 = O ( 56 at 

where I is the number of quant4 capable of dissociating 

a Plis molecule bsorbed in unit volume in unit time. 

As before, 

RE 3(1 - k5 C:13Q [A 
= 

k 5 [.ai 27 [D] 

Making the same assumptions as before 

1/77 1{c 
= V1.4 ---- 

k5 1- ypH, 

( 5 ?; 

(58) 

From equations (55) to (58) , it readily follows that 



b, 
RE* - . 117:71:7; 1-Y 

or 
uu 

= R sY 

V'3 T c Y + 3 55 (59) 

The me n values of R obtained at different press- 
ures of phosphine, with the values of ó calculated from 

(59) arc presente in Table 26. 

Table 26. 

1:1 P~3-J2 mi;;tuíes. Temperature: 

(race.) 10.3 46 1-45 0'24 

3-8 ) t 2.0 l dl 

52 47 j6 .26 

Here 1-so there is a well -marked diminution .in 

with d.ecrea ing pressure. It is note-worthy that not 

only do the quantum yield l'or the direct -nd mercury 

sensitised decomposition, obtained in this way, have 

similar values at infinite pressures ca. 0.60, but also 

the variation of these values with pressure show .decided 

para11elism. It must therefore be concluded that, since 

,these quantum yields actually represent, even at low 

pressures, the fraction of phosphine molecules, involved 

in a primary process, which actually do decompose, the 

,secondary processes in both ..drect -nd mercury sensitised 

photodecompositions are identical. This in turn points 

to the identity of the fates of the Ms molecule in the 

resp(:ctive primary processes which from the sound experi- 



uental evidence in the case of the direct photodecom- 

osition must consist of disouciation into a PH2 radi- 

cal and hydrogen atom. 

It will be noted that the .)hotoocnsitised quantum 

yields obtained, using the uranyl oxalate actinometer, 

and from the above method {differ by a factor of about 

two. It may however be pointed out that the uranyl 

oxalate actinorrieter lewd to quantum yields lower 

by such factor than those obtained with chloracetic 

acid as actinometric substance. farther the a :reement 

between the values of for the direct photodecompos- 

ition obtained directly and indirectly would point to 

the validity of the above method. 

The Decomposition of PH4 Radicals. 

In the exchange experiment a performed with PH2-D2 

mixtures at room temperature hydrogen could be intro - 

ducedr into the _ieuteriuni in t-::o ways: from the H- -atoms 

resulting from the photo -dissociation of Plie (H + D2 -0- 

HD + D) and from decomposition of PH2 radicals produced 

similarly. In the first mechanism the isotopic equi- 

librium H2 + L)2 21D would be produced automatically, 

but in the second: formation of molecular hydrogen might 

prevent thi,. It was found ii the ease of the direct 

photochemical exchange experiments that the H2- HD -J.)2 

equilibrium was not established in the `hydrogen' follow- 

ing illumination with the zinc spark. 0-1ccordin,ly, `11 
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'hydrogens sarplee were pawed over a heated nit el 

filament before analysee were made.) Evidently, then, 

21-12 radicals decompose in such a dray as to give mole- 

cular hydrogen. 

No indication of the number of radicals involved 

in the reaction may be obtained from this observation, 

however. There is indirect evidence that a collision 

of some kind involving two radicals is reeuired: since 

the quantum yield of decomposition does not vary markedy- 

ly with pressure, the secondary reactions, which are 

therefore affected in almost the same way by change in 

0 

trie total ,?reoeure of phosphine, must ali be of the same 
i 

I 

type, and the recombination of hydrogen atoms which forks 

one of theee secondary reactions, rust neceeearily in- 

volve two atoms. 

Confirmation of this view was obtained when it was 

found that in the 'hydrogen resulting from the direct 

decor po.3ition of equimoleeular iii- . 3z mixtures the 

112- Hi) -D2 e.uilibrium was completely est blis,hed. To 

explain thin formation of Hi) by a mechanism independent 

of hydrogen atoms, it is necessary to assume that the 

decomposition of ï2 radio::.ls is a second order reaction, 

when, in .addition to the molecular hydrogen and deuterium 

formed by the reactions, 

11-12 + 1'ií2 ) p2 + 2112. 

li)2 + '1)z ? P + D2, 

i'H2 + n)2 -a 
2 

+ li2 + D2, 

is produced by the reaction, 

i i8 PD2 P2 + 
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e:umr:ary of :;ee tion III. 

From un investigation of the direct and mercury 

sensitised photochemical exchange reactions between 

:Líá3 and iia , at room temperature, cenfirmation of the 

current mech- .ni,m3 of the corresponding photodeconipo -- 

ition reactions of irrl3 has been obtained: evidence 

that the primary step of the mercury aensitiseu rection 

involves a. , deactivation of a 3E1 mercury atom to the 

ground(100)state and (b) , diesocia.tion of the phosphine 

molecule into an H atoi,. and. PE3 radical, is obtained 

from the similarity of tige quenching radii of phosphine 

obtained from three sources, 

(a), direct measurement, 

(b) , the veriation of rate of c,econip000tion with 

phosphine pressure, 

(c), the inhibitory effect of hydrogen. 

The identity of the secondary reactions in both 

Mercury sensitised and direct :hoto.äecomeoäitions has 

been shown by the ái:, :ilarity of the resultant efficien- 

cies of the secondary reactions in either case, and also 

by the similar dependence of these efliciencies on 

preseure. 2revious evidence on the nature of the 

lecondary reactions in the direct photodeeomeosition of 

ilhosohine indicates these secondary reactions to be 

liiz + H ? YÍ.ß (a) 

PH2 + PH2 > Pa 2t+2i (b 

H + H > H2 (o) 
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Confirmation that ( "J, is re-11,y bimolecular with res- 

pect to the i;í2 radicals i., a1so obtained. 

;-.n indirect method of úeterrnininE° the quantum 

yields of hyiric;e c_ecamositions - in which dissociation 

of the h4, d riti,. occurs as the 1;rimary re_icti ri, and re- 

combination of the fragments .3o formed is a possible 

secondary reaction - is descrned. This method is in- 

deuendent of any a.ctinometric me JuremFnts. 

sir.i?1e comparative method of :letezmining quenching 

radii is also given. 
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IV. 

Theory of the Hydro&en . analyser. . 

'.chile the hydrogen analyser, described on p.p. 12- 

16, may be user Nuite empiric,,lly with the id of cali- 

bration curves (Fig.4), it seems necessary to make some 

short enc1uiry into the theoretical basis of the opera- 

tion of the g_.uge, in order 'vo explain songe very dis- 

tinct divergence from the behaviour expected from con- 

siderations of the thermal conductivities of the indiv- 

idual gases concerned. 

In the ( "constant voltage-variable re;istc.nee" 

method of operation, adapted as the most suitable for 

practical purpose,, the e uilihriur:: temperature attained 

by the filament, when a definite potential difference 

was applied :across it, : _ s in effect mea.ured. The 

dependence of filent temperature on the n:a ture and 

composition of the conducting, gas introducer a coniplic- 

ation, uxALi(:sir,,.ble in theoretical considerations. It 

is accordingly advis4 :ble to deal y:ith "constant resist- 

ance- variable voltage" data: i.e., the voltages nec- 
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Circuit for "constant resistance -variable 
voltage" analyser measurements. 
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es.ary to maintain the filament at a definite temperature, 

when sur roun, eu by the gas to be analysed at a pressure 

of 50 mm. ouch calibration curves may be obtained dir- 

ectly by experiment, or, alternatively by the following 

method of converting the "constant voltage -variable 

resistance" data. The two methods give results in very 

good agreement. 

The conduction of heat in unit time (4 ) from a wire, 

of radius, r1, and length, , disposed. axially in a tube 

of internal radius, r2, is governed by 

ti 
. 

In.rl h'(T1 

where V is the voltage necessary to maintain the resis- 

tance of the wire at R, when the wire is surrounded by 

a gas of thermal conductivity K , at temperature 
TO-T2 

2 

T1 and T2 being the temperatures of the wire and the 

surrounding wail, respectively. 

E represents the heat lost, in unit time, by con- 

duction through the leads. This Bras estimated, for a 

system having the dimensions of a typical hydrogen anal- 

yser (r1 = 0075 mm., r2 = 1.0 me and -e = 73.0 elm.), 

95 

by the method given by Gregory, at only U Oki, of the 

total heat loss. By adapting the method of Langmuir, 

96 
MacLane, : ncd Blodgett to platinum filaments, and 

applying it to the present case, a similar figure of 

0.70i was obtained. End losses were, accordingly, suite 

negligible for filaments of the fineness of 
those used 

here. 
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From (60), then , 

- / 
I fR = const. K (61) 

the magnitude of the constant depending on the dimen- 

sions of the g. .uge. 

From data given in International Critical Tables, 

the following two relations between the resistance .nd 

temperature of the gauge filament were deduced as being 

accurately valid in the required range (290-509C, 

1141 
T = 3 201 . R (62) 

(T-T0) = 797(R-R0) 
, (63) 

where Ho (in ohms) is the filament resistance at the 

wall temperature, To. 

Since the thermal conductivities of gases are quit 

markedly dependent on temperature, this factor must be 

taken into account. The most recent and apparently 

most reliable determination of the temperature coeff- 

icient of the thermal conductivity of hydrogen is that 
97 

of Gregory. His results may be expressed in the form 

14a 
- const . T 

o 77 
(64) 

98 -102 
Earlier determinations would indicate a very 

similar exponent. 

Employing this relation, 
0.77 

K'A = 
[T1+1 

2Ta 

,0 .77 
= const. (R + R^) , by application 

of ( 62) 

e 

65) 
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.0ince the applied voltage, V4, is distributed over wire 

(resistance, R) leads (RL,wnJ the series resistance in 

the Iheatstonc network (Re) , 

V 
VA .R 

_ R+P,L+RS 

Hence, from ( 61) z.nd (65) 

[ 2 
V ... 

Y q .Sl 

(R + R, + R s- ,2 

o 7 7 

= tonst. KT (R +Ro) (R -Ro) 

If, then, R H2 and R1,1 represent the observed resistance 

v :.lues for hydrogen and, say, a hydrogen-deuterium mix- 

ture, respectively, when a voltage VA is applied to the 

bridge, 

-0 77 

"2. 
rt 

N, 
R M+ rt + ri s 2 R M- Ro R, + xtio 

. ( 66) 

- i - - - 
..l`i 

M R + l + t ! - Ro R + Ro - 1 Nz 

In a typical gauge Ro = 4540, R L = 090, Rs = 10.0 , 

iRHymm 62.10 and R.D. = 64.90 ohms. ubstituting in ( 66) , 

I+l Ha -,a has the value 1. X30. This figure w-s confirmed 

by measurements of the aplied voltage necessary to main- 

tain the filament resistance at 64.00 ohms, when surround- 

ed by H2 and Do at 50 mm., respectively. 

By aì plicatio ì of kinetic theory considerations, the 

therm-1 conductivity (K) of a gas may be evaluated as 

K = E . N . m . ë . L . Cv , 
(67) 

E being a constant, and c, L, and Cv the aver4ge velocity 

Mean free path and specific heat (at constant volume) of 
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the g s molecules, rL; Y)ectively . From this and the farther 

relations , 

and L = 1 
N C1-2. 

where ä represents the molecular weir ht and a- the effect- 

ive molecular radius, it is iameiiately apparent that K 

is proportional to - .iince H, and Dz have, 
103 

from the viscosity measurements of Maass and Van cleave, 

identical molecular radii, the thermal conductivities of 

hydrogen and deuteriu:.. should be in the ratio 1.414. The 

discrepancy between this and the value observed above, s 

oufficicntly marked to necessitate some explanation. 

That gas molecules ir_singing on a surface, of dif- 

ferent temperature, do not attain thermal equilibrium 

104 
with it, was first realised by Knudsen, from experiments 

on the conduction of gases at very low pressures. nio- 

108 
lucho.:ú:i extended these considerations to much higher 

pressures. Here, the non -establishment of thermal equi- 

librium between solid and gas has the resultant effect of 

producing a sharp temperature discontinuity at the gas - 

sol.id interface, the rn.t"nitude of which amoluchowski 

found expressible by 

GO d 
15 f 

10 

2a GL-Y1 

tvherè a is the accomrziodr}tion coefficient of the 
ga:., at 

T 

T - T" 
the particular surfuee (defined as a 



where T, T f , und T -re respectively the temperatures 

of the wire and molecules receding from and approaching 

it) , A the mean free path of the gas molecules, end de/ an 

the temperature gradient ut a point near the surface, in 

directidn normal to the interface. Evaluating as 

, where X and X. are the mean free paths at press- 
') 

ure, -nu atmospheric pressure (pò) respectively, and 

cte /dn for the case of a fine wire disposed axially in a 

cylindrical enclosure 

X. po ?- , 
KP.-r, 

(68) 

where is the heat conùuctec in unit time away from a 

wire of length t, and radius of cross- section r,, by a 

gas of thermal conductivity K, at the wire temperature. 

This equation however involves such assumptions -0 

to the type of intermolecular forces that it is only 
106 

exact in the case of monatomic molecules. Gregory 

from similar, but more general considerations has obtain- 

ed the following expression for SO : 

se = . 1/1-, 1 '1 . . 

p.r, (2-4T 
(69) 

Ti is the temperature of the wire and is defined by 

the expression, 

1 j RIM Z-a 1 

2-fr 2a ,C Cv 

where M is the molecular weight of the gas. 

In the absence of convection, the rate of conduc- 

tion of heat (.) fro ,. the wire is given by 
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.$ n r dri = 2 KT. ( T1 - To - - Se, 
( 70 

::here r2 and Tt; _,r; the internal radius and temperature 

of the surrounding tube, and S6, and S0, refer to tem- 

,oertu= e drops the wire and wall surfaces, respective- 

ly. .Ance &0, n,3 SO. are ,from (69) ,approximately in- 

versely proportional to r1 and r2, SA,is, in this case, 

some thousand times smaller than S9, and may accordingly 

be neglected. 

From 1_69) and (70) , therefore, 

T1- mc in r2/r, 1 
ti 2-5 K Q + rll -o r1 ri'Z . ( 2-a) p2 (71) 

This equation accordingly expresses the dependence 

of the apparent conductivity of the gas (0( .4) on pressure 

- resulting from the variatisn of the temperature dis- 

continuity with pressure. 

It will be observed that (71) reuuced to a V- p 

relation of the general type 

B B + (72) 

the constants (B, ^ and D) in which may be calculated 

for any gas, from a 1 owledge of their magnitude for one 

particular gas, (say, hydrogen) ana the accommodation 

coefficient of the gas under the particular conditions. 

The value of the latter, relative to that of hydrogen, 

e readily obtainable froc: sets of readings, using the 

.nalyser in the manner of a normal Pirani gauge, 
with 

aydrogen and the other gas admitted in turn 
to srn..11 
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pressures, which are me...sured on a McLeod or à seconi . 

calibrated ¡Irani, gauge. The slopes of the linear 
2 2 

(V - V0 ) - p curves obtained in this way (V and Vo 

being the voltages wpx)lied acros the bridge to maintain 

the filament resist.nce wt- definite value, at gas 

pressure p aryl the smallest pressure attainable, res- 

pectively) are proportional to the respective accotloo.- 

atien coefficients. In view of the occurrence of the 

factor ( -o:) in (69) it was necessary to evaluate a,, 

ab,,olutely from the dimensions of the ainalyser by means 

of the e ;nation 

= 211 rit (T1- Ta)C,v A 
, a (72n) 

(2T mkTc)'z ' 

where the symbols have the same significance as above. 

rn represents the mass of a molecule, and k the Boltzmann 

-16 
constant (1.371 x 10 ergs per degree)) . 

The value so obtained (0.29) is roughly in agreement 

107 -109 
with previous determinations, but the dirty nature 

of the platinum boire must neces-rily de -troy any signi- 
110 

ficance of this absolute value. 

-t relatively high pressures (7 200 mr4. in the 

present case) the 1 /p2 terra in (72) is of negligible im- 

portance, and a linear relation between 1/V and 1/p 

should be obtainable in this pressure range, the inter- 

dept of rhich with the 1/V axis should be proportional 

to the true conductivity of the gas. .:1t lower pressures 

deviations from linearity should set in. The equaton 
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, ,_ÁJ 
L 
-{ , 

6.. / Cfi . 

ydra g en Hydrogen 
yL p AzSe (. V 

.ti 0Jo. l / 
z 100 y 4Y. 

[.11 
V 4 

x 10 0 
valc . 

521 12.500 .6400 b37 
519 12.495 6406 637 
471 12.457 6443 642 
452 12.424 L480 646 
413 12381 :526 650 
400 12357 6550 652 
374 12319 6589 650 
364 12298 6622 659 
337 12.245 6607 6ïì4 

301 12.150 6776 .674 
250 12,011 -6935 690 
217 11880 7084 705 
184.9 31.743 7252 -726 

139°4 11397 7697 -764 

1262 11246 7907 786 
111-4 11.123 8085 806 
95°3 10915 8393 838 
79.1 10547 8990 890 
67.3 10.255 -9510 945 
59'0 10-034 9936 . 985 

539 9 910 1..018 1.012 

500 9723 1°057 1.047 

402 9319 1.151 1140 
35.1 9.060 1.219 1.224 

28.5 3.523 1- 37 7 1.381 

22.7 7962 1,573 1.595 

15-5 7.078 1.,996 2.010 

1 
= - 00588 + 

254 

` Liner P 
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was tested fron. an extended series of measurements of 

the apparent conductivity of hydrogen at pressures rang - 

ing from 503 rap,. (the maximum pre sure attainable, econ- 

omically if, the compression capillary of the analyser) to 

15 mm. (see Table 27) , any found to represent the. 

data with satisfactory exactitude. The values of B and 

C were determined as 00583 and 254, from t__e high - 

pressure measurements, which gave the linear portion of 

the 1/ß`R - 1 /p; curve. By comparison cf (71) with (72 

D = C2. 1 
(2-a) .T1 

T1 was calculable from equation (62) . Using this value 

of D, corresponding values of p and V could be calculated 

and the l/'V2 - 1/p constructed in the region where : ev- 

iations from linearity existed. The agreement between 

the observed and the so-calculated values of 1/V2 (Ta.ble 

j27, columns 3 and 4) over so wide a pressure range bears 

out the validity of the e,uation, viz. 

Vz 
- 

HZ 

00588 + 

V2- p Relation for Deuterium. 

0131 .yÑ 
z 

(73) 

The a.ccomLiodation coefficient of deuterium, relative 

to that of hydrogen was determined in the 
manner indic- 

ted above. The details of one such determination are 

given below. 



Ué7 kj 

_. t 1. fill . riF, ; 

í4 
r -2 . 

Y. 

H2 00389 
00574 
0.0758 

0904 
1068 
1-203 

0.676 
1.000 
1 306 

1738 
1-740 
1,729 

i 736 

-5 
10 0-376 - 376 - - 
Jl)IO 
0.0722 
0.1084 

0'861 
1 138 
1.360 

.600 
1.154 
1-709 

1'570 
1.598 
1.588 

, 

1.592 

from (72a 1.592 

1 736 
x 1.414 = 1.30. 

similar ratio (1-27) has been obtained by :Lana 

1o9 
`xnw lie well, under conditions of working, appurently 

very similar to those en.ployed44ere. 

Making use of the equations 

and 

= ' N 
K t 

Hz /1 
1J 

-2. 

2- x a 

V N 
2-a 

''fi 
`f 

,, `. 

\ 

the constants for the corresponding equation giving the 

conductivity of deuterium, were c .lculated, to give 

1 - '265 0148 
/ `a z -00831 + 

. Dz 
(75) 

From (%) -nd (75), then, when p = 50 mm. 

1/V:, = .01052 and 1 /\T. = -01307. _.t this pressure, 

the deviation* from the linear 1/V - 1/p curves are 
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so Nall that the ( "linear ") -salue of V2 obtained by 

considering only the B and C/p terms may be itself used 

in the calculation, of the third terra. ..ccordingly, the 

apparent conductivities of hydrogen and deuterium (at 

50 mm.) are ir_ the ratio 1.24. It wodid appear, there- 

fore, that by taking the temperature drop at the gas - 

solid interface into consideration the o oserved relative 

conductivities of 112 and .Ú2 may satisfactorily be aocou t- 

ed for. 

ill 
It raust be note.. that, while Van Cleave has 

obtained agreement with the value of l414 for the relat- 

ive conductivities of hydrogen and deuterium (under con- 

ditions which eliminate interfacial temperature discon- 

tinuities) expects, from the equality of the molecular 

103 127 112 113 
radii , .archer and Kannaluik have determined the 

ratio a: being appreciably less than 1,414. It seems 

not unlieiy that this i e due to iifferenees, not in 

molecular radii, but in the temperature coefficients of 

thermal conductivity- of the two isotopes. 

second weil marked feature of the analyser readings, 

which is not in accord with siee'le kinetic theory consid- 

erations, is the fora of the calibration curves, indic- 

ated in fig.4, p.16, for H2 -D2 mixtures and also such 

mixtures in which the e:1uilibrium tic + .J2 21-1.0 is est- 

ablished. Jonvertin- these curves to the ''constant 

resistance- variable voltages type gives carves 
of the 

126 
See also Tlorthd.uft 
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form indicated in fig./1, while îm.32 represents the 

form of Simi le.r curves deduced fro.. the simple the o ry 

that the co n,aue t? vi ty (6á2) of ,_.,i_,; given a , _ meure , i s gives. by 

K - fe i 
t" fer 2 fsKs (76) 

where fc sand K 
. ruer to the partial pressure &::rx thermal 

ecnJ.uctiviL of the i -t . com-nonent of the. mixture. In 

this case 

K 7r 
y_ : - 1 a 3/2 ; 2 

,The partial aressures of L , ED and 14 in the equilibrium 

H2-HD-D2 mixtures may ',e computed from the constant (K) 

of the particular equilibrium, 

kï + ti 2ED 

Thu:: , a 4f., 
, 

(D - f.,/z)(1 - 1< - "72,; 
(771 

where D represents the deuterium content of the mixture. 

_t the temperature ofoickel wire, used to prepare such 

equilibrium mixtures for calibration urposes, K has the 

classical value of four. 

In addition then to the difference in relative 

magnitude of VW, and VÇ in the two cases, the two sets 

of curves are disposed quite 3ifferently with respect to 

the line drawn between V,_ and V . 

The temperature drop effect furnishes an explanation 

of most - but not all - of the discrepancy. In order 

to obtain an equation cx)ressing the conductivity of i 

in the manner of (72) , it Kvas necessary to determine the 

relative value of the accommodation coefficient of IíD. 
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For this purpose, low- preoeure conductivity n eJ,sure ienti,s 

(as on p.112) were :Made with 50 -50 _, i tuyee o. H of `2 and 

D2, before and after establienment of HD- e- ui1iárium 

on a hot nickel wire. 

Table 28. . 

Gas D-cont. 

Li., 

P 
,7 

k n'itl . .dg f 

e 
-¡a V - Y O 

{¡ 

2 
- 

2 (C IM, .+D-14 
(V"2 1 - Vo 

IIa-D2 51 1060 1-712 
1050 

ri2-I0-1)2 1060 1-800 

H2-D2 50 -0701 1-371 

H I- 2- 2 0687 1416 
1.048 

The relative accommodation coefficient of LID could 

then be obtained from the relation 

lry li 
tct, ()Lb 

} J{ 

H HD 

9 Ds 

M CeHz 

°.-- 

where 3 refers to the elopes of the (V2_ Vñ ) - 

(7d) 

eurves, 

as determined from table 28, for example. From (78) , 

f, Í 
ti 

and 
w 

, for a D- content of 50',,4 may be taken 
Hti HD as 

Cvs C -25, 0.50 and 0.25 reeDectively. groin Table 28, 

6 
HD-re 1.049. If acD,/a,, is taken as l30, 

(73) yields the value of 1.30 also for (x.,./" .=, 

The explanation of this abnormally large value of 

"Hp may well lie in the fact that all possible rotational 

levels may be occupied ill the hD molecule, while in the 

case of the eym etxica1 H2 and D moleeules, which exist 
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in ortro- and parti- mo:iiwic-tions, only alternate rot- 

ational levels may be oo 3upiec? . It would accordingly 

seem fe:LÚiblc that th, process of transfer of energy from 

the wire to give rotational energy in the g-ls molecule 

would be more efficient in the case of HD than H. or Ja . 

From equations of the type (74) , the : -conductiv -- 

it,y relation may be obtaine -d 

-00720 + 228 0111 v2 
2 P' ND (79) 

..-ct a pressure of 50 mm., it may be shown from equa- 

tions (73) , (75) and (79) , that the reltive conductiv- 

ities of 114, HO and D2 are in the ratio, 1 =24:1.15:1.00. 

..s;mmin ; that these conductivities are additive, a cali- 

bration curve may be constructed from the e.luation 

(K,,; 
50 - - f 

H. (K* 50 + f i1D (K wb ) 50 + f a, (K % 50 

the values of f f and f. being computed from (77). 

The calibration curve obtained in this way is close 

to, but not coincident :ith, the experimental curve, as 

may be seen from Table 29, in which the observed and com- 

puted relative conductivitie., of equilibrium Ha- Hia -D3 

mixtures, of various deuterium-contents, rire presented. 
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Table 29. 

,nt. 

. . 
._,. - w -.D2 1I2 - D2 

Rel tive Conductivity helative Conductivity 
Obs. Cale. Obs. 0a1 c . 

0 1-235 1235 1-235 1.235 
10 1.220 1-217 1.204 1.212 
60 1.186 1.177 1.152 1-165 
50 1145 1.136 1101 1117 
70 1.096 1.085 1056 1070 
90 1034 1>029 1015 1023 

100 1000 1-000 1.000 1.000 

The computed values have been adjusted slightly 
1.235 

(in the ratio 17240 ) to obtain coincidence with the 

observed values for 100D2. 

2iú.ilar considerations would indicate to a perfectly 

linear curve for the H2-D2 mixtures, while the curve 

actually obtained departs slightly from linearity. The 

magnitude of the divergence is indicated. in Table 29. 

It is u well known fact that, even under conditions 

where rio temperature drop effect, is in operation, the 

conductivity of a mixture is not expressible by a re- 

lation of the simple form 
114 -116 

X = f 1K1 + f 2 (SO) 

Table 30 gives few examples: the second column re1ors 

to the observed conductivity of mixtures of the two com- 

ponents in equal proportions, while the third gives the 

conductivity calculated from those of the individual 

con ponents by (80) . 
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Table 30. 

voT:i?7o31Cntu 
7 

v-.,e. K50- 50 .Lli 

7 

( áKi v 
cll.21 >: 10 1.4tio Ref. 

H2 í:0 2 - ..L380 1912 72i; 114 

N2 
- 476 480 '992 114 

02 - E.2 1343 2380 564 115 

.. - He 337 1954 '428 120 

1 14,117,178 
Nome attempts have been made to give 

some theoretical explanation of these observed diver- 

gences, but vrithont .wchi evin .-ny real JuccC:;s. Thus,Í 

by taking into J.c;coul_t the initial effect of the co.::pon- 

enta on the mean free paths of their toleciil.e4, a relatjion 

may be obtained which indie_t.tec? :1c7j..- t,ions from linearity 

which were in the correct direction but in most cases mush 

its 
too small in magnitude. In vies,: of the equality cf the 

mean free paths of the three co:;)one.rits here concerned 

this complication eoulc , in any case, not arise. It 

may well be that the true explanation lies in the inade- 

quc;r of tt:.e ktnetic picture the noz-i =tat dc,rression of 

the conductivity of mixtures below the 'linear' v :lue u ,y 

be duc to difficult: of transfer of quantised rotational 

entì.`,y between molecules- of different species. 

It may be noted noted tit van O îeüve 
119 

has found w mit- 

tura e; .:ect in the ...,c of :ï;;-.J2 mixtures in the s,..me 

direction ùncl of the siimc La-6nituáe as that found 4.òc>ve. 

From his re ul t s the r, t..io of t;rie T lì tic:wr r to the o,verved 

aotsauctiv.ity ior a mixture of c:euteríuui r,unttiit of SJw 
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is 1.020 compared with 1.015 foun . above (Table 29) . 

ln_ Irzjarovcrnent in Design: Use of tipiral Fil- ments. 

It mentioned earlier (p.16) that the factor w$ich 

set a limit to the maximum accuracy obtainable, with tl4e 

hydrogen analyser in the form described, was the depenci- 

ence of resistance value on gas-pressure. Equation (09) 

indicates that the temperature discontinuity at the fil- 

-ment surface is approximately inversely proportional to 

the filament radius. Accordingly, the use of thicker 

filaments would be expected to cut down the variation of 

resistance value with pressure. The practical diffi- 

culty of measuring the small resist-nee of such filaments 

with requisite accuracy, militates wg_irist their use. 

Spiral filaments of relatively thick wire (05 mm. dia- 

meter) and close pitch, however, combine the advantage 

of small temperature drop of the thick filament, with 

that of reasonably high resistance of tige fine filament. 

ItL addition, it is to be expected that the effective 

radius of the fil,snent would be greater than that of the 

wire: in the hypothetical case, where the spiral pitch 

is reduced to zero, the effective radius would be that 

of the spiral. 

Gauges were constructed in a manner similar to that 

already described (p.13) using in place of the 015 nni. 

platinum wire, tungsten spirals of 05 mn. wire. The 
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final delicate operution of tautening the filament was 

OZ course obviated in this case. Portions of the slilt- 

-:.1 fil?arrient, abstracted from 30 watt Osram orchestra 

lamps, -were found to be admirably suited for this our- 

pose. It was also found possible to wind satisfactory 

spirals,of somewhat greater spiral radius, from 05 mm. 
tungsten wire, manually on a fine sewing needle. The 

even greater springynese of molybdenum wire would sug"est 

. farther possible improvement. 

In one typical gauge, currying __ filament of wire 

radius 05 min., spiral radius 7 mmf; 
. ,length20 mrd ., und 

resistance at 20''C of _bout 14 ohms, the volume of gas 

required for :analysis was only 005 c.c. at I.T.P. - 

three-fold diminution on the figure for the str:ight- 

file,aent gauge. Operating the gauge by the constant 

voltage method, the resistance values obtainable were 

sufficiently stable to allow for measurement to 001 ohm. 

Thus, in one inst_Lnce, corresponding resistance values 

for hydrogen -.nd deuterium were found to be 19.643 and 

21.462 ohms respectively. :is the variation in resistance 

value ;mounted to 0013 ohms per 0-1 mm. Hg (the estim- 

ated error in gas -pressure measurements) the experimental 

error in the measured deuterium contents of hydrogen - 

deuterium mixtures would uppear to be not greater than 

0.1 ¡.:. This represents a four -fold improvement on the 

accuracy of the es.riier gauges. 

As will be seen from the explanation udvance3. . bove, 
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Fig. 13. 

Analysis of ortho-para 
hydrogen mixtures. 
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the separ4tion of the calibration curves for H2 -D2 and 

equilibrium H2 -BD -D2 mixtures ahould decrease with de- 

creasing interfacial temperature discontinuity . This 

is in harmony with the observed coincidence of the two 

curves in the cesse of the above spiral filament gauge, 

though the exactness of the coincidence must be regarded 

as somewhat fortuitous. 

Wile the use of the straight -wire g....uge is nec - 

eseary in estimating the complete isotopic composition 

of an H2-ED-D2 mixture, the spiral gauge would appear 

to have very definite advantages in analyses, where only 

the deuterium content of the mixture is required. 

-tnalysis of Ortho-Para Hydro en Mixtures. 

By adapting the gauge for operation at temperatures 

in the range in which the difference in rotational spec- 

ific heats of the ortho- and para - modifications of 

hydrogen is significant, a reliable and convenient method 

of analysing mixtures of ortho -and pares- hydrogen has 

been made available. 

For this particular purpose a spiral gauge of the 

form indicated in fig.13 was employed. The caj.11_ >ry 

tubing connecting the cell to the compression capillary 

was rather less than one mm. in bore. In order to pre- 

vent electrical leakage from the portion of the leads on 

which atmospheric moisture might condense, they were 
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threaded through light glass tubing, and the annular 

space filled with liquid paraffin. Lo special pre - 

cautions as to the maintenance of constant level in the 

surrounding liquid oxygen bath were necessary: provided 

the gauge and the junctions of the platinum and copper 

leads were completely immersed, variation of gauge rea4.- 

ings under standard conditions during the day, and in- 

deed from day to day, was quite inappreciable. be- 

fore, the measurements were made at a gaps pressure of 

50 mm. 

Optimum Conditions. 

For the purpose of determining optimum conditions 

for the operation of the gauge, measurements were made 

using two hydrogen samples containing 25 and 70Q p -H2 

respectively. The latter was prepared by adsorbing 

cylinde.L hydrogen, purified by passage over palladised 

asbestos at 350 °C and through a liquid air trap, on a 

well outgassed samle of activated charcoal, maintained 

at a temperature of 56(11C by immersion in a liquid oxygen 

b..:.th, the pressure above which was reduced to 5 mm. by 

rapid evacuation with a lyvac pump. Alen no farther 

change in the conductivity of s -mples withdrawn from the 

hydrogen above the charcoal indicated the completion of 

the conversion, the hydrogen was transferred rapidly 

from the catalyst to the storage reservoir, by means of 

a Töpler pump. 

From gauge readings for these two samples, using 
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the `constant resistance -variable voltage' method, with 

the wire at various temperatures, the optimum sensitiv- 

ity of the gauge for this type of analysis would appear 

to correspond to wire temperatures of about 20O`K., 

though as is evident from Table 31, there is no sharply 

íi efined optimum temperature. 

Table 31. 

Tw17iE ( °K ) 107 14,5 183 277 391 

V?e/Vrs (50 mm.; 1052 1078 1-084 1.059 1.025 

( Temperature of Bath = 9t39C. 

In order to account .Iuantitatively for these values, 

the dependence of conductivity on pressure at the tem- 

peratures in question was investigated. at pressures 

above 200 mm., reasonably linear 1/V2- Lip graphs were 

obtained, at below such Pressures very considerable 

deviations set in. Table 32 gives the constants in 

the general equation 

1 
/V2 

= B t C/p 

obt.>ined under the various temperature conditions, from 

high prev.iure measurements. 
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Table i' ole 32 . 

p-content 
of Hydrogen 

';: ire 
Temp. B C 1/17 2 ) 50w... 

25 107 1.301 3.02 1.349 
70 1205 342 1.281 

25 145 0.2732 0-94 2823 
70 0.2486 1.02 2622 

25 183 1126 470 1192 
70 1020 520 1100 

25 277 02787 223 03150 
70 02629 246 02974 

25 391 01015 124 01217 
70 .00977 126 01187 

The values of 1/V2 at pressures of 50 r... -re also 

include-, in order to demonstrate the relatively small 

effect of reducing the ,fressure from infinity (B = 1/1v2, 

at infinite pressure;. The difference between the 

values of C for the two samples is -ttributa +ble to the 

greater rotational het of the parr modific- 

ation. 

The relative conductivities of the two mixtures 

under the recyui site temperature conditions have been 

calculated and found to be in satisfactory accord vith 

the experimental data. The thermal conductivity of a 

gas may be expressed in the well- known form 

K = f .11 . C t81) 

where ) and C.,. repres ert the viscosity and specific heLt 

at constant volume of unit mass of the gßs. The factor 

P is itself a function of C. For dititomic gwseti,., Je:.ns 



1o 

g- 

6 

4. 

2 

' L9?,. 

K (x4ob) 

10o Zoo 300 

W4riation of the thermal conductivity of 

(I) para- (II) ortho- ùnù (III) nori 1- 
I 

hydrogen. 
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derives the relation 

f = Á(9)- 6) 

- (2c + 9)A, 
, (8') 

where 
a 

is the ratio of the specific heats at constant 

pressure an volume. 

122 
The dat- given by 3: íu jue, as únerdec. by .. -avis 

123 
and Johnston, have been user to zive values of C in 

the required temperature range. By calculating K from 

(81) at regular temperature intervals - making due allow - 

ance for the variation of with temperature by means 
z 0 695 

of the equation 'h = 1\o ( 273) , where `r is the 

viscosity of hydrogen at 273 °K - curves representing the 

v-riation of the conLuctivit y of jure; ortho- and para - 

hydrogen with temperature were ::onstructed. 

curves for o -p f:ixtures containing 25 and 70=1 p- hydrogen 

were then obtainable, o.. the assumption, that Mixture ef- 

fects were absent. Tho c.lculat.d conductivities are 

presented in Table 33. 

Table 33. 

T( ç. ) 1:loa/, Koi 1, 5/' A; 
. 

. 7o/10 

50 2248 2277 ti232 2242 
75 3.367 3012 3.101 3.260 

100 4°435 3723 ,3901 4221 
125 5703 4.544 14833 5.355 

150 6.779 5 . 250 j 5.632 6.330 

175 7.578 6078 6.453 7.128 

200 3.220 6. 913 17.241 7 . 828 

225 8.763 7.543 17848 8.397 

250 4.267 8 528 8713 9.04E 

275 9.725 9.187 9.322 9.563 

298 10.230 9680 9.965 10.225 

The suffix attached to K indicates the 

;'o p- content of the hydrogen. 
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Integration between the appropriate temperature 

ite, by me..;,ns of a lame- scale K -T graph and planimeter, 

enabled the theoretical relative conductivities to be 

calculated for the various wire temperatures, in accord- 

ance with 

= const. 
J 

zK.dt, 

where w represents the heat conducted from the wire, 

and T1 and T2 are the temperatures of the wire and wall. 

That the conductivity ratios obtained in this way 

com-are favourably with the observed values - obtained 

by extra!)olation of l/ V2 - 1/p curves to infinite press- 

ure - is shown below. 

Table 34 
2 

Temp. of ire K75/K25 V75/V15 
( °K . ) 

( calc . ) 

107 1.080 1079 
145 1.104 1099 
183 1.100 1 104 
277 1.057 1.059 
391 1.030 1025 

perimental Method of anal sis. 

.,e before, the most convenient method of operating 

the gauge would seem to be the "constant voltage- variable 

resistance" method. Preliminary measurements will serve 

to give sortie indication of the accuracy of analysis 
to 

be m3eeted . Thus, for example, with a definite voltage 

across: the bridge of about 4, the equilibrium tempera- 
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tures attained by the filament of a typical spiral gauge, 

when surrounded in turn by hydrogen samples (at 50 mm. 

pressure) of para-contents of 100 ¡o and 25'p, corresponded 

to resistance values of 3.109 and 8.582 ohms, respect- 

ively. The resistance of the filament at 90-K. was 

3.620 ohms; the respective equilibrium: temperatures were 

174 °K. e.nd l33`iC. The experimental error (0.1 mm.) in- 

volved in the measurement of the pressure of the sample 

being analysed would cause an uncertainty of only 0-0003 

ohms in the resistance values. .:ssilming that here also 

this represents the main source of inaccuracy, it should be 

ossible to estimate the para- content of hydrogen samples 

to 0 2' 

Analv si s of Tern Ternary Mixtures. 

Micro- methods for the analysis of hydrogen and 

deuterium in gas mixtures depend on freeing these com- 

ponents from the other gases. This is easily accom- 

dished with liquid air boiling at reduced pressure, ex- 

cept when the following gases are present: ha, °2, CO3' 

CH4 and the inert gases. These can only be thoroughly; 

removed by means of liquid hydrogen - a refrigerant which 

is not alvzays available for use. The following method, 

however. enables the analysis of Lixtures of hydrogen, 

deuterium and one non -condensible gas to be carried out 
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without the use of lic uid hydrogen. 

The method depends on the non- classical variation 

of the rotational soecií'ic heat of hydrogen with tem.- 
12 per<2.iure . From the data, given by Giauque and 

124 
Johnston and Long, for the rottior_al specific heat of 

hydrogen and deuterium; the relative thermal conductiv- 

ities for the two isotopes have been c-lcu1ated, at var - 

ious temperatures. Combining ecuations (81 and (82) 

KK - 2(C ? + 9 R,. a H 

2( C )Th + 9 
x 1.414. 

This involves the assumption that the temperature 

coefficient of viscosity is the same for H2 and D2. 

Table 34 
, 

T (OK.) 
( C,T) , 

Cals ./Thole 
(C) 

Cals .T_o1e 
K 
Hs/K t 

50 2.900 4.957 1.120 
75 3.115 5.324 1.095 

100 3.411 5257 1.147 
125 3.814 5.126 1-222 
150 4.087 5.046 1.272 
175 4341 5.011 1 315 
200 4.535 4.997 1.344 
250 4.785 4.992 1 384 
298 4.904 4. 994 1.402 

Evidently, then, the relative conductivities of H 
and 2 may be very appreciably altered by working at 

low (tee . 100 ̀Ts . ; and : high ( 300 -K . ¡ temperatures. In 

general, the specific heat of the non - condensible gas 

will he constant down to at least liquid oxygen tempera- 

tures; the conductivity relative to th -t of deuterium, 
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(A) 

Pig. 14 . 

Calibration curves for analysis of ternary 
mixtures: 

(A), for high filament temperatures ( > .500`K. 

(B) , for low filament temperatures (e .. 110 ̀ jÇ . ). 
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will vary but little, the actual magnitude depending on 

the euther1&nd constant of the particular gas. rience, 

by operating the gauge at two wire temperatures (about 

110 K. .nd 300 °K) with the wall temperature at 90 °K., con- 

ductivity diagrams of the type indicated in fig.14. 

might be expected. At the low temperature, the tie- 

line's indicating the ternary mixtures of different cou - 

nosition having the same apparent conductivity, are almost 

parallel to the I1e -D2 side of the triangle, awhile at the 

higher wire temperature they make a quite definite angle 

with it. 6uppose an un:tnown mixture is passed into the 

cell and the apparent conductivity (me-asured by the ' ooh - 
I 

stint resistance -variable voltage' method) is found to 

correspond to the lines a e,nd b at the low and high wire 

temperatures respectively, then the composition of the 

mixture is given by the intersection of aa and bb (a8 

shown by the ,lotted line in fig. 14.e.) . 

r_ethoa of Calibration 

It is convenient for calibration purposes to have 

reservoirs of the three separate gases attacher to the 

apparatus, through capillary pipettes. The voltage 

value.), for the two wire temperatures, for the several 

gases are determined first; next, the gauge is cali- 

brated for three series of binary .eixturee, and finally 

a few calibrations for ternary mixtures, in order to de- 

termine any curvature of the iso -volt linee, may be 

carried out. The mixtures are made ue at low pressures 
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and the mole:- frction of deuteriuE in the hydrogen gas 

134. 

with the help of an ordinary Pirani gauge, calibrated 

for the three gases. For the success of this method 

of analysis it is of course essential that the gauge 

should give reproducible readings over long periods of 

time. The spiral gauges have been found eminently 

satisfactory in this respect, presumably since here the 

accommodation coefficient effect is practically negli- 

gible. 

In the absence of mixture effects, the conductivity 

of mixture (a V M ) should be given by 

V sc(f.FL + f IaD + fK) 

:There f and K refer to the mole-fractions and conduct - 

ivities of the three components, with the result that 

linear 'iso- voltJ.ge' lines should be obtained. .lctuelly, 

in a calibration of the gauge for analysis of Ha- D2 -N2 

mixtures it wa:.. found that this sim ,,lification was not 

obtained, the iso-volt lines at the higher wire temper - 

ature4 showing definite curvature, These particular 

calibration curves are reproduces in Pig.15. Here, 

triangular paper has been dispensed with by plotting on 

squared paper the role-- fraction of nitrogen as ordinates 

as abscissae. The tie lines refer to definite values 

of 
VM 

. (It is, of course, unnecessary to worn with 

VNs 

the more theoretically- significant V -values). 
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It will be seen that the low ncí high temperature 

iso -volt lines cut at a sufficiently large angle to per- 

mit of the composition being estimated to about l , if 

the ni ti ogee content is not large. iÿaturally at high 

nitrogen contents, the estimation of the D- content is 

not ,fuite so accurate. 
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Iii following the progress of gas reactions in static systems mano- 
metric methods are often inapplicable. Gas analysis must therefore 
be employed to follow the course of the reaction, the whole sample 
being withdrawn from the reaction vessel at the termination of each 
run. This procedure unduly lengthens the completion of an investi- 
gation. Micro analytical methods on the other hand make it possible 
to follow the course of an individual run by the withdrawal of small 
samples from the reaction vessel at frequent intervals. In suitable 
cases a measurement of the thermal conductivity of the gas may suffice 

to yield the requisite information about its composition. Recently 1 

some account has been given of the construction and application to 

the analysis of hydrogen- deuterium mixtures of a small volume 
(0.2 c.c.) thermal conductivity gauge. It seemed that such a gauge 
would have applications in a number of other directions ; in this 
paper several modifications in design are described and an approxi- 
mate theory worked out in order to demonstrate the wide applica- 
bility of this micro- method of gas analysis. 

Experimental. 
A number of improvements in the design of these gauges may be 

described first of all. By adopting the following method of construction 
the volume of the cell has been reduced to o.o5 c.c. 2 mm. capillary 
tubing is drawn down to an internal diameter of o7 mm. A uniform length 
is sealed to 2 mm. tubing at as (Fig. 1). The platinum stirrup with 
attached 0o15 mm. platinum wire is inserted and the ring seal (bb) made 
in the usual manner. The lead to which the other end of the platinum 
filament is attached is sealed to the glass tube at c with a minute pointed 
flame. If necessary the filament may easily be made taut, by gently 
heating the end of the tube and pulling the lead cautiously. This opera- 
tion is best followed by means of a low- powered microscope. The cell 
is then mounted on the compression capillary of a McLeod gauge.' 

As will become evident in what follows it is an advantage in certain 
analyses to have a thick filament in the gauge. It is, however, difficult 

1 Melville and Bolland, Proc. Roy. Soc., A, 1937, 16o, 384. 
2 Reference I, Fig. I. 
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to measure the resistance of such a filament with the accuracy and repro- 
ducibility here required, since lead and contact resistances are comparable 
with that of the filament. This disability can easily be removed by using a 
spiral tungsten filament of close pitch similar to those employed in gas -filled 
incandescent lamps. This combines the advantages of both high resistance 
and thick filament gauges. The coiled filament gauge is constructed in 
a similar manner to the straight wire model, except that the internal 
diameter must be increased (to, say, z mm.) to accommodate the spiral. 
In one typical gauge, carrying a filament of wire radius 0.05 mm., spiral 
radius 0.7 mm., length zo mm. and resistance at 20° C. of about 14 ohms, 
the volume of gas required for an analysis was 0.005 c.c. at N.T.P. -a 
three -fold diminution on the figure for the straight- filament gauge. Oper- 
ating the gauge as before,' the resistance values obtainable were sufficiently 
stable to allow for measurement to oooi ohm. In one instance corres- 
ponding resistance values for hydrogen and deuterium were found to 
be 19.643 and 21462 
ohms respectively. As 
the variation in resist- 
ance value amounted 
to 0.0013 ohms per 
o1 mm. Hg (the esti- 
mated error in gas - 
pressure measure- 
ments) the experi- 
mental error in the 
measured deuterium 
contents of hydrogen - 
deuterium mixtures 
would appear to be 
not greater than ox 
per cent. This repre- 
sents a fourfold im- 
provement on the ac- 
curacy of the earlier 
gauges. 

For the estimation 
of para- hydrogen the 
gauge must, of course, 
be cooled in liquid air. 
This is simply accom- 
plished as shown in 
Fig. z. The capillary 
connecting the gauge 
to the compression 
capillary of the 
McLeod bulb is 0.5 mm. bore and therefore of small volume compared with 
the gauge. With a compression capillary of internal diameter z mm. 
and length 20 cm., the volume of the sample to be analysed may range 
from ooxo to 0.030 c.c. at N.T.P., the pressure at which the conductivity 
is measured being 5o mm. For some purposes, no less than 3 watts were 
dissipated in the gauge filament, thus causing accelerated evaporation of 

the surrounding liquid air. The temperature of the bath accordingly 
rises owing to partial fractionation of the liquid air, thus necessitating 
frequent standardisations of the gauge. Consequently it is advantageous 
to use liquid oxygen or liquid nitrogen to avoid this complication. 

As is customary, the gauge was inserted in a Wheatstone bridge. 
Provision was made for two alternative methods of operation : a constant 
voltage could be applied across the bridge and the equilibrium resistance 
of the wire measured by means of a four -dial resistance box ; alternatively, 
a variable voltage could be applied across the bridge, so that the resistance 

6 6 
J 

a\;LII)o 

C 

FIG. I .- Construction 
of small volume 
thermal conduc- 
tivity cell. 

To Bricye. 

FIG. 2. 
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of the wire could be maintained at a constant value. This voltage was 
measured by a potentiometer reading to o000i volts. The accuracy of 
both methods was approximately equal, though the-variable voltage method 
appeared somewhat more tedious to operate in practice. 

End Corrections. 

Before developing the theory of the straight -wire gauge, it is 
necessary to estimate the magnitude of the end corrections. Follow- 
ing Gregory and Archer 8 the heat (E) flowing from the filament to 
each lead when the steady state has been attained is given by 

E Q P `4 (I - e -,/ . u)' (I) 

where A and 2l are the area of cross -section and length of the wire 
respectively. P and Q are defined by the equations 

2,, K, i2Poa i2Po P= 
KMA ln r2 /rl J . KMA2' 

Q J . KMA2' 

where K, is the thermal conductivity of the gas and KM that of the 
wire ; r1 and r2 are the radii of wire and tube respectively ; po refers 
to the specific resistance of the wire at o° C. and a to the temperature 
coefficient of po. The following were the dimensions of a typical 
gauge wire : 2l = 73o cm., r1 = 0.00075 cm., r2 = oIOO cm., 
i = 0.154 amps. Fora platinum wire po = Io-5 ohms, a = 3.7 x Io-' 
ohms / °C and KM = 0.155 cals. /cm.2 /sec. / °C. K, is the conductivity 
of hydrogen at 5o mm. This was calculated from measurements 
of the conductivity at 50 mm. relative to that at infinite pressure and 
amounted to 230 x Io-4 cals. /cm.2 /sec. / °C. Substituting in (I) 
the total end losses were calculated to be 1.87 X Io-3 cals. /sec., 
corresponding to 0.6 per cent. of the total electrical input. For the 
present, then, the end losses may be neglected. 

Theory of the Gauge. 
Calculations on the theory of the " constant -voltage " method of 

operating the gauge are considerably simplified by changing the 
" resistance values " into the voltages required to balance the bridge 
with the gauge filament at a definite resistance. At high pressures, 
the electric energy supplied to the filament is almost wholly cou - 
ducted away by the gas. Then 

V2 
(q =) R const. (T1 - T°) K, 

where V is the voltage across the filament, of resistance R, and at 
temperature T1 ; To is the temperature of the guage wall and K the 

thermal conductivity of the gas at the mean temperature, T1 + To 
2 

From data given in International Critical Tables, the following 
relation was deduced (for the particular filament) 

Ti - To = 0.797 (R1 - Ro) . (2) 

where R1 and Ro are the resistances of the filament at temperatures 
T1 and To. 

3 Proc. Roy. Soc., A, 1926, III, 95. 
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Since the thermal conductivities of gases are markedly dependent 
on temperature, it is necessary to take this factor into account. 
Gregory finds the thermal conductivity of hydrogen in the temperature 
range 270 - 500° K. expressible by 

KH, = 5.68 x 10 -6 X T °'77 

Employing this relation, 
K' (T1 +To\°77 
K l 2T0 ) 

= const. (R1 + R0) °17, by application of (2). K represents the con- 
ductivity of hydrogen at temperature, To. 

Since the voltage, VA, applied to the bridge is distributed over the 
filament (resistance, Rw), the leads (RL) and the series resistance (Rs) 
in the adjacent arm of the bridge, 

VA Rw 
V 

Rw +RL +Rs 
If then, RH, and RM represent the observed resistance values for 
hydrogen and say a hydrogen- deuterium mixture, respectively, when 
a voltage VA is applied to the bridge, 

(Ka!\ __RH, (RM +RL+Rs\2 RM -Ro R °1)77 
(3) 

\KMITo RM \R$, +RL+Rs) RH, - Ro CRH,-{-Rol 

In a typical gauge Ro = 45.40, RL = 090, Rs = Iooo, RH, = 62.10 
and RD, = 64.90 ohms. Substituting in (3) KE2 /KD, = P235. 
Theoretically this ratio should be P414, which value has been confirmed 
experimentally by Van Cleave and Maass,10 and by Northduft.13 
The discrepancy between these observed and theoretical values is 

sufficiently marked to necessitate some explanation. 
When the diameter of the filament of a conductivity gauge is of 

the order of ooi mm., the observed conductivity of a gas is not inde- 

pendent of pressure, even at pressures as high as 50 mm. : there 
is an appreciable temperature discontinuity at the gas solid interface. 
The quantitative theory of the magnitude of this discontinuity has 

been developed by Gregory 8, 4 following Smoluchowski's treatment.5 
The final relationship between the heat (q), conducted from unit 
length of a fine wire axially disposed in a cylindrical tube, and pressure 

may be expressed in the form : 

T,- To /q= 
In.r / /ri /T,.S.1- q.S2 

(4) 
21rK p (2 -a) p 

where T1 and To are the temperatures of the wire and the wall respec- 

tively, r1 and r2 the radii of cross -section of the wire and tube, K is the 

mean thermal conductivity of the gas and S is given by 

I M I 2- 
S =ri 21TR. (C,,IR + -4). 2a ' 

where M is the molecular weight of the gas, and a the accommodation 

coefficient of the gas on the wire. It is evident that this expression 

reduces to the general form : 

2= A +- - (5) 

Phil. flag., vii, 1936, 23, 257. 6 Ann. Physik, 191I, 35, 983. 
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where V is the voltage applied to the gauge to maintain the filament 
at a definite temperature, and A, B and C are constants for a given 
gauge, gas and filament temperature. Farther, for the same gauge 
and filament temperature, these constants may be calculated for any 
gas, from their values for one particular gas (here, hydrogen) and the 
value of the accommodation coefficient relative to that of the standard 
gas under the same conditions. 
Thus 

A=KK'AII.= MII, Aa: 

B 
V 1V1 2 -a aII, 

6 
IIs MH,2 -II, a 'B ( ) 

C 
B 2 2 - Ocg, 

1\BH, 2 - 
where the symbols with the suffix, H2i refer to hydrogen and those 
without suffixes to the second gas. In view of the occurrence of the 
factor (2 -a) in the above equations it was necessary to evaluate ab- 
solutely the accommodation coefficient of hydrogen, from measure- 
ments of the thermal conductivity of hydrogen at low pressures 
(ca. 0.05 mm.) in conjunction with the relation : 

( ) q = 27rrl TI - T° Co (27rfLkT°) }' 
The value obtained- o29 -is in agreement with previous deter- 

minations, under similar conditions. 
The values of A, B and C for hydrogen were determined from an 

extensive series of conductivity measurements over a wide range of 
pressure. Since at high pressures (above 200 mm. in this case) the 
term C /p2. V2, in equation (5), is of but negligible importance, a 
linear relationship exists between 1 /p and 1/V2, the slope and inter- 
cept on the 1/V2-axis of which determine B and A respectively. C 
may be calculated from the following relation, obtained by com- 
parison of (4) with (5) : 

C B- T1(2- a) 
(7) 

Using this value of C, the values of V2 corresponding to lower 
values of pressure were calculated and compared with experimental 
data. Table I. which gives a few such comparable figures, serves to 
show the validity of the equation 

I'z 
= 0.00588 + o X54 0 0 231 . V2 . (8) 

H, p p 
at pressures in excess of 15 mm. 

Measurement of the accommodation coefficient of deuterium relative 
to that of hydrogen gave aD, /aH, = 1.30, in agreement with Mann 
and Newell's determination.° Employing equations of the type of 
(6) the dependence of the conductivity of deuterium (aV2) on pressure 
was calculated as 

I = 0.0083I + 0 265 0 0148 
V2 

P p2 D. 

6 Nature, 1936, 137, 662. 
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Equations (8) and (9) would indicate that at pressures of 50 mm., the apparent conductivities of hydrogen and deuterium are in the ratio 1.24 : I oo. T h e 
agreement with the experi- TABLE 
mentally determined value 
(1-235 : Poo) will be noted. Pressure of I /ysObserved 

A second feature of the Hydrogen 
rood (mm. Hg). analyser readings which is 

not in accord with simple 
kinetic theory considera- 521 

tions is the form of the 
calibration curves for H2- D2 
mixtures and also similar 
mixtures in which the equi- 
librium H2 + D2 N= 2HD is 
established.? Fig. 3 indi- 
cates the dependence of 
the thermal conductivity of 
such mixtures on composi- 
tion, calculated from these 
curves by the method indi- 
cated on p. 2, while Fig. 4 shows the form of similar curves deduced 
from the simple theory that the conductivity of a mixture is given by 

Km = AK, f2K2 -{- fsK3 . . . 

where f and K refer to the partial pressure and thermal conduc- 
tivity of the nth component. In this case KII, : Kim : KD, _ 

I. 

1 /V2 Calculated 
(X o). 

413 
337 
217 
184.9 
126.2 
95'3 
67.3 
5oo 
40.2 
28.5 
22.7 
15.5 

o6400 
o6526 
o6667 
0.7o84 
0-7252 
0'7907 
O'8393 
0'9510 
I'057 
1.151 
1'377 
P578 
P996 

0640 
o653 
o667 
O708 
0729 
0789 
o841 
0'949 pop 
1'143 
1'384 
P598 
2013 

o DeuGium content 

12 

I0 
loo o Deuterium content /00 

FIG. 3. FIG. 4. 

The relative conductivity of Hs D, and equilibrium Hs-HD-D, mixtures 
as obtained experimentally (Fig. 3) and from simple kinetic theory (Fig. 4). 

I : I5 -4 : 21, while fa fwD and fD, may readily be calculated from 
the constant of the equilibrium 

H2 + D2 2HD. 

At the temperature of the nickel wire, used to prepare the equili- 
brium mixtures for calibration purposes, the constant has the classical 

7 Melville and Bolland, loc. cit. 1, Fig. 3. 
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value of four. In addition, then, to the difference in the relative 
magnitude of KIN and KD, in the two cases, the two sets of curves 
are quite differently disposed with respect to the line drawn between 
KB, and KD,. 

The temperature -drop effect furnishes an explanation of most - 
but not all -of the discrepancy. In order to obtain an equation 
expressing the conductivity of HD in the manner of (5), it was neces- 
sary to determine the relative value of the accommodation coefficient 
of HD. This was obtained from low- pressure conductivity measure- 
ments of I : I hydrogen- deuterium mixtures before and after establish- 
ment of the H2 + D2 2HD equilibrium. The relative accommo- 
dation coefficient of HD was determined from the relation 

fá; + fá` 
SHrHD-D, - 

Su,-D, 

aHD + fD aD, 
aH, ' aH, 

fa, + JD, 
CI D, 

°CH, 

where S refers to the slopes of the linear (V2 - V02) /p curves, as 
determined for 

TABLE II. example from 
the typical 

Gas. D- Content p in _ y,x , : 
data given in 

(Per Cent). (mm. Hg). Table II. 
feq and f 

refer to the 
1.050 partial pres- H2- D, 

H2-HD-D2 Hs D, 
111-HD-D, 

51 oIo6o 
o-IO6o 
oo7oi 
0.0689 

I712 
1.800 
1371 

sures of the 
several compo- 
nents of equi- 
librium mix- 

tures of H2, HD and D2, and of H2 -D2 mixtures respectively. For an 
equilibrium pnxture of D- content 50 per cent., f$l, fa and AI may be 
taken as 0.25, 0.50 and 0.25 respectively. Taking SH,_ 

50 1.048 
1.415 

HD-Da/Sirs-Di 

= 1.049 (Table II.), and CCD, = 1.30 (p. 1320), equation (io) yields the 
0412 

value of 1.30 also for aim. The explanation of this abnormally large 
value of aHD may lie in the fact that the rotational accommodation 
coefficient of the HD molecule is higher than some mean value between 
H, and aD, owing to the successive rotational energy levels becoming 
more easily excited than the alternate rotational levels of symmetrical 
molecules existing in ortho- and para- modifications. 

From the appropriate equations of type (6), the pressure- conductivity 
relation for HD may be obtained as 

I 0.228 0.0i I I = 0.00720 + - v2 
V HD p p' HD 

From (8), (i I) and (9), then, the apparent conductivities of H2, HD and 
D2 at 50 mm. are in the ratio 1.24 : P15 : P00. Assuming that these 
conductivities are additive a curve may be constructed from the equation 

(KM)50 mm. = fH1(KH1)50 mm. + fHD(KHD)50 mm. + fD1(KDg)50 mm. 

The calibration curve obtained in this way is close to, but not coincident 
with, the experimental curve as may be seen from Table III., in which 

(II) 
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the observed and computed relative conductivities of equilibrium 
H2 -HD -D2 mixtures, of various deuterium- contents, are presented. 

Similar consider- 
ations would indi- TABLE III 
cate a perfectly 
linear curve for 
H2 -D2 mixtures, 
while that actually 
obtained departs 
slightly from linear- 
ity. The magni 
tude of the diverg- 
ence is indicated In 
Table III. 

It is a well- 
known fact that 
even under condi- 
tions where no inter- 

D- Content. 

HE- HD -Ds. 

Relative Conductivity. 

ois. Cale. 

0 1.235 1.235 
ro I220 1.216 
30 1.186 1.177 
5° I.145 1.235 
7° Iog6 1.085 
90 I.034 P029 

loo r000 1.000 

H$ - D,. 

Relative Conductivity. 

obs. Cale. 

1.235 1.235 
I.204 P212 
1.152 1165 
1'1°1 1'117 
1.056 1.070 
I.015 I.023 
Io0o 1.000 

facial temperature 
drop effect is in operation, the conductivity of a mixture is not express- 
ible by a relation of the simple form 

K = f1Ki +f2K2 . . . . . (12) 

where K is the thermal conductivity of a mixture containing components 
whose partial pressures are fi, f2 . . . and thermal conductivities 
K,, K2 . . . respectively. Some attempts, e.g., g, 

9 have been made 
to give a theoretical explanation of such observed divergences, but with- 
out achieving any real success. Thus by taking into account the mutual 
effect of the various components on the mean free path of their mole- 
cules a relation may be obtained which indicates deviations from (12) 
which though in the right direction are in most cases much too small 
in magnitude.9 In view of the equality of the mean free paths of the 
three components here concerned this complication would in any case 
not arise here. It may be noted that Van Cleave 10 has found a mixture 
effect in the case of H2-D2 in the same direction and of the same magni- 
tude as that found above : from his results the ratio of the " linear " 
to the observed conductivity for a mixture of deuterium content of 
5o per cent. is 1.00 compared with P015 above. 

Analysis of Ortho- Para -Hydrogen Mixtures. 
By adapting the gauge for operation at temperatures in the range in 

which the difference in the rotational specific heats of the ortho- and para- 
modifications of hydrogen is significant, a reliable and convenient method 
of analysing ortho -para hydrogen mixtures has been made available. 

For this particular purpose a spiral gauge of the type indicated in 
Fig. 2 was employed. No special precautions as to the maintenance of 
constant level in the surrounding liquid oxygen bath were found necessary : 

provided the cell and the bi- metallic lead junctions were completely im- 
mersed, variation of the gauge readings under standard conditions was 
quite inappreciable in the course of a day, and indeed from day to day. 
As before, measurements were made at a gas pressure of 5o mm. 

For the purpose of determining optimum conditions for the operation 

8 Weber, Ann. Physik, 1917, 45, 481. 
g Schmick, Physikal. Z., 1928, 29, 633. 
10 VanC leave, Can. J. Research, B, 1935, 13, 384. 
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of the gauge, some measurements were made with hydrogen samples 
containing 25 per cent. and 7o per cent. para- hydrogen. The latter was 
prepared by adsorbing purified hydrogen on a well -outgassed sample of 
activated charcoal, maintained at a temperature of 56° K. by immersion 
in a liquid oxygen bath, the pressure above which was reduced to 5 mm. by 
evacuation. 

From gauge readings for these two samples, using the variable voltage 
method, with the filament at various temperatures, the optimum sensitivity 
of the gauge for this particular type of analysis appears to correspond to 
filament temperatures of about 200° K., though as is evident from Table 
IV., there is no sharply defined optimum temperature. 

Twire ( °K.) . 107 

V" (5o mm.) . I.052 1o59 1.025 
V91 6 

In order to account quantitatively for these values the dependence of 
conductivity on pressure at the filament temperatures in question was 
investigated. At pressures above 200 mm. reasonably linear I / V2- I /p 
graphs were obtained, but below such pressures very considerable devi- 
ations set in. Table V. gives the constants in the general equation 

I /Vs= B-f-C /p 
obtained under the various temperature conditions from high pressure 
measurements. 

TABLE IV. 

145 183 

1.078 1.084 

277 391 

TABLE V. 

p- Content (Per Cent.) 
of Hydrogen. Wire Temp. B. C. (1/V 2)50 

25 107 1.301 3.02 1.349 
70 - I 205 3 42 1281 
25 145 02732 0'94 0.2828 
70 - 0.2486 102 02622 
25 183 0.1126 0.470 01192 
70 - 0I020 0.520 0.1100 
25 277 002787 0.223 0 3150 
70 - 0.02629 0.246 0.02974 
25 391 0.01015 0-124 0.01217 
70 - 0.00977 0.126 01187 

The values of I/ V2 at pressures of 5o mm. are also included, in order 
to demonstrate the relatively small effect of reducing the pressure from 
infinity (B = I /Ve, at infinite pressure). 

The relative conductivities of the two mixtures under the requisite 
temperature conditions have been calculated and found to be in satis- 
factory accord with the experimental data. The thermal conductivity 
of a gas may be expressed in the well -known form 

K= f.,I.C . (13) 
where ,l and C represent the viscosity and specific heat at constant 
volume of unit mass of the gas. The factor f is itself a function of C,,. 
For diatomic gases, Jeans derives the relation 

f = 1(9y - 5) 
= 4(2C + 9) /C , (14) 

where y is the ratio of the specific heats at constant pressure and volume. 
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The data given by Giauque,-' as amended by Davis and Johnston,12 
have been used to give values of C in the required temperature range. 
By calculating K from (13) at regular temperature intervals- making 
due allowance for the variation of 77 with temperature by means of the 

T o69s 
equation 77 = ío(273/ , where no is the viscosity of hydrogen at 
2930 K.- curves representing the variation of the conductivity of pure 
ortho- and para- hydrogen with temperature were constructed. Similar 
curves for o -p mixtures containing 25 and 70 per cent. p- hydrogen were 
then obtainable, on the assumption that mixture effects were absent. 

Integration between the appropriate temperature limits, by means 
of a large -scale K -T graph and planimeter, enabled the theoretical 
relative conductivities to be 
calculated for the various wire 
temperatures, in accordance 
with 

T= 

q = const. 
J 

K . dt, 
T1 

where q represents the heat 
conducted from the wire, and 
T1 and T2 are the temperatures 
of the wire and wall. 

That the conductivity ratios 
obtained in this way compare favourably with the observed values -ob- 
tained by extrapolation of 1/V2 - III, curves to infinite pressure -is 
shown in Table VI. 

TABLE VI. 

Temp. of Wire 
( °K.). 

107 

183 3 
277 
391 

h75/h^ 
(Calc.). V751115 

1080 
I.104 
II00 
1'057 
1.030 

P079 
1.099 
1104 
1'059 
1.025 

Experimental Method of Analysis. 

As before, the most convenient method of operating the gauge would 
seem to be the constant voltage -variable resistance " method. Pre- 
liminary measurements will serve to give some indication of the accuracy 
of analysis to be expected. Thus, for example, with a definite voltage 
across the bridge of about 4, the equilibrium temperatures attained by 
the filament of a typical spiral gauge, when surrounded in turn by hydrogen 
samples (at 5o mm. pressure) of para- contents of 7o per cent. and 25 per 
cent. corresponded to resistance values of 8.1o9 and 8.582 ohms, respec- 
tively. The resistance of the filament at 9o° K. was 3.62o ohms ; the 
respective equilibrium temperatures were 174° K. and 183° K. The 
experimental error (0.1 mm.) involved in the measurement of the pressure 
of the sample being analysed would cause an uncertainty of only 0.0003 
ohms in the resistance values. Assuming that here also this represents 
the main source of inaccuracy, it should be possible to estimate the para- 
content of hydrogen samples to ± 0.2 per cent. 

Analysis of Ternary Mixtures. 

Micro -methods for the analysis of hydrogen and deuterium in gas 
mixtures depend on freeing these components from the other gases. This 
is easily accomplished with liquid air boiling at reduced pressure, except 
when the following gases are present : N,, O CO, CH, and the inert gases. 
These can only be thoroughly removed by means of liquid hydrogen - 
a refrigerant which is not always available for use. The following method. 

11 J. Amer. Chan. Soc., 1930, 52, 4816. 
12 Ibid., 1934, 56, 1045. 

13 Ann. Physik, 1937, 28, 157. 
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however, enables the analysis of mixtures of hydrogen, deuterium and one 
non -condensible gas to be carried out without the use of liquid hydrogen. 

The method depends on the non -classical variation of the rotational 
specific heat of hydrogen with temperature. From the data, given by 
Giauque " and Johnston and Long," for the rotational specific heat of 
hydrogen and deuterium, the relative thermal conductivities for the two 
isotopes have been calculated, at various temperatures. Combining 
equations (13) and (14) 

KHa /KD,= 2(C °)u, +9 x 1414 
2(C °)Da + 9 

This involves the assumption that the temperature coefficient of viscosity 
is the same for H, and Da. 

TABLE VII. 

T (° K.) . 

KHa/KDa 

50 loo 150 200 

I120 r117 1272 1'344 

250 300 

I3g4 I'403 

Evidently, then, the relative conductivities of Ha and D2 may be 
very appreciably altered by working at low (ca. loo° K.) and high ( >300° K.) 
temperatures. In general, the specific heat of the non -condensible gas 
will be constant down to at least liquid oxygen temperatures ; the con- 
ductivity relative to that of deuterium, will vary but little, the actual 
magnitude depending on the Sutherland constant of the particular gas. 
Hence, by operating the gauge at two -wire temperatures (about I to° K. 
and 300° the wall temperature at 9o° K., conductivity diagrams 
of the type indicated in Figs. 5A and 513 might be expected. At the low 

X X 

(A) QI H2 
6 (B) 

FIG. 5.- Calibration curves for analysis of ternary mixtures : 

(A) for low filament temperatures (ca. I1o° K.). 
(B) for high filament temperatures (ca. 300° K.). 

temperature, the tie -lines indicating the ternary mixtures of different 
composition having the same apparent conductivity, are almost parallel 
to the H2-D, side of the triangle, while at the higher wire temperature 
they make a quite definite angle with it. Suppose an unknown mixture 
is passed into the cell and the apparent conductivity (measured by the 
" constant resistance -variable voltage " method) is found to correspond 
to the lines aa and bb at the low and high wire temperatures respectively, 
then the composition of the mixture is given by the intersection of aa 
and bb (as shown by the dotted line in Fig. 5n). 
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Method of Calibration. 
It is convenient for calibration purposes to have reservoirs of the three 

separate gases attached to the apparatus, through capillary pipettes. 
The voltage values, for the two -wire temperatures, for the several gases are 
determined first ; next, the gauge is calibrated for three series of binary 
mixtures, and finally a few calibrations for ternary mixtures, in order to 
determine any curvature of the iso -volt lines, may be carried out. The 
mixtures are made up at low pressures with the help of an ordinary Pirani 
gauge, calibrated for the 
three gases. For the success 50' 

of this method of analysis it 
is, of course, essential that 
the gauge should give repro- 
ducible readings over long 
periods of time. The spiral 
gauges have been found 40 - 
eminently satisfactory in this 
respect, presumably since 
here the accommodation 
coefficient effect is practi- 
cally negligible. 

In the absence of mixture 
effects, the conductivity of 
a mixture (a 4) should be 
given by 

VM(l1K H, +t DaK D3 +! S Kx), 

where f and K refer to the 
mole -fractions and conduc- 
tivities of the three com- 
ponents, with the result that 
linear " iso -voltage " lines 
should be obtained. Actu- 
ally, in a calibration of 
the gauge for analysis of 
H' -D, N a mixtures it 
was found that this simpli- 
fication was not obtained, 
the iso -volt lines at the 
higher wire temperature 
showing definite curvature. 
These particular calibration 
curves are reproduced in 
Fig. 6. Here, triangular 
paper has been dispensed 
with by plotting on squared 
paper the mole -fraction of 
nitrogen as ordinates and 
the mole -fraction of deu- 
terium in the hydrogen gas 
as abscissw. The tie -lines refer to definite values of VM/V2a. (It is, of 

course, unnecessary to work with the more theoretically -significant V' 
values.) 

It will be seen that the low and high temperature iso -volt lines cut at 
a sufficiently large angle to permit of the composition being estimated to 
about I per cent., if the nitrogen content is not large. Naturally at high 

nitrogen contents, the estimation of the D- content is not quite so accurate. 

040 

o 50 

0.o 

060 
30 - _ 

0 70 

07Ó 

0 80 

0.85 

f0- 090 

-_o_os 

O 20 40 60 BO 100 

Dee/krill/7i- content (X) 

FIG. 6.- Calibration curves for analysis of 
}1,-D2-N, mixtures : 

full lines : high filament temperature (340° K.) 
broken lines : low filament temperature (115° K.) 

The value of ITM/ V51, corresponding to each 
iso- voltage line is indicated. 
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In order that the choice of operating conditions may readily be made, 
the following Table summarises the most suitable gauge for any specific 
purpose. It will be seen that the spiral wire gauges have the widest 
applicability. Incidentally they are the most convenient to use as the 
pressure adjustment is not so critical as that with the straight wire gauges. 
If liquid air is not available and HD analyses are required, then the straight 
wire type must be employed. 

Purpose. 

Type of Gauge and Operating Conditions. 

Wire Temp. 
°K. 

Bath Temp. 
°K. 

D- content of hydrogen gas, not 
sensitive to HD molecules . . Spiral 35o 293 

D- content of hydrogen gas, sensitive Straight * 35o 293 
to HD molecules Spiral 18o go 

Sensitive to HD, insensitive to D$ 
molecules Spiral 115 90 

Estimation of parahydrogen (or 
orthodeuterium) . . Spiral I8o 90 

Analysis of ternary mixtures . Spiral 115 
340 90 

*0.015 mm. diameter wire. 

The spiral gauge dipping into liquid air has also the following advantage. 
If the hydrogen -deuterium ratio is required in a mixture when the gases 
C$H5i C5H4, C,Ha, CO2, Na0, PH,, SbH, or Sill, are present, it is necessary 
to employ a pumped -out liquid air trap with a gauge operated at a bath 
temperature of 20° C. to free the hydrogen gas from these molecules. But 
with a gauge cooled in liquid air, these gases have a negligible vapour 
pressure compared with 5o mm., the standard pressure of hydrogen gas 
used in the gauge, and do not therefore interfere with the analysis. 

Summary. 
Improvements in the design of a small volume thermal conductivity 

cells, suitable for the microanalysis of gas mixtures are described. The 
volume of the cells may be reduced to 0o5 c.c., thus permitting the analysis 
of o005 c.c. (at N.T.P.) of binary mixtures, the constituents of which 
possess different thermal conductivities. 

A theory has been developed to account for the behaviour of the gauges 
when filled with hydrogen, deuterium, H $ Dq, and H HD -D, mix- 
tures. As a result conditions have been defined so that a gauge will or 
will not discriminate between equilibrated and non -equilibrated hydrogen - 
deuterium mixtures. 

The optimum conditions for the analysis of ortho -para hydrogen 
mixtures has also been worked out. 

By making use of the variation of rotational specific heats of hydrogen 
and deuterium with temperature, a method is described for the analysis 
of ternary mixtures containing hydrogen, deuterium and a third con- 
stituent, non -condensable in liquid air, such as CO, CH,, 02, Na and the 
inert gases. The method is also applicable to any ternary mixture having 
hydrogen as one constituent provided that the thermal conductivities of 
the other two constituents arc different. 
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In the preceding paper, the kinetics of the exchange reaction of deuterium 

atoms and phosphine have been investigated. To enable the calculations to 

be completed in that paper it was necessary to determine the quenching 

radii of the PH3 and PD3 molecules for excited mercury atoms -and also 

the contribution to the total rate of exchange made by the back reaction, 

PH2 + D = PH2D. The first part of the present paper, therefore, deals with 

these two problems; the second part describes an analysis of the mechanism 

of the slow and explosive oxidation of trideuterophosphine. 
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QUENCHING RADII OF PH3 AND PD3 

The quenching radii of the phosphines have been determined by the 
following simple comparative method, making use of the absolute value of 
the quenching radius of hydrogen as 
determined by Zemanski (i93o). 

The arrangement of the quenching 
cell, F, spectrograph, S, and lamp, L, 
is shown in fig. 1. The standard gases 
selected were hydrogen and carbon 
dioxide. With the lamp running at a 
constant intensity, a series of ex- 
posures (20 sec.) was made, using 
different pressures of hydrogen in F, 
followed by an exposure with a deter- 
mined pressure of phosphine admitted 
to F. The densities of the 2537 lines 
were measured on a photoelectric 
photometer and a plot made of the 
density against hydrogen pressure. 
By inspection, the pressure of hydrogen giving the same density as that 
obtained when the tube contained phosphine, could be found. Under these 
conditions, if pH, and pPh are the pressures of hydrogen and phosphine, 
oH, and vPh the quenching radii, and MH, and Mph the molecular masses, 
then 

L 

Fia. 1- Showing the arrangement of 
lamp, spectrograph and cell. 

1 1 1 1 1 1 P. H,1- -- + Hel = pPh Ph1 Ph Hg 
and hence Ph may be readily calculated. In performing these experiments 
care was taken that the densities measured lay on the straight portion of 
the characteristic density -exposure curve of the photographic plate. 

The following results (Table I) show the accuracy obtainable: 

TABLE I 

1bPH, 
mm. 

PH, 
mm. Ratio 

PPD, 
mm. 

1nH, 
mm. Ratio 

0.392 0.454 1.16 0.356 0.454 1.28 

0.205 0.232 1.15 0.320 0.405 1.26 

0.368 0.422 1.15 0.356 0.450 1.27 

0.369 0.434 1.18 0.345 0.435 1.26 

Mean 1.16 Mean 1.27 

giving ol,n. = 26.2 x 10 -16 cm.2 and o-PD, = 29.5 x 10 -16 cm.2. 
2 E 2 
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To test the applicability of this method, a determination of the quenching 
radius of CO2 was made in a similar way. The value obtained, 3.8 x 10-16 cm.2, 
agreed well with the absolute value of 3.54 x 10-16 cm.2, due to Zemanski 

(193o). 
It will be noted that this method is especially suited for gases which are 

easily decomposed by excited mercury atoms, and which may produce an 
opaque deposit on the window of the quenching cell, since only one exposure 
is necessary to obtain a quenching radius value. 

By using such a comparative method, troubles due to broad exciting lines 
and imprisonment of resonance radiation are obviated. 

Excited mercury atoms (3P1) may be brought to the ground state, 1S0, 

or to a metastable state, 3P0, by collision with other atoms or molecules. 
A method of indicating which process occurs has been given by Zemanski 
(1930), who has shown that if there is a vibration frequency in the quenching 
molecules lying close to the energy of the transition, 3131-ß 3P0 (0.218 V), 
the quenching radius is invariably high. Thus the quenching radius of NH3 
is no less than three times that of ND3 in virtue of the energy discrepancy of 
NH3 (0.0160 V) being somewhat smaller than that of ND3 (0.072 V). The 
energy discrepancies for PD3 and PH3 are approximately of the same order, 
namely 0.0119 and 0.069 V respectively, and hence it would be anticipated 
that PD3 would quench much more efficiently (e.g. by a factor of three) 
than PH3, whereas in fact the efficiencies are very nearly the same. It would 
seem then that the quenching is to the ground state. Further evidence for 
this point of view will be given later. 

THE PHOTOSENSITIZED DECOMPOSITION OF PH3 AND PD3 

Assuming the simple mechanism for the decomposition of phosphine 
previously suggested (Melville 1932), namely, 

Hg' + PH3 = PH2 +H + Hg k1 1 

2 

3 

4 

k3 5 

PH2 + PH2 = P2 + 22 
PH2 + H = PH3 
H +H = 113 

Hg' = Hg + by 
it is easily shown that 

1 1 
(1 

k3 

R R k1[PH3] 

where R and R. are the rates of decomposition at pressure, [PH3], and at 
infinite pressure, respectively. This of course assumes that the effect of the 

k4 

(1) 
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secondary reactions on R is not influenced by variation in PH3 pressure. 
Since the realization that imprisonment of resonance radiation plays an important part in the mechanism of such reactions (Melville 1935), the pre- vious measurements (Melville 1932) have been repeated under such experi- mental conditions (i.e. low Hg pressures and narrow reaction tubes) as to eliminate this effect. The results for PH3 and PD3 are given in Table IV. 

The values of kllk3 calculated from the slope of the plot 
R 

- 1 given by 
PPh these data are, for PH3 0.280 mm. -1, and for PD3 0.425 mm. -1. Taking the 

mean life of the excited mercury atom to be 1.07 x 10 -' sec., the quenching 
radii have been calculated, from the usual collision formula, to be 5.8 x 10 -16 
cm.2 for PH3 and 8-8 x 10 -16 cm.2 for PD3, compared with the values of 
26.2 and 29.5 x 10 -16 cm.2 respectively, obtained by direct measurement. 
Two explanations of the discrepancy may be put forward: (a) the mechanism 
of the reaction involving the excited mercury atom is not quite so simple as 
that postulated above, and (b) the efficiency of the secondary reactions 
(2-4) varies with decreasing pressure in such a way as to reduce the quantum 
yield of the decomposition. The latter hypothesis can readily be tested by 
illuminating equimolecular mixtures of PH3 and D2 at various pressures, 
and taking simultaneous measurements of pressure increase and D content 
of the hydrogen. In general the amount of decomposition will be insufficient 
to account for the diminution in D content, in view of exchange proceeding 
by the back -reaction mechanism, indicated in the previous paper. A decrease 
in quantum yield, due to increased recombination of the primary decom- 
position products, will be reflected in an increase in the rate of "back - 
reaction exchange " relative to the rate of decomposition. The results 
presented in Table II indicate such a decrease in quantum yield. 

TABLE II 

PPH. (mm.) 25.0 14.0 7.3 3.13 1.25 0.56 

REX 5.2 4 0 3.6 2.7 1.59 1.17 

Y 0.57 0.52 0.50 0.45 0.35 0.30 

The data in the second row refer to the ratio (REX) of the rate of decom- 
position to the rate of exchange, attributable to recombination of D atoms 
and PH2 radicals. These experiments were performed at 15° C., when, of 
course, the exchange reaction D + PH3 = PH2D + H takes place only to a 
quite negligible extent. 

The quantum yield (y) of the photosensitized decomposition of phosphine 
has been correlated with these observed ratios given in Table III in the 
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following manner. As will be seen from the calculations, the method indeed 

proves to be a very accurate one for determining the quantum yield, the accuracy 
being much superior to that determined directly. 

The simple mechanism assumed to account for decomposition and 
exchange is 

PH3+Hg' = PH2+H+Hg, kl 
PH2+PH2 = P2+2H2, k2 

k5 

k6 

k7 

PH2 + D = PH2D, 
D +D = D2, 

D2 +Hg' = D+D+Hg, 
H +D2 = HD+D, 

where k5 and k6 differ from k3 and k4 (on p. 408) by mass factors only, i.e. 

k3 = 1.4 . k5 and k4 = 1.4 . k6. The reasonable assumption, that the velocity 
of the reaction H + D2 = HD + D is sufficient to ensure removal of all H 
atoms formed in the dissociation of PH3, is made. 

The stationary state equations involved are 

d[D] 

and 

where 

dt = 2K1I - k5[PH2] [D] 

d[PH2] = 
dt 2 

- 2k6[D]2 = 0, 

2k2[PH2]2 = 0, 

k1[PH3] 2K1 = k1[PH3] + k7[D2] 
and K = k1[PH3] + k7[D2] 

[D] 
K1(1- X)/ 

= , 

k5[PH2] [D] - 
k1[PH3] + 2k7[D2] 

From equation (2), (4) 

where x denotes the fraction of D atoms removed by recombination with 
PH2 radicals. 

Let K1(1- x) = K3. 

Substituting this value of [D] in (3) and solving for [PH2] 

[PH2] = 4k I k (V (K3k2+ 8K2k2k6) - /(K3) k5). (5) 2 8 

The ratio of rate of decomposition of PHs to that of exchange, attributable 
to the "back- reaction" mechanism, is given by 

Ri X 

3(K 21 - k5[PH2] [D]) 
k5[PH2] [D] 
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Inserting the values of [PH2] and [D] obtained above, and making use of the relation 

2Ñ(k2k6) = AA1'4)(1 yy) k5' 
(6) 

where y is the quantum yield (i.e. the number of PH3 molecules decomposed 
per excited Hg atom, deactivated by phosphine) of the photosensitized 
decomposition of phosphine (Melville 1935), the following relation between 
REX and y may be derived 

REx = 3 
y 

/2 

1 

{VK3 1- y K3 + 2 óK2 
2 

( 1 
/K 

y/ 

For equimolecular PH3 -D2 mixtures, the quenching data on p. 407 give 
numerical values of 0.73 and 0.54 for K1 and K2 respectively. 

It remains to evaluate K3. From equations (4), (5), and (6) 

(7) 

_ 
k5 [PH2] [D] _ (1 1211.4 Y) 

K3 + 2.8K2K3(1 y 
) 

2 

-K3] . 

As a first approximation, x is taken as negligible: that is, K3 = K1. On this 
assumption, using a selected value of y, k5[PH2] [D] may be calculated from 
(8) in terms of I. This value is inserted in (2), which is then solved for [D]. 
Comparison with (4) immediately gives a more accurate value of K3. 
Successive repetitions of this process, in each case using the value of K3 
obtained in the previous approximation, soon give a sufficiently stationary 
value of K3. A few corresponding values of REX and y are given in Table III. 

(8) 

TABLE III 

y 0.66 0.60 0.50 0.40 0.30 0.25 

REx 6.83 5.61 3.60 2.10 1.17 0.78 

With the help of the resulting y - REX plot the observed values of R presented 
in Table II have been used to give the value of y (for the uninhabited 
decomposition) at the various phosphine pressures concerned. The depend- 
ence of y on pressure of phosphine is shown graphically in fig. 2. The value 
of y at infinite pressure (y.), obtained by extrapolation of the y - 1/p curve, 
is 0.60. 

This variation of y with phosphine pressure necessitates slight modifica- 
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tion of the equation (1) on p. 408, giving the rate of mercury sensitized 

decomposition of phosphine, viz. 

1y 1C1+ k3 
J R' y Roe L kl[PH3]JJJJ' 

where y is the quantum yield corresponding to phosphine pressure [PH3]. 

0.6 

04 

0.2 

0 

o 

í_:T 

20 

PPH, (mm.) 

Fio. 2-At low pressures, the quantum yield (y) of the photosensitized decomposition 
of phosphine decreases, on account of change in the relative efficiencies of the various 
secondary reactions. 

Table IV indicates the correction applied to the observed rates of decom- 

position (R) on account of the variable quantum yield factor. 

TABLE IV 

PPH, 
mm. 

R 

mm./min. 

Y 

0.60 

1 y 
R'yc PPD. 

mm. 

R 

mm./min. 

Y 

0.60 

1 Y 

Y 

11.0 0.095 0.53 9.2 11.17 0.083 0.53 10.7 

3.86 0.072 0.46 10.7 1.24 0.033 0.37 18.5 

2.50 0.052 0.43 13.8 1.24 0.034 0.37 18.0 

1.63 0.037 0.39 17.5 0.74 0.024 0.31 21.5 

1.26 0.034 0.37 18.1 
1.17 0.030 0.36 20.0 
0.82 0.024 0.32 22.1 

In dealing with the PD3 decomposition data, the saine dependence of y on 

phosphine pressure as obtained in the PH3 case, was assumed. 
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A revised estimate of the quenching radii of PH3 and PD3, based on the 

slope of the curve drawn between 1 
R. 

y and -1 , gives 4H, = 17.3 x 10 -16 
R Yco PPh 

cm.2 and °PD, = 24.9 x 10-16 cm.2. Obviously then, the variability of 
quantum yield can account satisfactorily for at least most of the discrepancy 
between the directly measured quenching radii and those calculated from 
variation of rate of decomposition with phosphine pressure (cf. p. 409), and 
this provides strong evidence that the primary reaction is simple dissociation 
of the phosphine molecule. 

Since the values of o for phosphine and hydrogen are known, it next 
becomes of importance to see if the inhibitory effect of hydrogen agrees 
with that calculated. Previous measurements (Melville 1932, p. 389) must 
be regarded as invalid, since the experimental conditions take no account of 
the imprisonment effect. In the experiments tabulated below, the pressures 
were chosen such that nearly all the mercury atoms excited were quenched 
by phosphine or hydrogen. This involved a serious experimental difficulty 
in measuring accurately the hydrogen formed by decomposition in presence 
of the somewhat high pressures of hydrogen required to produce appreciable 
inhibition. Further, the formation of the film of red phosphorus made it 
desirable to limit the extent of decomposition as much as possible. No great 
accuracy can accordingly be claimed for the value of the quenching radius 
derived from these results, namely cm.2. This is necessarily a 
minimum value, since the inhibition by competitive quenching is supple- 

mented by that due to increased back reaction effect, PH2 +H = PH3. 

TABLE V- PRESSURE OF PHOSPHINE: 10 MM. TEMP. 18° C. 

PH, 
added 
mm. 

PH: 
after 

exposure 

Length of 
exposure 

min. 
Mean 
PH: 

Rate 
mm. /min. 

R' 

Uninhibited 
rate 
Ro Ro/R 

0.155 1.0 0.077 0.155 0.155 

0.632 0.775 1.0 0.70 0.143 0.154 1.08 

0.309 0.451 1.0 0.38 0.142 0.153 1.08 

0.663 0.861 1.5 0.76 0.132 0.151 1.14 

1.020 1.272 2.0 1.15 0.126 0.149 1.18 

0.148 1.0 0.074 0.148 0.148 

Pressure of hydrogen required to reduce rate of decomposition to half uninhibited 

value= 5.4 mm. (extrapolated). 

The agreement with the directly observed value of 26.2 x 10 -16 cm.2 is, 

however, sufficiently good to substantiate the supposition that phosphine 

quenches excited mercury atoms to the ground state: in the case of ammonia, 

where the excited mercury atoms are quenched to the metastable (3P0) 
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state the discrepancy between the directly observed value of the quenching 
radius and that calculated from the inhibitory effect of hydrogen amounts 
to a factor of seven (Melville 1935, p. 331). 

DIRECT PHOTODECOMPOSITION OF TRIDEUTEROPHOSPHINE 

The direct photodecomposition of PD3 has been compared with that of 

PH3. Differences were to be anticipated from two sources, namely differ- 

ences in (a) quantum yield and (b) extinction coefficient. Since the effect of 

the latter factor would be apparent only at low pressures, when absorption 
is incomplete, any differences in decomposition rates observed at high pres- 

sures must be attributed to quantum yield differences. Using the same zinc 

spark intensity, the following comparison runs were made (cf. Table VI). 

By plotting the reciprocal rate of decomposition against reciprocal 
pressure, the rates at high pressures (R03) were obtained by short extra- 
polations. It will be seen that PD3 decomposes somewhat more rapidly than 
PH3 (by a factor of 1.11). This value was supplemented by a series of com- 

parisons of the rates of decomposition of PH3 and PD3 at pressures of 120 mm. 

On an average, PD3 decomposed 1.10 times more quickly than PH3. 

[Individual results F05, 113, 1.10, 1.13.] This small difference in quantum 

TABLE VI- DIRECT PHOTODECOMPOSITION OF 

PH3 AND PD3, AT 2100 A (MEAN) 

PH3 PD3 

Pressure Rate Pressure Rate 
mm. mm. PH3 /min. mm. mm. PD3 /min. 

co 0.0880 a) 0.0966 
116 0.0858 105 0.0940 
18.9 0.0825 18.9 0.0740 

9.2 0.0770 9.3 0.0562 
4.6 0.0572 4.5 0.0358 
2.08 0.0465 2.38 0.0234 
0.96 0.0242 1.25 0.0176 
0.40 0.0076 

yield, which must be attributed to a difference in the resultant efficiency of 

the secondary reactions, can .be adequately accounted for in terms of the 

mass factors involved in the separate secondary reactions. Assuming the 

secondary reactions concerned are: 

PH3 + by = PH2 + H, 
PH2 + PH2 = P2 + 2H2, 

PH2 + H = PH3, 
H +H = H2, 

k2 

k3 

k4 

and PD3 + hv = PD2 + D, 
PD2 + PD2 = P2 + 2D2, 

PD + D = PD3, 
D + D = D2, 

k2 
ks 

k4 
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then it may be shown that 

YPD, 1- YPH, 
17C2 

k4 k3 

YPH. 1 - YPD, ` k2 k4 k3 

= 1.12, 

on the assumption that the only differences in the velocity constants consist 
of differences in mass factor, i.e. k2 = 1.04. k2, k3 = 1 36, k3, k4 = 1.41. 4. 

Taking YPH, = 0'5' 

YPn, 1.08 
YPHa 

in excellent agreement with the observed rates. 
Similar comparisons, using the mercury lamp as source of radiation, gave 

a similar ratio of rates of decomposition, viz. 1.05. [Individual results: 
1.13, 1.04, 1.02, 1.03, 1.07, 1.04.] At the pressures employed (120 mm.), it 
may safely be assumed that every mercury atom excited is deactivated by 
collision with a phosphine molecule, so that any difference in rate of decom- 
position must be attributed W differences in secondary reaction efficiencies 
and not in quenching radii. The equality of the above rate ratios for both 
direct and photosensitized reactions would seem to provide additional 
evidence that the secondary processes involved in both reactions are 
identical. 

At low phosphine pressures, the higher extinction coefficient of PH3 more 
than counterbalances the higher quantum yield of PD3, with the result that 
in this pressure range PH3 decomposes more quickly than PD3. 

The relative rates of direct decomposition and back -reaction exchange in 
1 :1 PH3-D2 mixtures at 15° C. were determined in order to obtain estimates 
of the quantum yield at various pressures of phosphine. In these experiments 
it was found that the H2-HD-D2 equilibrium was only partially established 
in the hydrogen samples withdrawn from the reaction vessel for analysis, 

following illumination: presumably the hydrogen formed by decomposition 

of the PH2 radicals is of the molecular type, 112, and the atomic hydrogen 

concentration, which is much smaller than in the photosensitized case (by 

a factor of eight) is insufficient to produce equilibrium completely. Estab- 

lishment of isotopic equilibrium in the samples of hydrogen analysed was 

accordingly completed catalytically, on a hot nickel filament. 

REs, Table VII, (as on p. 409) refers to the ratio of decomposition to back - 

reaction exchange -both expressed in terms of atoms of hydrogen -and y 

is the quantum yield of the direct photodecomposition of PH3 in absence 

of D2. 
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TABLE VII -1 : 1 PH3-D2 MIXTURES. TEMPERATURE = 15° C. 

p (mm.) 10.3 4.6 1.45 0.26 0.22 

REX 3.93 3.59 3.1 2.0 1.28 1.14 

Y 0.52 0.47 0.36 0.27 0.25 

The theoretical correlation of REX and y, on which the values of y given in 

Table VII are based, is much simpler in this case. 

It is assumed that all H atoms, produced by photodissociation of phos- 

phine, are replaced by D atoms by means of the reaction H + D2 = HD + D. 

Using the same notation for the secondary reaction velocity coefficients 

as on p. 410 the stationary state equations are 

d[D] I - k5[PH2] [D] - 2k6[D]2 = 0, (1) 

and d[ PH2] = I - k5[PH2] [D] - 2k2[PH2]2 = 0, (2) 

REX (3) 
3(I- k5[PH2][D])' 

k5[PH2] [D] 

where I refers to the number of quanta, capable of dissociating a phosphine 

molecule, absorbed in unit time, as before. 

2V( 52ks) _ J(1.4) 1 
y 

(4) 

It readily follows from equations (1) -(4) that 

RE; = 3V(14)yy, 

or REX 
Y REX + 3.55 

The value of y at the higher pressures is in excellent agreement with that 
obtained earlier by a more direct method (Melville 1933). The identity of 

the quantum yields for direct and photosensitized reactions is convincing 

evidence that in both cases the primary dissociation products are a hydrogen 

atom and PH2 radical. 
In connexion with the discrepancy between the photosensitised quantum 

yields as obtained using the uranyl oxalate actinometer (cf. previous paper) 

and from the above method, it may be pointed out that it has been found 

Farkas and (Melville 1936) that, compared with the chloracetic acid actino- 
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meter, the uranyl oxalate actinometer may lead to quantum yields, too low 
by a factor of two. This matter is now under further investigation, as the 
discrepancy is rather serious. 

THE DECOMPOSITION OF PH2 AND PD2 RADICALS 

While the non -establishment of the 112-HD-D2 equilibrium, observed on 
illumination of D2-13113 mixtures with the zinc spark, may be taken as con- 
vincing evidence that the PH2 radicals decompose in such a way as to give 
molecular hydrogen, it gives no indication as to the number of radicals 
involved in the reaction. Since the quantum yield of decomposition does not 
vary markedly with pressure, the secondary reactions are either unaffected, 
or affected in the same way by a change in total pressure of the phosphine. 
Moreover, since the number of atoms involved in the formation of a hydrogen 
molecule must be two, there is thus indirect evidence that the decomposition 
of the PH2 radicals involves a collision of some kind between two such 
radicals. Inhibition by atomic hydrogen likewise supports this contention. 

Confirmation of this view was obtained, when it was found that in the 
hydrogen, resulting from the direct decomposition of equimolecular 
PH3 PD3 mixtures, the H2-HD-D2 equilibrium was completely established. 
To explain this formation of HD by a mechanism independent of hydrogen 
atoms, it is necessary to assume that the decomposition of PH2 radicals is 

a second order reaction, when, in addition to the molecular hydrogen formed 
by the reactions, 

PH2 + PH2 = P2+2112, 

PD2 + PD2 = P2 + 2D2, 

PH2 +PD2 = P2 +H2 +D2, 

HD is produced by the reaction, 

PH2 +PD2 = P2 +2HD. 

The above mechanism, which implies the formation of phosphorus in 

P2 units, gives a simple explanation of the deposition of red phosphorus 

(Melville and Gray 1936). 

THE KINETICS OF THE OXIDATION OF TRIDEUTEROPHOSPHINE 

In previous papers (Melville and Roxburgh 1934) on the mechanism of 

the oxidation of phosphine, methods have been developed for measuring the 
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velocity coefficients of the elementary reactions comprising the whole 
process. These are 

(1) the rate of initiation of the reaction (direct or photosensitized), 
(2) the rate of propagation of the chains, 
(3) the probability of the chains branching, 
(4) the rate of termination of the chains, 

(a) at low pressures, by diffusion to the walls of the reaction vessel, 
(b) at high pressures, by destruction in the gas phase. 

The determination of the rate of spontaneous starting of chains has not 
yet been accomplished but this is not important as it does not affect the 
explosion pressures of the PH3 -02 mixtures. Although it is possible to 
analyse the mechanism of the reaction in this way, only indirect information 
as to the identity of the chain carriers is available. In the case of the rate 
of initiation it is now certain that the primary step is 

PH3 +hv = PH2 +H, (1) 

or PH3 +Hg' = PH2 +H +Hg. (2) 

The speed of propagation is determined by the velocity of the following 

reactions 
O + PH3 = HPO' + H2, 

HPO + 02 = HPO2 + 0, 
(3) 

(4) 

both reactions proceeding with practically identical velocities (Melville 

and Gray 1935). 

Branching probably occurs thus 
HPO' +02 = HPO +O +O,* (5) 

and termination on the walls involves 

0 +0 = 02, (6) 

or HPO + O = HP02. (7) 

At high pressures, only that carrier which attacks the phosphine, namely 
the oxygen atom, is destroyed. 

0 +02 +X = 03 +X. (8) 

X may be an oxygen, PH3, or inert gas molecule. 

* The occurrence of this reaction is dependent upon the excited HPO molecule 
possessing sufficient energy to effect dissociation of 02, which requires 117 kcal. 
The heat evolved in reaction (3) is not known, but from the fact that 365 kcal. are 
evolved when 1 mol. of P4 molecules is oxidized to P4O10, about 10 kcal. per gram 
atom will be evolved, on the average, by the reaction of one O atom with the partially 
oxidized molecule PIO,, . It is therefore probable that energy of the order of 100 kcal. 
is liberated in reaction (3). 
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When trideuterophosphine is substituted for phosphine, reactions (6), 
(7) and (8) will not be affected, for even in reaction (7) the rate of disappear- 
ance of HPO is governed by the rate of diffusion to the walls. Any differences 
found in the reactivity of the two phosphines can therefore be unam- 
biguously ascribed to reactions (1) -(5). In so far as (1) and (2) are concerned, 
the data given in the first part of this paper permit the evaluation of the 
rate of the primary reaction. 

THE STABLE REACTION ABOVE THE UPPER EXPLOSION LIMIT 

First of all, the stable photo -induced reaction above the upper limit may 
be considered, thus involving reactions (1) or (2), (3), (4) and (8). Table VIII 
gives the results of two sets of experiments, one in which the zinc spark was 
employed, and the other, in which initiation was by excited mercury atoms. 

At high pressures with a relatively large proportion of phosphine the 
chain length of the PH3 oxidation is about 50 % greater than that for PD3, 
whereas at lower pressures and a smaller proportion of phosphine the chain 
lengths are identical. When the proportion of phosphine is high the ternary 
collision 0 + 02 + PH3 becomes of importance and it would therefore appear 
from the above results that this reaction is more efficient than 0 + 02 + PD3. 
When the pressure of 02 is high, the predominating terminating collision 
is O + 02 + 02. Under these conditions, the chain lengths are identical and 
hence the propagation collisions 0 + PH2, HPO2 + 02 and 0 + PD3 and 
DP02 + 02 must go at the same rate. To confirm this conclusion and also to 
measure the energy of activation of these reactions the chain length has 
been measured at the low temperature of - 149° C. For this experiment the 
reaction vessel was completely immersed in a bath of pentane cooled with 
liquid air. Difficulty was experienced in maintaining constant temperature 
and the procedure finally adopted consisted in observing the temperature 
drift by means of the oil manometer, used differentially, before and after 
each period of illumination, so that a suitable correction might be applied. 
As will be seen from Table VIII (c), both reactions still went at the same 
speed though the chain length had fallen to 2.7. From this figure an upper 
limit to the activation energy of the propagation reactions may be calcu- 
lated. This amounts to 620 cal. and consequently the efficiency of the 
collisions at 10° C., if the collisions are of a simple bimolecular character, 
is 0.33. 

Having shown that the propagation reactions go with equal velocities, 
the probability of the chain branching may be compared by measuring the 
position of the upper explosion limit. These observations are plotted on a 
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logarithmic scale in fig. 3 where it will be noted that the two explosion 
curves are coincident. This implies that the reaction HPO' + 02 = HPO + 20 
and DPO' + 02 = DPO + 20 also proceed with identical efficiencies. In 
fig. 4, the results for the lower limit are plotted in a similar manner. Again 

the explosion curves are coincident, demonstrating that the termination 

TABLE VIII -STABLE REACTION ABOVE THE UPPER LIMIT 

Chain length* 
(for 

PPh Po, 

(a) Zinc spark. 

Rate in 
mm. PH3 /min. 

pp11= 10.0 min. 
and 

02= 100 MM.) 

PH3 10.6 0.0151t 15.6 
11.0 101 0.255$ 

PH, 9.12 00102 17.6 
8.87 98 0056 

PD3 8.85 97.5 0-102 10.5 
9.04 0.0102 

(b) Initiation by excited Hg atoms. 

PH3 9.12 103 0.067 6.2 
9.00 - 0.0127 

PH3 9.00 100 0.067 7.3 
9.16 - 0.0100 

PD, 9.00 - 0.0150 3.9 
9.00 100 0.053 

(c) Lower pressures. Zn spark. 

pPD, = 0254 min., pm/. = 0.254 mm., 
Po. = 21.0 mm. po, = 21.5 mm. 

t dpPD, dIPPH, 
sec. mm. mm. 

ppn,=0.253 mm., ppD,=0.261 mm., 
po, = 22.0 mm., po, = 22.0 mm. 

t JPPH, 
sec. mm. 

ApPD, 
mm. 

10 0.007 0.007 10 0.001 
30 0.014 0.015 30 0.003 0.003 
60 0.018 0.021 60 0.005 0.005 
90 0.023 0.023 90 0.007 0.008 

120 0.025 0.025 120 0.009 0.012 

Chain length 11 11 Chain length 2.7 2.7 

* In a previous paper by Melville and Roxburgh (1934), the chain lengths quoted 
are too long by a factor of four, as is evident from the relative rates of oxidation and 
decomposition of phosphine. The probability of branching is likewise increased by 
the same factor and therefore amounts to 4 x 10 -3. 

t Calculated from the equation, 2PH3 = P2 + 3H,. 
$ Calculated from the equation, PH, + 203=1131'04. 

YPH, =O.5, YPD, =O.6. 
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efficiencies, i.e. diffusion of the chain carriers to the walls, and their destruc- tion there, are equal. 
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Fm. 3 -The upper explosion limits for PH, and PD, are coincident. 
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Fie. 4-The lower explosion limits for PH, and PD, are coincident. 
+PH, (ex PH4I); 0 PD,; p PH, (ex Ca,P3). 

Finally, to check these conclusions, the chain lengths below the lower 
limit were measured in the manner described in earlier papers. The results 
quoted below would indicate that the chain lengths are the same within 
experimental error, thus substantiating the conclusions arrived at from the 
above experiments. 
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TABLE IX -CHAIN LENGTH BELOW LOWER LIMIT : ZN SPARK 

PPH. 
0.429 
0.428 

po. 
0430 
0.430 

v 

85 
77 

pPDa 
0.430 

?'o. 
0430 91 

The above experiments provide the data for an approximate calculation 
of the reflexion coefficient of chains from a phosphorus oxide coated silica 
surface. According to the temperature coefficient of the chain length above 
the upper limit, the efficiency of the propagating collision is 0.33. Assuming 
that reaction occurs at every collision and that the reflexion coefficient from 
the walls is zero, the calculated value of the chain length is ten times that 
observed, implying that the collision efficiency of the propagating reaction 
is 0.1. Since these figures represent limiting values, the conclusion is that at 
temperatures of about 20° C. the chain carriers are destroyed immediately 
they collide with the wall. 

The authors are indebted to Dr E. B. Ludlam for his very ready en- 
couragement during these experiments, which were done in the Chemistry 
Department of the University of Edinburgh. They are also indebted to 
Professor E. K. Rideal for critical discussions during the progress of this 
work. One of them (H. W. M.) thanks the Commissioners for the Exhibition 
of 1851 for a Senior Studentship, during the tenure of which part of the 
work was carried out. The others thank the Trustees of the Moray Fund of 
Edinburgh University for grants toward purchase of apparatus. 

SUMMARY 

The direct and mercury photosensitized decomposition and oxidation of 
trideuterophosphine have been investigated with the following main results. 

(a) The quenching radii of PH3 and PD3 for excited mercury atoms are 
26.2 and 29.5 x 10v16 cm2 respectively. Evidence is adduced to show that 
the excited mercury atoms are quenched to the ground (1S0) state. 

(b) By means of determinations of exchange and decomposition in mix- 
tures of D2 and PH3 at room temperatures, it has been shown that the 
extent of the back reaction H + PH2 = PH3 is consistent with a quantum 
yield at high pressures of about 0.5, for both direct and photosensitized 
decompositions of PH3. ' 

(c) By similar means it has been demonstrated that the quantum yields 
for both reactions decrease at low pressures. This has been shown to account 
satisfactorily for discrepancies between the values of the quenching radii 
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of PH3 and PD3 obtained (a) by direct measurement and (b) from the 
variation of rate of decomposition with pressure of phosphine. 

In the oxidation of PD3, it is shown that the following reactions proceed 
at similar velocities, since the position of both the lower and upper explosion 
limits coincide, and the chain lengths above and below these limits are 
identical. 

Propagation of chain: 
O +PH3 = HPO +H2, 

HPO + 02 = HP02 + 0, 
Branching of chain: 

HPO' + 02 = HPO + 20, 
Termination at walls: 

HPO + O (wall) = HP02, 

0+PD3 = DPO+D2, 
DPO+02 = DP02+O. 

DPO' + 02 = DP0 + 20. 

DPO + 0 (wall) = DP02. 
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In principle, the investigation of exchange reactions of deuterium atoms 
with hydrides is a simple problem. In practice, however, numerous diffi- 
culties arise in the experimental technique, and thus the method chosen for 
the study of any individual hydride must have regard to its chemical and 
physical properties. Now that a number of methods exist for investigating 
such reactions, it becomes of interest to attempt to find how such variables 
as the energy of activation and steric factor vary among the lower hydrides 
of the periodic system. The present paper deals with the kinetics of the 
exchange reactions involving phosphine and trideuterophosphine. 

A static system was deemed most suitable for the present purpose, the 
atomic hydrogen being produced photochemically in the usual way. 

APPARATUS 

The essential features of the apparatus are indicated in fig. 1. The reaction 
vessel, R, a clear fused silica bulb of 110 c.c. capacity, was contained in an 
electric furnace, F, provided with a plano- convex silica lens, S, which served 
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to focus the light from a mercury lamp on the reaction vessel. The furnace 
temperature was measured by a calibrated platinum -platinum- rhodium 
thermocouple. A mercury manometer, a U -tube Apiezon oil B gauge, and 
a Pirani gauge were available for pressure measurement. The Pirani gauge 
was calibrated for each of the several gases used in the experiments. The 
mercury lamp was of the vertical type with tungsten anode and water - 
cooled mercury cathode; it was provided with a chromium- plated reflector. 
Exhaustion was effected by a three -stage mercury condensation pump. 

Pumps t- PH,and PD3 reservoir 

HL and DQ 
reservoir 

Hyvac 
pump 

- 
HZreservoir -3 

0-0- 
1.7- 

JÇ, 

r 
FIG. 1 

Reservoirs containing hydrogen, deuterium, phosphine, trideuterophos- 
phine and ammonia were sealed to the main vacuum line. The hydrogen and 

deuterium reservoirs were fitted with capillary pipettes to facilitate cali- 

bration of Pirani gauge and hydrogen analyser. 

Preparation of Gases 

Phosphine was prepared from phosphonium iodide and aqueous caustic 

soda. Trideuterophosphine was obtained by distilling deuterium oxide 

(98 %) vapour over calcium phosphide. Lump calcium phosphide, rapidly 
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pulverized and introduced into the apparatus, and then thoroughly baked 
out in vacuo (till evolution of gas ceased) was used for the purpose. Neglect 
of such precautions caused marked contamination of the resulting deutero- 
phosphine with PH3. Traces of deuterium oxide and P2D4 were removed by 
fractional distillation. From a determination of the relative densities of 
250 c.c. samples of PH3 and deuterophosphine the deuterium content of the 
latter was estimated at 97 ± 0.5 %. Hydrogen from a cylinder was freed 
from oxygen by passage over heated palladized asbestos and through a 
liquid air trap. Deuterium was, for these experiments, prepared by com- 
pletely decomposing trideuterophosphine on a well -outgassed tungsten 
filament. Synthetic ammonia from a cylinder was purified by repeated 
fractionation. Carbon dioxide was obtained by vaporizing solid CO2 

followed by fractionation. 

Method of Analysis 

The deuterium content of hydrogen mixtures obtained in the course of 
the experiments was determined from measurements of the thermal 
conductivity of the gas at high pressures (ca. 50 mm.) thereby eliminating 
the trouble often experienced in low pressure methods due to variable 
accommodation coefficients. In order to follow the course of the reaction 
throughout a run, it was most convenient to withdraw from the reaction 

vessels samples of gas from time to time. It was 
accordingly necessary to reduce the size of these 
samples, and so that of the thermal conductivity 

g ç cell, to the smallest practicable limits.* This was 
achieved by mounting a 0.015 mm. platinum wire 
in a capillary tube 50 mm. long and 2 min. in 
diameter. With some care even narrower tubing 
might be employed. The technique for construc- 
ting such a gauge is shown clearly in fig. 2. To 
ensure that the wire be central in the capillary 
tube the 0.015 mm. wire is spot -welded to 0.3 min. 
platinum wires of the shape shown at a and b in 
fig. 2. This assembly is then lowered into the 

1J d capillary and the seal made at c. Maintaining 
the tube vertical the glass at d is sealed to b with 
a very small pointed flame. If necessary the wire 
may be tautened by softening the seal at d and 

* The authors are indebted to Dr H. L. Roxburgh for developing the technique 
for constructing these small gauges. 

Fm. 2- Construction of 
hydrogen analyser. 

pulling the wire b very gently downwards. To allow for the compression of the gas sample to be analysed in the thermal conductivity cell, the latter was affixed to a device resembling a McLeod gauge (cf. B, fig. 1). To maintain constant wall temperature the cell was surrounded with a water jacket which was supplied with water at about 20° C. from a thermostat. A thermometer reading to 0.05° C. gave the temperature of the cooling water. 
Since normally the voltage across the gauge was about 10 it was essential 

to paint the external leads in order to prevent electrolysis occurring in the water jacket. It was found that introduction of a drop of Apiezon oil B on to the mercury in B prevented any tendency of the mercury to stick in the 
capillary. Samples of the reaction mixture, withdrawn by means of the 
small pipette D, were transferred to B by means of the small volume mercury 
condensation pump P. Since phosphine has a vapour pressure of about 
0.007 mm. at liquid air temperatures it was necessary to free the mixture 
from its phosphine content by passage through a trap (T) maintained at 
about 70° K., at which temperature the vapour pressure of phosphine is 
only 10 -5 mm. The effect of any residual phosphine on the resistance value 
of the hydrogen was then quite negligible. The pump P was connected to a 
system of taps (fig. 1) so that the sample after analysis might be returned 
to the reaction vessel. 

The gauge wire was connected to a Wheatstone bridge, one arm of which 
was variable and read directly to 1 part in 10,000. A constant voltage of 
about 10 was applied across the bridge from a battery of large accumulators. 
Even at the pressures employed the thermal conductivity of hydrogen is 
not independent of pressure; and hence pressure adjustment of the gas 
confined in the conductivity cell had to be made accurately. 

There were, then, three variables which might affect the resistance of the 
wire surrounded by a given sample of gas: (a) pressure of gas, (b) tempera- 
ture of water jacket, and (c) voltage across the bridge. Arbitrary values of 
pressure and temperature were selected, and in practice resistance values 
were corrected for any slight deviations from these conditions by means of 
calibration curves. 

One advantage of this method is that the sample of gas need not be of 
a predetermined volume, though to avoid isotopic separation it was essen- 
tial to pump the whole sample from doser into the gauge. When this was 
completed the mercury was raised in B until the pressure in the closed limb 
was within 0.2 mm. of the arbitrary value -in these experiments 50 mm. 
The adjustment was facilitated by the use of a wire 50.0 mm. long. The 
difference in levels was then measured accurately (i.e. to 0.1 mm.) by a 
travelling microscope. 
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The gauge was calibrated with hydrogen -deuterium mixtures of known 

composition and also with similar mixtures in which the equilibrium 

112+ D2 7,"-- 2HD had been established photochemically by means of excited 

mercury atoms. The resulting calibration curves are shown in fig. 3. During 

such calibration experiments there was a possibility of slight voltage drift in 

the bridge battery. To eliminate small errors due to this the following pro- 

cedure was adopted: duplicate resistance values of a sample of H2 were taken, 

pressure adjustment being made before each. The resistance value of the 

hydrogen -deuterium mixture was determined similarly, and finally the 

resistance value of a second H2 sample measured. The mean of the hydrogen 

resistance values was used to obtain the difference in resistance value (AR) 

between the mixture and pure hydrogen. Similar precautions against voltage 

drift were taken during all exchange experiments. 

30 

r1 R 
(ohms) 

2.0 

10 

20 40 60 80 100 

Deuterium content ( %) 

FIG. 3- Calibration curves of the hydrogen analyser for H2 -D, and 

equilibrium H2 -HD -De mixtures. O H2 -D2; H2-HD -D,. 

The estimated accuracy of the analytical method is 0.2 and 0.7 % for 

mixtures rich in deuterium and hydrogen, respectively. This could be 

improved upon by employing higher pressures in the gauge, though this 

would necessitate the use of larger samples of gas. 

In order to show that the observed values of A R are reasonable, values of 

AR have been calculated from the simple theory, as follows. Let R be the 

resistance of the wire, at equilibrium temperature T, to which a voltage 

V is applied and which is surrounded by gas whose thermal conductivity 
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at temperature T, is (A)T. To is the temperature of the walls of the con- 
taining capillary. In the stationary state, 

V2 

R = k(À)T(T- TO) +E, 

where k is a constant and E represents the energy loss by conduction to the 
leads. From an application to platinum filaments of the method outlined 
by Langmuir, Maclane and Blodgett (193o), the difference in end -losses 
with 112 and D2 surrounding the filament, gave rise to an error of 0.05 ohm 
in the observed AR. E was accordingly neglected. If the surrounding gas 
were in turn H2 and D2, at the same pressure and with the same voltage 
applied to the wire, then, 

RD, TH, To (AHI)T$. 

RH. TD.-To (A -Dv 

TH,- To 
[1- c(TD, - TH.)], 

TD: -To /1-D2 TH. 

(1) 

where c is the temperature coefficient of thermal conductivity of hydrogen. 
The temperature of the wire was given readily by the following relation, 
adapted from that given in International Critical Tables: 

0.840 log T = log R- (log Ro - 0.840 log T0), 

where R0 is the resistance of the wire at temperature To. 

The value adopted for c was 2.50 x 10-4, the mean of four determinations 
(Eucken 1913 ; Schleiermacher 1888 ; Schneider 1926; Gregory and Archer 
1926). 

Maass and van Cleave (1935) have obtained a value of 1.41 for ($'1 in 

agreement with theory. 

Taking (A--11 

,I TH 

= 1.41, RH, = 62.50 and TH, = 420.8°K., and solving 
1 

equation (1) graphically, RD, = 66.0 ohms, compared with the observed 

value of 65.3 ohms. 

METHOD OF EVALIIATION OF VELOCITY CONSTANT 

The rate (R) of the exchange, say between deuterium atoms and phos- 

phine, is expressed simply by the equation 

1 d[D2] 
R = k[D] [PHs]. 

2 dt 

Vol. CL\ -A. 2 D 
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The problem to be solved is the absolute evaluation of the bimolecular 
velocity constant, k. The apparatus described above permits the deter- 
mination of the rate of production of hydrogen in the reaction mixture, 

i.e. 2 d[dt 2] . [PH3] is known from the pressure and [D] remains to be 

calculated. The stationary concentration of atomic deuterium is defined by 
the equation 

d[D] = I (2k1[D2] + k2[PH3]) k3[D]2 [X] = 0, 
dt ki[D2] + k2[P113] 

= 
I(2k1[D2]+k2[PH3]) 

k3[X] (ki[D2] + k2[PH3] )' 

(2) 

(2a) 

where I is the number of quanta absorbed in unit time by the mercury 
vapour and k1[D2] and k2[PH3] represent the rates at which D2 and PH3 
deactivate excited mercury atoms, k3 is the trimolecular velocity constant 
for the combination of atomic deuterium, and [X] is the total pressure. 
It is assumed as a first approximation that PH3 is as efficient as D2 in 
promoting the combination of atomic deuterium. A further assumption is 
that all atoms combine in the gas. Later it will be shown that the majority 
of the atoms do combine in this manner. The term k2[PH3] in the numerator 
of the first term of the right side of equation (2) is introduced, since a 
hydrogen atom is produced by the dissociation of the phosphine. This in 
turn immediately produces a D atom by the reaction H + D2 = HD + D. 
Substituting equation (2a) in (1) 

k 
R ( I(2ki[D2] +k2[PH3]) \ -i 

[PH3] \k3[x] (ki[D2] +k2[PH3])) 

The value of k3 for hydrogen atoms with H2 as the third body has been 
measured by Steiner (1935), who estimates it to be 13 x 1016 cm.6 sec. -1 
mol.-2. Amdur (1935) has measured k3 for deuterium atoms with a D as 
third body and found it to be 1.4 times smaller than the corresponding 
hydrogen reaction. For D2 as third body then k3 will be taken to have the 

value 1.4 x 1016 cm.6 sec. -1 mol. -2. 

The next quantity to be evaluated is I. The quantum input at 2537 A 
during any particular run was determined by measuring the rate of the 
photosensitized decomposition of phosphine which had previously been 
calibrated against the uranyl oxalate actinometer (Forbes and Heidt 1934) 
in the following way. The reaction bulb was turned into a vertical position 
and a circular diaphragm of 1.5 cm. diameter carrying a 5 mm. thick silica 
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cell was interposed between lamp and bulb. With the filter cell filled with 
50 % acetic acid solution to prevent direct photochemical dissociation of 
phosphine, the rate of mercury photosensitized decomposition of 25 mm. 
PH3 was determined by a series of 30 sec. exposures. A fresh portion of the 
bulb was exposed for each period of illumination by rotation of the bulb 
from the ground -glass joint. The bulb was then cleaned and filled with 
actinometer solution (0.005 and 0.0025 M with respect to UO2C204 and 
H2C204 respectively) and exposed to the lamp for a time such that the 
decomposition did not exceed 10 %. Since the uranyl sensitized decom- 
position of oxalic acid is produced by light up to wave -lengths of 4500 A, 

it was necessary to correct the above rate of decomposition for the con- 

tribution attributable to the quite considerable proportion of radiation of 
> 2537 A. The experiment was accordingly repeated after substituting 

carbon tetrachloride for acetic acid in the filter cell, since 0014 absorbs 

99.9 % of the 2537A lines (Melville and Walls 1933). The difference in the 
rates of decomposition was taken to be due to the 2537 line. (The extinction 
coefficient of the carbon tetrachloride decreases so quickly with increasing 

wave -length that strong lines of longer wave- length, e.g. 3030 A, are not at 

all affected.) The correction to be applied for the reflexion of light at the 

silica -gas and at the silica -liquid interfaces was neglected as it amounted 

to only 2 %. The following are three typical results: 

TABLE I. TEMPERATURE 20° C. 

No. of quanta 
entering R.V. /sec. Rate of decomposition "PH. 

4.3 x 1016 1.20 x 1016 mol. sec. -' 0.28 

4.5 x 1016 1.17 x 1016 026 

1.41 x 1016 0.37 x 1016 0.26 

TABLE II- TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT OF MERCURY - 

SENSITIZED DECOMPOSITION OF PH3 

Temp. Rate in mm. of H$ /min. 

°C. 
17 

309 
319 
400 
472 

measured at 20° C. 

0.070 
0.076 
0.074 
0.0641 Allowance made for slight 
0.0681 thermal decomposition 

Next the temperature coefficient of the rate of decomposition was measured 

so that decomposition rates measured at high temperatures could be 

converted directly to quantum inputs (Table II). As will be seen the tem- 
202 
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perature coefficient is unity, as was also found with the direct photo - 
decomposition (Melville 1933, p. 548). 

It remains now to evaluate the magnitudes of kl and k2. These constants 
contain the square of the quenching radii of D2 and of PH3 for excited Hg 
atoms. Q2 for deuterium is known (Evans 1934, Zemanski 193o), and 

.2 for PH3 and also for PD3 was determined by a simple comparative method 
as 26.2 and 29.5 x 10-16 cm.2 respectively (see following paper). 

EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANT OF THE EXCHANGE REACTION 

As will be seen later,.it is not possible to follow the course of the exchange 
reaction to the equilibrium point on account of excessive photo -, and at 
high temperatures, thermal decomposition of the phosphine. It is therefore 
necessary to calculate the equilibrium concentration of deuterium in the 
hydrogen. Classically, of course, the H/D ratio in the hydrogen and in the 
phosphine are identical, but, owing to the existence of zero -point energy 
and other factors, the equilibrium distribution deviates slightly from 
classical values. It can be shown (Farkas 1936, p. 27) that the distribution 
ratio to a first approximation is given by the equation 

(H /D)H3. 2 

(H /D)P1 
3.K, 

where K is the equilibrium constant of the reaction, 

PH3 + HD PH2D + 112. 

At temperatures above 300° K. and not exceeding 1000° K. the equilibrium 
constant is given by the equation 

_frac inMPH,DMHs ln 
IPH.D /HI +ln SPH,D3HI 

RT 2 MPH, MHD IPH, IHD 8PH, 8HD 

where d Eo is the change in internal energy in the reaction at 0° K., I refers 
to the mean moment of inertia, and s refers to the symmetry number. 
s has the values 1, 2, 3 and 1 for PH2D, H2, PH3 and HD, respectively. For 
the calculation of symmetry numbers see, for example, Wirtz (1936, p. 126). 
In order to compute d Eo it is necessary to find the zero -point energy of PH3 
and PH2D. Following on Robertson and Fox (1928), Fung and Barker 
(1934) have further analysed the infra -red absorption spectrum of phos- 
phine and give the following frequencies for the four fundamental 
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vibrations. Raman spectra data (Yost and Anderson 1934 and Delfosse 
1934), though not so accurate, are in accordance with these values. 

Fung and Yost and 
Barker Anderson 
cm.-1 cm. -1 

Delfosse 
em. i 

(II) 

(1) 
(II) 

(1) 

vs 

V4 

vi 
v2 

990 
1121 
2327 
992 

929 
1115 
2306 - 2327 

The infra -red absorption spectrum of PD3 has been observed by Suther- 
land (1936), who makes the following assignment for the fundamental 
vibration frequencies. These are in excellent agreement with the data 
obtained from Raman spectra of liquid PD3 by de Hemptinne and Delfosse 

(1935). There is some discussion as to the correct frequency for v2. According 

de Hemptinne 
Sutherland and Delfosse 

cm.-' 
V3 730 740 
v4 790 807 
vi 1670 1664 
v2 (730) 

to Fung and Barker (1934), v2 is almost equal to v3. For the purposes of 
calculation v2 will therefore be taken as 730 cm.-1. Therefore the zero -point 
energy of PH3 is 10740 cal. and that of PD3 7697 cal. From Howard's 
calculations (1935) on the vibrational frequencies of NH2D the zero -point 

energy difference -1710 cal.- between NH3 and NH2D is very nearly one- 

third of that -5490 cal.- between NH3 and ND3. The zero -point energy 

difference between PH3 and PH2D on the same premises is taken to be 

1015 cal. This value is supported by employing the method given by 

Rosenthal (1935) to calculate the frequencies of PH2D from those of PH3. 

This gives a zero -point energy difference of 1100 cal. Taking the zero -point 

energies of H2 and of HD to be 6137 and 5323 cal. respectively, d Eo amounts 

to 201 cal. In order to calculate the moments of inertia of PH3 and PH2D 

the following dimensions were taken for these molecules: H -H 1.9 x 10-8 cm. 

and P -H 1.5 x 10-8 cm. Using these data, Table III has been constructed to 

TABLE III 

T(°C.) ... 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 

K 1.37 1.24 1.18 1.13 1.10 1.08 1.06 1.05 

41.3 42.6 43.4 44.0 44.4 44.8 45.0 45.2 
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show the variation with temperature of the equilibrium constant and also 
the equilibrium deuterium content of the hydrogen, for equimolecular 
PH3 -D2 mixtures. 

According to the calculations of Sutherland and Conn (1936), the values 
of the frequency, v2, of the phosphine molecules assumed above are much 
too small. By using the valence- force -field method of computation these 
authors calculate y2 for PD3 as 1690 cm. -1. A similar calculation gives v2 

for PH3 as 2350 cm. -1 (Howard 1935). This assignment slightly alters the 
calculations made above: the total zero -point energy of PH3 is 14,500 and 
that of PD3 10,300 cal. respectively. This makes AEA for the reaction 
PH3 + HD = PH2D + 112 equal to 586 cal. Unfortunately, since y2 has not 
been observed in the infra -red adsorption spectrum, an unequivocal decision 
cannot yet be made with the assignment of this frequency. 

CORRECTIONS FOR THE NON -IDEAL REACTION 

The above considerations apply to the ideal exchange reaction in which 
the phosphine is not appreciably decomposed. In actual practice, however, 
there is appreciable decomposition since k2 is nearly equal to k. At low 
temperatures besides decomposition there is the additional complicating 
factor of the formation of a film of red phosphorus, while at high tem- 
peratures thermal decomposition of the phosphine takes place. In each 
exchange run appropriate corrections have to be applied. 

At this juncture, the procedure in carrying out a typical exchange run 
may be briefly described. 25 mm. of phosphine were admitted to the 
reaction bulb and illuminated for a short time, the pressure of the resulting 
hydrogen being measured on the Pirani gauge. This immediately gave 
(see p. 390) the number of 2537 A quanta entering the bulb. The mixture 
obtained on addition of 25 mm. deuterium was then illuminated for suitable 
periods. Following each illumination, after establishment of uniformity 
of composition by diffusion, a gas sample was withdrawn for analysis. The 
increase of pressure due to decomposition was most conveniently measured 
by using the oil manometer differentially, taking readings at + min. intervals 
during each period of illumination. At the conclusion of each run a second 
measurement of the quanta entering the bulb was made in order to check 
the constancy of output of the lamp. 

The temperature range over which the required exchange reaction might 
be studied was somewhat limited: at temperatures much less than 450° C., 
rapid formation of a film of red phosphorus, very opaque to 2537 A radiation, 
on the reaction bulb surface rendered the progress of the reaction incon- 
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veniently slow. At temperatures much in excess of 600° C. the contribution 
of thermal decomposition (and probably exchange) to the apparent exchange 
was sufficiently large to mask that attributable to the exchange process 
being studied. The method of treatment of results adopted as most con- 
venient involved the determination of the initial rate at which exchange 
proceeded. This has an additional advantage in that the exchange so 
determined may be attributed to a single reaction with reasonable certainty. 
The observed exchange is attributable to photochemical and thermal decom- 
position of phosphine in addition to true exchange processes. The calculation 
of initial observed exchange was greatly facilitated by use of the following 
simple empirical equation connecting the observed D content (DHy) of the 
hydrogen in the mixture and the pressure (dpny) of hydrogen formed by 
phosphine decomposition, 

log DHy = log DD,- kdpny, (3) 

where k is a constant dependent upon temperature. The reasons for the 
validity of such an empirical relationship are briefly these: In an ideal 
exchange reaction there is an approximately linear relationship between the 
log of the D content of the hydrogen and the time of reaction. Where there 
is a very small amount of decomposition of the hydride the extent of 

decomposition will be directly proportional to the time and hence the 

log D - dpny relation will also be linear. In the non -ideal case under con- 

sideration the effects of two factors cancel to yield the same linear relation. 

These factors are (a) owing to the decomposition of phosphine the D content 

of the hydrogen is decreased abnormally quickly, and (b) on account of the 

diminution in the amount of PH3 available for exchange the D content will 

decrease less quickly than in the ideal reaction. 

The initial rate of observed exchange (R1) was accordingly accurately 

determinable from 
R1 = k.DD,.dpgy, 

obtained by differentiation of (3) above. Hence, evaluating k from (3), 

R1= 
2.31og10 s DD, Apr(' 
(dPHy)75 

where dpHy is the initial rate at which hydrogen is formed by decom- 

position, DD, the D content of the deuterium introduced into the reaction 

bulb, and (d pny)75 the value of dpHy when DRY = 75 %, as determined from 

the log DHy - dpHY graph. 
The initial contribution of the decomposition to the observed exchange is 

(4) 
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readily given by dpgy /pD, x 100, where pp, is the pressure of deuterium 
originally introduced into the reaction vessel. 

The following typical case will serve for illustration. 

REACTION MIXTURE, 50 MM. PH3 AND 50 MM. D2. 
FURNACE TEMPERATURE = 490° C. 

Time of ilium. 
min. 

0 

DHy. 

100 

logro DHy 
2.000 

dpliy 
mm. Hg 

2-log DHy 
dpgy 

4 95.3 1.979 1.09 0.192 
11 90.8 1.958 2.71 0.155 
20 85.4 1.931 4.55 0.152 
28 81.7 1.912 6.18 0.134 
37 75.0 1.875 7.88 0-159 
47 70.0 1.845 9.58 0-162 
59 65.2 1.814 11.48 0-162 

20 

1.9 

180 
2 4 6 8 10 12 

dpgy (mm.) 

Fm. 4-A linear relationship was observed between the pressure of hydrogen, formed 
by decomposition of phosphine, and the logarithm of the deuterium content of the 
hydrogen in the exchange mixture. 

From the satisfactorily straight -line log Dill, -d pHy graph (cf. fig. 4), 
when DHy = 75 %, dpgy, = 7.85 mm. 

Hence from eqn. (4), initial rate of observed exchange = 1.02 % /min. 

From a plot of ddd gy and t, dpgy was determined as 0.270 mm. H2 /min. 

.. Initial apparent exchange due to decomposition and back reaction 

effect (cf. p. 399) =1.19 x 0 60 
0 

x 100 = 0.63 % /Inin. 

.. Initial rate of exchange = 0.39 % /min. 
The above -mentioned empirical equation seemed equally applicable 

whether either film formation or thermal decomposition were involved. In 
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the latter case, of course, allowance had to be made for the continuance of 
the thermal effect during the periods allowed for attainment of uniformity 
of composition after each illumination of the reaction mixture. 

The intensity of quanta entering the bulb varied a little from run to run - 
owing mainly to non -reproducibility of location of the mercury lamp. It 
was accordingly necessaryto investigate the relation between rate of exchange 
and input, since unless these variables were directly proportional some 
correction must necessarily be applied to the above -determined rates of 
exchange. With this object exchange runs were performed, in which the 
only parameter varied was the intensity. The intensity filter described by 
Melville and Walls (1933) proved suitable for the purpose. 

Table IV gives the relevant data for three such rims in which the total 
pressure was 100 mm. and temperature 470° C., where x is defined by the 

Relative initial 
rate of exchange 

0.47 
1.00 
0.73 

TABLE IV 

Relative 
intensity 

0.30 
1.00 
0.62 

x 

0.63 

0.66 

relation R = klx. These results would indicate a mean value of 0.64 for x. 

The deviation of the intensities used in the various runs from an arbitrarily 
chosen standard intensity, Io, was allowed for with the aid of the equation 

1-0 0.64 

I Ro = R.( 

The above results give the necessary information for calculating the per- 

centage of atomic hydrogen combining in the gas phase by a ternary colli- 

sion mechanism. In the steady state the stationary concentration of 

deuterium atoms is defined by the equation, 

d[D] = 2I - k4[D] - 2k5[D]2 = 0, 

where the second and third terms account for removal of D atoms by 

diffusion to the walls and by combination in the gas phase respectively. 

Since (cf. p. 389) R is proportional to [D], 

d log I 'z 5[D]2 _ 1 + P, 
11:6 

= d log [D] k4[D] + 2k5[D]2 

1 -x P= whence x ' 
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where P is the fraction of deuterium atoms recombining in the gas 
phase. 

In these experiments then, this fraction was 0.57. 
In Table V the results of a series of exchange runs in the temperature 

range 420 -620° C. are detailed. The individual runs are illustrated in fig. 5. 
In each case, the exchange mixture consisted of 50 mm. PH3 and 50 mm. D2. 

TABLE V- PH3 -D2 EXCHANGE RUNS 
Temp. 

° C. 
Initial rate 
of exchange 

Initial 
intensity Ro vEx 

420 0.17 0.156 0.13 0.21 
422 0.13 0.147 0.11 0.19 
470 0.40 0.121 0.34 0.50 
490 0.39 0.120 0.32 0.47 
560 0.79 0.102 0.78 1.11 
620 1.30 0.104 1.25 164 

loo 

90 

80 

70 

\ 
` 420 C , NI 

620 C ' 560°C 

-. 

422t 

470°C 

. . 1°C 

20 40 60 
Time of illumination (min.) 

Fia. 5- Dependence of rate of exchange on temperature. 

60 

The "initial intensity "- expressed in mm. H2 /min. -is the rate of produc- 
tion of H2 in the phosphine decomposition run done as a preliminary to each 
exchange run. The standard intensity in the calculation of Ro (cf. p. 397) 
was taken as corresponding to 0.100 mm. H2 /min. 

In a similar way, three typical runs for PD3-H2 mixtures are detailed in 
Table VI. 
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TABLE VI PD3-H2 EXCHANGE RuNs 
Temp. Initial rate Initial 

° C. of exchange intensity Ro VEX 
490 0-43 0.170 0.30 0.44 
560 0.82 0.115 0.74 1.05 
620 1.21 0.104 1.17 1.55 

There is yet another factor to be considered: besides exchange occurring 
by means of the chain -type mechanism 

D +PH3 = PH2D +H, H +D2 = HD +D 
and so on, there is the possibility that some of the exchange, measured in 
the experiments described above, might be due to a back reaction, dependent 
on the primary dissociation of the phosphine: 

PH3 +Hg' = PH2 +H +Hg, 
D2 +Hg' = D +D +Hg, 

H +D2 =D +HD, 
D + PH2 = PH2D. 

In order to find what contribution, if any, this process made to the total 
exchange rate, a mixture of 25 mm. PH3 and 25 mm D2 was illuminated at 
15° C., simultaneous measurements being made of pressure increase and 
the D content of the hydrogen gas. Excessive film formation on the reaction 
bulb militated against continuation of the run. 

TABLE VII-PH 3-D2 EXCHANGE RUN AT 15° C. 

Observed DHy 94.8 89.8 86-1 83.5 
Calculated Dgy 95.6 91.6 88.0 85-6 

1.18 1.22 1.16 1.14 
1.19 1.23 1.18 1.16 

Mean value =1.19 

In Table VII are tabulated the observed values of hydrogen D content 

and those calculated from the observed amount of decomposition. The 

third row gives the ratio of the observed to the calculated diminution in 

pm,. A small correction has been applied to this ratio (row 4) to allow for 

the fact that the D content of the atomic hydrogen is less than 100 %: any 

recombination between H atoms and PH2 radicals will of course not con- 

tribute to the observed exchange. It is assumed that owing to the rapidity 

of the reactions of the type H + D2 = HD + D the D contents of the atomic 

and molecular hydrogen are the same. Since the temperature coefficient of 
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the photosensitized decomposition is unity it is extremely improbable that 
the back reaction effect would increase with increase of temperature. 
Accordingly, the contribution of the back reaction effect to the observed 
exchange was assessed at 0.19 time that due to decomposition (cf. pp. 395-6). 

The quantum yields listed in Tables V and VI may therefore be attributed 
entirely to the chain mechanism given above. The fact that YEx exceeds 
unity at the higher temperatures is conclusive proof that this is the 
mechanism involved. 

0 

log. 
z 

R,° 

0 

14 

18 

in 

` 

K 

° 

1-10 1.20 130 + x103 

FIG. 6 -The temperature coefficient of the exchange reactions, 
D +PH3 =H +PHaD (p), and H +PD3 =D +PHD2 (x ). 

The slope of the satisfactorily straight -line log R0- 1 /T graph gives an 
activation energy of 14.3 kcal. for the reaction D + PH3 = PHzD + H. The 
slope of the corresponding H -PD3 line is practically identical. This value 
should, however, be corrected for the variation with temperature of the 
equilibrium value of D content of the hydrogen gas (cf. Table III). The 
correction involved is very small, however, amounting to only 0.1 kcal. 
The corrected value then for D + PH3 is 14.4 kcal. 

The vibrational frequency data, obtained from the valence- force -field 
computations (see p. 394, above), would indicate a very similar correction: 
viz. 0.2 kcal. 

Since it was essential to demonstrate that the quantum yield of the 
exchange reaction could exceed unity one run was made at 500 mm. total 
pressure at 510° C. The quantum yield rose to 1.2 from 0.6 at 100 mm. The 
reason for the small increase is due to the increased proportion of deuterium 
atoms combining in the gas phase as is evident from the following calcula- 
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tions. At low pressures and high pressures respectively [D] is given by the 
equations (see p. 397) 

2.1[X] 
, [D] _ 

N k 
21 
[g] . 

The value of [D] at any pressure is the reciprocal of the sum of the separate 
probabilities of the D atoms disappearing by diffusion to the walls and by 
combination in the gas phase. Therefore, 

and hence, 

1 

k4/21[g] +Vk3[g]I21 

k[PH3] 
YE$ - 

k4/2[X] +'s/k3[g] I12 

Now at 100 mm. pressure 57 % of the atoms combine in the gas phase the 
interpolated value of yEx being 0.6, and therefore from the observed value 
of the quantum yield at 500 mm. the percentage of D atoms combining in 
the gas phase is 96. Further rims were not made at high pressures since the 
duration of a run became unduly long and the method of calculation given 
on p. 397 eliminates the necessity of working at such high pressure to ensure 
complete gas phase termination of the chains. 

COMPARISON OF PHOSPHINE AND AMMONIA RESULTS 

Using the same apparatus, the rate of the exchange reaction of deuterium 
with ammonia has likewise been investigated. In this reaction, decom- 
position of the NH3 is negligible and there is no disturbing thermal decom- 

position. The results are given in Table VIII. 

TABLE VIII-EXCHANGE WITH AiMMONIA. D2 NH3 1 : 1 MIXTURE. 

10O MM. TOTAL PRESSURE 

Temp. 
o e. 

Ro 
% D/min. YEx 

VEX 
Melville and Farkas 

420 2.3 4.3 5.9 
490 6.1 9.1 9.8 

560 10.3 160 17.0 

Activation energy 10.7 kcal. 

It will be seen that the energy of activation 10.7 agrees very well with that 

(10) obtained, using a different experimental set up and method of analysis 

in which the para hydrogen conversion was used to measure the stationary 

hydrogen atom concentration (Farkas and Melville 1936). Even the 
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absolute rates of reaction are in excellent agreement as will be seen from the 
last two columns of the Table VIII, where the quantum yields of the 
reaction are given. That the reactions D + PH3 and D + NH3 possess similar 
steric factors is shown by the following comparison. The following figures 
show how the ratio of rates varies with temperature. Assuming that the 
steric factors of the two reactions are equal the difference in energy of 
activation is shown in the last column of Table IX. This amounts to 4.3 kcal. 
compared with 14.3 -10.7 = 3.6 kcal. calculated directly from the separate 
energies of activation. If anything the steric factor for the phosphine is 
smaller than that for the ammonia reaction. 

TABLE IX 

Temp. 
° C. 

RYH.-D 
% D/min. RNH.-D 

Additional energy 
Ratio of activation 

420 0.13 2.3 17.7 4.0 
490 0.32 6.1 19.0 4.5 
560 0.78 10.3 13.2 4.3 

Mean value 4.3 

THE ABSOLUTE RATE OF THE EXCHANGE REACTION 

A knowledge of the stationary concentration of atomic deuterium is 
necessary for the purpose of calculating the absolute rate of the exchange 
reaction D + PH3 = PH2D + H. Equation (2a) on p. 390, from which [D] 
may be evaluated, on the assumption that the recombination of deuterium 
atoms occurred exclusively in the gas phase, must be somewhat modified 
to take into account the appreciable fraction of D atoms recombining on 
the walls. 

d[D] = /(2k1[D2] + k2[PH3]) k4 [D] - 2k3[D]2 [X] = O. dt kl[D2] + k2[PH3] 

where the term k4[D] takes into account the recombination at the walls. 
On p. 397 it was shown that k4[D] = 0.76(2k3[D]2 [X]). This equation holds 
only for the light intensity used in the present experiments. The variation 
in intensity, however, did not exceed ± 20 %. Therefore, substituting to 
eliminate the unknown factor k4 (unknown, since although the diffusion of 
D atoms to the walls could be calculated, the efficiency of the recombination 
at the walls is unknown), 

I(2k1[D2] +k2[PH3]) It [D] - (3.52.k3[X] (k1[D2] +k2[PH3])/ 
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The calculation of the bimolecular velocity constant, k, from the data of one particular experiment follows. 
Composition of exchange mixture: 50 mm. PH3 + 50 mm. D2. 
Temperature = 560° C. 
Quantum yield of exchange = 1.1. 
Quantum input = 2.37 x 10 -10 einstein cm. -3 sec.-1. 
Calculated [D] = 1.04 x 10 -10 mol. cm. -3. 
Initial rate of exchange = 2.52 x 10-10 g. atoms D cm. -3 sec. -1. 

Bimolecular constant, k - R 
[PH3] [D] 

= 2.52 x 106 mol. -1 cm.3 

The number of collisions per sec. per c.c. (N) between D atoms and PH3 
molecules was calculated from the usual formula: 

N = N1N2c 12[87TRTI 1 + 1 Ill, 

where N1 and N2 are the number of molecules per c.c. and o12 is the sum of 
the radii. vpH, was calculated from the parachor and found to be 3.25 x 10 -8 
cm. (cf. Sugden 193o, p. 32). The value of o- for atomic hydrogen, and there- 
fore also deuterium, is 2.49 x 10-8 cm. (Harteck 1929) X12 has been corrected 
for variation with temperature according to the Sutherland formula, 

4 = 0-,;(1+\/ (CA) 
) , where C1 and C2 are the individual Sutherland constants 

for atomic deuterium and phosphine, namely 30.6 (Amdur 1936) and 271, 
calculated from the formula C2 = 1.47 TB (where TB is the boiling point of 
phosphine in ° K.). 12 at 560°K. is therefore 2.64 x 10 -3 cm. The calculated 
value of N is accordingly 3.74 x 1018 collisions /c.c. /sec. The number of 
atoms exchanging with phosphine initially is F53 x 1014 /sec. and therefore 
the collision efficiency is 4.40 x 10 -5. Now if the reaction D + PH3 were of a 
simple bimolecular character having a steric factor of unity, the collision 
efficiency at 833° K., corresponding to an energy of activation of 14.4 kcal., 
would be 1.74 x 10-4. The ratio of these efficiencies is 0.25 and is usually 
termed the steric factor for this particular reaction. 

In a similar way the steric factor for the ammonia exchange reaction, 
D + NH3 = NH2D + H, has been calculated taking the energy of activation 
as 10.7 kcal. The value obtained-0-33-agrees well with the corresponding 
phosphine stericfactor, as is to be expected from the similarity of structure 
of the two molecules. 
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COMPARISON OF THE PH3 AND PD3 EXCHANGE REACTIONS 

To obtain the difference in energies of activation of the reactions D + PH3 
and H + PD3 two methods are available, (a) direct measurement of the 
activation energies, (b) comparison of the relative rates of the exchange 
reactions at the same temperature. As will be seen from fig. 6 (p. 400) the 
energies of activation are nearly the same within the experimental error, 
which is estimated to be ± 0.5 kcal. The following table shows the relative 
rates of exchange at three temperatures. These values must, however, be 
corrected for, owing (a) to non -classical distribution of the deuterium between 
the hydrogen gas and the phosphines (see p. 392), (b) to difference between 
stationary H and D atom concentrations, since D atoms combine 1.4 times 
less quickly (see p. 390), and (c) to difference in collision frequencies owing, 
mainly, to the difference in the masses of the H and the D atoms. With 

TABLE X 
Temp. (° K.) 763 833 893 

Observed ratio 1.07 1.05 1.07 

Observed ratio, corrected for non -classical distribution 1.23 1.22 1.24 

Observed ratio, corrected for stationary atom conc. 1.04 1.03 1.05 

Observed ratio, corrected for mass factor 1.45 1.44 1.46 

Difference in energy of activation* 570 610 660 

* Calculated from the formula, Relative rate = e'dt. /ar. 

certainty, it may be said that the energy of activation of the reaction 
H + PD3 does not exceed that of D + PH3 by more than 600 cal. The differ- 
ence in zero -point energy between the intermediate states will not be less 
than 2450 cal. This is what would be expected : for, to a first approximation, 
in the complexes, PH3D and PD3H, the energy associated with one H and 
one D atom will cancel, and therefore the zero -point energy difference should 
be about that between PH2 and PD2 which, according to the calculations, 
made on p. 393 is ca. 2000 cal. 

From the above results, the absolute rates of the reactions, 

D + PH3 = PH2D + H, and H + PD3 = PHD2 + D, 

are given by the respective equations, 

and 

14,400 

RD_ pH. = 1.6 x 1010[D] LPH3] e IrT' 

15,000 
R H-PD. = 2.5 x 101o[H] [PD31 e i7' 

. 
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SUMMARY 

The mercury photosensitized exchange reactions of deuterium with phosphine and hydrogen with trideuterophosphine have been investigated from pressures of 100 -500 mm. and at temperatures from 20 to 600° C. Exchange occurs by two mechanisms: 

(a) 

(b) 

D2 + Hg' = 2D + Hg, 
D+PH3 = PH2D+H, 

H+D2 = HD+D. 
PH3+Hg' = PH2+H+Hg, 

D2 + Hg' = 2D + Hg, 
D+PH2 = PH2D. 

Mechanism (b) is predominant at room temperature and has a tem- perature coefficient of unity, while (a) predominates at high temperatures 
owing to its having a high temperature coefficient. 

By measuring the quantum input and calculating the velocity of com- bination of deuterium atoms the stationary atom concentration was 
calculated thereby permitting the evaluation of the bimolecular velocity 
constant of the reaction D + PH3 = PH2D + H. The energy of activation 
from the temperature coefficient is 14.4 kcal. and that for 

H +PD3 = PD2H +D 15.0 kcal. 

The steric factor amounts to 0.2. 
The equilibrium constant of the reaction PH3 + HD PH2D + H2 at 

different temperatures has been calculated from spectroscopic data. 
The analytical method consisted in measuring the thermal conductivity 

of the hydrogen deuterium mixtures at high pressures, by means of a gauge 
having a volume of 0.2 c.c., the volume of gas required for analysis being 
0.015 c.c. at N.T.P. 
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